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Abstract
The domestication of plants and animals has been a powerful force in the development
of human societies over the past millennia. Domestication of plants is underscored by
the selection of agriculturally favourable traits, such as flowering time and disease
resistance, which are often inherited in a quantitative manner. Advances in techniques
relating to the study of quantitative traits over the past decades enable the dissection
of the genetic architecture and molecular basis of these traits. In this thesis, I discuss
the natural diversity governing flowering time and intermediate nonhost resistance in
the non-domesticated grass Brachypodium distachyon. Three major loci were found
to govern flowering time, two of which colocalise with the B. distachyon homologs of
major flowering pathway genes identified in crop species. However, the identification
of additional loci suggests that greater complexity underlies flowering time in this
non-domesticated system. In contrast, a natural stack of three resistance genes protects
B. distachyon against colonisation by Puccinia striiformis and highlights a relatively
simple genetic architecture for intermediate nonhost resistance. One broad spectrum
major effect locus was narrowed down to genes that are commonly associated with
isolate-specific host resistance While it has been proposed that nonhost and host
resistance are inherently different, the genetic architecture and molecular basis of
resistance in this intermediate nonhost system is reminiscent of a host system, which
suggests that the genetic architectures of host and nonhost systems are structurally
coupled and share conserved components. Studying the genetic basis of these
quantitative traits in B. distachyon elucidates the way humans have utilised the natural
variation present in grasses to create modern temperate cereals. Additionally,
exploring the interaction between B. distachyon and P. striiformis has provided an
ideal system to investigate the transfer of resistance genes from wild relatives to
agronomically important crops.
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1. General Introduction
“And Jacob took him rods of green poplar, and of the hazel and chestnut
tree; and pilled white strakes in them, and made the white appear which was
in the rods. And he set the rods which he had pilled before the flocks in the
gutters in the watering troughs when the flocks came to drink, that they
should conceive when they came to drink. And the flocks conceived before the
rods, and brought forth cattle ringstraked, speckled, and spotted.”
Genesis 30: 37 – 39 (King James Bible)
In parallel with the domestication of plants and animals, humans for the first time
observed the inheritance of both desirable and undesirable traits from one generation
to the next (Klug and Cummings 1991). Although for most of human history the
selection of these traits was probably not guided by specific breeding targets, this soon
lead to the formation of ideas as to how this inheritance takes place and what
specifically is passed on from one generation to the next (Klug and Cummings 1991).
Some of these ideas and theories we now know to be wrong, such as the maternal
impression described in the example above, but others have been developed over time
and form the basis of our current understanding of genetics.

Pre-Mendelian views on inheritance
The earliest formalised ideas on inheritance were proposed by the Greek philosophers
Hippocrates and Aristotle (Klug and Cummings 1991). Hippocrates suggested that
heritable material was contributed by all body parts and passed to the offspring during
conception, explaining the resemblance between parent and offspring (Reeve 2001).
This theory was later termed pangenesis by Charles Darwin (Darwin 1868). In
contrast, Aristotle advocated an idea where purified blood in the form of semen and
menstrual blood come together and interact. He proposed that the embryo
continuously develops, a theory later described as epigenesis by the anatomist William
Harvey (Harvey 1651; Klug and Cummings 1991). Klug and Cummings (1991) point
out that although these early views sound alien to our current understanding of
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inheritance and genetics, they did provide useful stepping stones. Notably, inheritance
in both of these theories is biparental and mediated by defined heritable units (Klug
and Cummings 1991).
Two millennia later, the publication of the Systema Naturae by Carl Linnaeus in 1735
for the first time provided a system to categorise organisms based on their inherited
characteristics and their ability to reproduce (Linnaeus 1735; Reeve 2001). However,
Linnaeus also observed variants that did not fit into this system. For example, he
described a mutant form of Linaria vulgaris, which produced abnormal flowers, and
called this phenomenon pelorism (Linnaeus and Rudberg 1744; Reeve 2001). In this
context, Klug and Cummings (1991) reinforce that Linnaeus and other naturalists of
the 18th and 19th centuries were held back by their conviction that species are fixed
and cannot change over time. They give the example of the plant breeder Joseph
Gottlieb Kölreuter, who developed new tobacco hybrids by crossing different
Nicotiana spp. and recreated the phenotypes of the parental species by repeated
backcrossing (Kölreuter 1761). They argue that the conviction that the whole species
is fixed and not made up of individual traits prevented him from understanding how
much his observations revealed about the inheritance of traits (Klug and Cummings
1991). “Blending inheritance”, a popular pre-Mendelian theory which was also
advocated by Darwin, describes the idea that the parental phenotypes fuse in the
progeny and manifest themselves as an intermediate phenotype (Darwin 1868; Klug
and Cummings 1991). Although Darwin noticed how peloric and other morphological
traits often only appeared as one of the parental phenotype in a hybrid derived from
differential parental lines and the second parental phenotype reappeared in the next
generation, he failed to understand the significance of this segregation pattern (Darwin
1868; Reeve 2001).

Mendelian inheritance
During the 18th and 19th century several researchers performed studies similar to the
ones later described by Mendel (Zirkle 1951). Notably, studies on maize, pea, and
muskmelon suggested that a phenotype can be dominant or recessive, that recessive
phenotypes can resurface in subsequent generations, or that different traits are
inherited independently of each other (reviewed by Zirkle (1951)). However, although
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other researchers had studied the inheritance of traits in a variety of different species,
Mendel was the first to do so in a methodical way by recording the numbers associated
with the segregation of carefully chosen phenotypes in a specific system (Mendel
1866). By identifying the ratios associated with the inheritance of these traits over
several generations, he was able to propose four postulates regarding heritable unit
factors, which form the basis of our modern understanding of genetics. The postulates
can be reduced to these core statements (Klug and Cummings 1991):
1)! Unit factors occur in pairs.
2)! Unit factors can be dominant or recessive.
3)! Unit factors segregate during inheritance.
4)! Pairs of unit factors segregate independently of each other.
This means that a hybrid can possess two different alleles of a gene (e.g. encoding
wrinkled and round seed shape), but only one will be observable as a phenotype. In
the subsequent generation both phenotypes will reappear in a 3:1 ratio. Individuals
with the recessive phenotype will only produce offspring with the recessive phenotype
(i.e. they are homozygous for this trait), whereas individuals with the dominant
phenotype may produce offspring that either all show the dominant phenotype or
segregate (i.e. they are either homozygous for the dominant trait or heterozygous).
When two or more traits are studied (e.g. seed shape and flower colour), these are
inherited independently of each other, but still according to the postulates set out
above. Mendel’s postulates were in contrast to the theory of blending inheritance, as
they suggested that a trait is governed by discrete and defined units, which manifest
themselves as discontinuous phenotypes (Klug and Cummings 1991).

Discrete versus quantitative phenotypes
The traits studied by Mendel were unique in that they largely consisted of discrete
phenotypes (Lynch and Walsh 1998). Progeny clearly expressed one of the parental
phenotypes and could be assigned to one of the parental categories. After the
rediscovery of Mendel’s work and the acceptance of Mendelian inheritance, a major
focus was therefore on clearly segregating phenotypes (Wright 1968). However, most
phenotypes of interest for plant and animal breeding and other applications are of a
quantitative nature. For example, crop yield cannot be classified into two discrete
3

categories, but manifests itself in a continuous distribution from low to high yield.
Darwin’s cousin Francis Galton was influenced by Darwin’s detailed discussion on
the domestication of plants and animals, but disagreed with Darwin’s description of
blended inheritance (Lynch and Walsh 1998). By investigating the basis of genius or
human ability, Galton was the first to study the inheritance of a quantitative trait
(Galton 1869). However, after the rediscovery of Mendel’s work the field split into
two branches over the subsequent decades, with biometricians led by Karl Pearson
studying the inheritance of quantitative characteristics, while Mendelians led by
William Bateson studied the inheritance of discrete characteristics (Wright 1968).
Debates in the early 20th century centred around the question, whether inheritance and
evolution of quantitative and discrete phenotypes are governed by the same or
differing principles (Lynch and Walsh 1998).

The beginning of quantitative genetics
Wright (1968) and Lynch and Walsh (1998) point out that Mendel already suggested
how a continuous or quantitative character could be inherited by multiple
independently segregating genes. With regard to the colour of flowers and seeds of
Pisum multiflorus, Mendel suggested that these might be a combination of different
colours conferred by independently segregating factors and explains the adjusted
ratios with which the parental phenotypes should reappear in the progeny if two or
three genes were to control these colours (Mendel 1866). Yule (1902) provided the
mathematical proof for this idea, but as Lynch and Walsh (1998) remark:
“Unfortunately for Yule, the only thing that the biometricians and the Mendelians
could publicly agree on was the incompatibility of Mendelian genetics and the
inheritance of continuous characters.”
The idea that independent factors each adhering to Mendelian inheritance underlie a
quantitative trait gained momentum with the development of the multiple-factor
hypothesis in the early 20th century (Lynch and Walsh 1998). The first observation in
this direction was that inbred maize lines did not possess the variation in quantitative
traits that was present within the original outbred lines from which they were derived,
which suggested that Mendelian inheritance must underlie these traits (Shull 1908;
Lynch and Walsh 1998). As Mendel had observed, during self-fertilisation half of the
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heterozygosity is removed each generation (Mendel 1866; Wright 1968). The first
direct demonstration of Mendelian inheritance for a quantitative trait was provided by
Nilsson-Ehle (Nilsson-Ehle 1909; Wright 1968). Nilsson-Ehle was able to show that
three genes conferred red seed colour in wheat and that each of them segregated
independently in a 3:1 manner in F2 populations (Nilsson-Ehle 1909; Mather and Jinks
1971). In this case red seed colour is the dominant phenotype and progeny with white
seed colour could only occur in triple homozygotes for the recessive phenotype
(Nilsson-Ehle 1909; Wright 1968). Moreover, different degrees of redness in the
progeny were not associated with which of the three genes conferring red seed colour
was present, but rather how many of these genes were present in the progeny (NilssonEhle 1909; Mather and Jinks 1971). The three genes identified by Nilsson-Ehle
individually possessed a great enough effect to be detected in segregating families
(Mather and Jinks 1971); however, Nilsson-Ehle noted that Mendelian inheritance of
genes with a smaller phenotypic effect could explain the quantitative nature observed
for other phenotypes (Nilsson-Ehle 1909; Mather and Jinks 1971). In summary, the
work by Nilsson-Ehle showed that sexual reproduction can give rise to a great
diversity of phenotypes and allows the occurrence of rare segregants, which is
incompatible with the theory of blending inheritance (Lynch and Walsh 1998).

Advancements in analysing the genetic architecture of quantitative traits
The early work on quantitative traits and their inheritance focused on the development
of statistical techniques to describe these traits and their variation (Tanksley 1993;
Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). These techniques allowed the approximation of the
number of loci that control the trait, an estimation of their action, and to what degree
they interact with each other or the environment (Tanksley 1993). The genes
underlying quantitative traits were termed “polygenes” (Mather and Jinks 1971), but
their number was only approximated and their location within the genome was largely
unknown (Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). However, several observations highlighted
that polygenes could be linked to major effect genes, facilitating their analysis (Mather
and Jinks 1971). For example, seed colour in one Phaseolus vulgaris population was
found to be conferred by a single major gene, but was also linked to polygenes
controlling seed weight (Sax 1923). Rasmusson (1935) found a similar association
between flower colour and flowering time in a Pisum sativum population. Other
5

studies attempted to examine the location of polygenes, such as those regulating
abdominal and sternopleural chaetae number in Drosophila melanogaster, which were
dissected by creating recombinant chromosomes (Breese and Mather 1957). The
authors showed that at least six genes on chromosome 3 must be involved in the
phenotype (Breese and Mather 1957).
Tanksley (1993) highlights that although some knowledge existed regarding the
combined action of polygenes and their interaction, it was impossible to scrutinise the
action and interaction between specific loci without a suitable marker system. Early
markers consisted of discrete phenotypes, for which the underlying genes and their
genomic position were known and which could be used to study a linked polygene
(Thoday 1961). If such a morphological marker was linked with a quantitative trait,
one could infer the genomic location of the polygene underlying the quantitative trait
(Thoday 1961; Tanksley 1993). However, the major drawback of this technique was
the limited number of suitable morphological traits, as only few monogenic
phenotypes were known for most organisms (Thoday 1961; Tanksley 1993; Hackett
2002). Additionally, the epistatic effect of the morphological marker (e.g. dwarfism)
on the quantitative phenotype of interest often prevented mapping of many
quantitative phenotypes (Tanksley 1993).
Kearsey and Farquhar (1998) assert that two developments of the 1980s alleviated
these problems associated with mapping and analysing the genetic basis of
quantitative traits. The discovery of a great extent of molecular variation between
parents of a mapping population facilitated the development of phenotypically neutral,
but abundant, markers (Tanksley 1993; Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). The second
development was the introduction of the “catchy” acronym QTL (quantitative trait
locus) (Geldermann 1975), which according to Kearsey and Farquhar (1998) liberated
quantitative genetics from its longstanding associations with heavy statistical
analyses. Molecular markers were first introduced by studying different isozymes
present between parental lines and segregating among the progeny, but with the
discovery of an even greater number of polymorphisms at the DNA level and the
relative ease of working with DNA rather than proteins, DNA-based markers
superseded protein-based markers (Tanksley 1993).
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Molecular markers possess five major advantages over morphological markers,
summarised by Tanksley as follows (Tanksley 1993):
1)! Molecular markers, especially DNA markers, are usually phenotypically
neutral, as they largely map to non-coding regions of the genome. They are
therefore unbiased and do not impact the quantitative phenotype of interest.
2)! As molecular markers are usually phenotypically neutral, they are associated
with a reduced selection pressure and higher mutation rates, giving rise to a
greater number of polymorphisms among molecular markers than
morphological markers.
3)! Molecular markers are abundant throughout the organism’s genome, allowing
the construction of whole genome genetic maps. This possibility also enabled
the development of new statistical approaches, such as interval analyses (see
below).
4)! Codominant molecular markers allow the identification of all three possible
states (homozygous parent A, heterozygous, and homozygous parent B),
whereas dominant morphological markers only allowed the unambiguous
identification of the homozygous recessive state (see Mendelian inheritance
above).
5)! Epistatic interactions associated with morphological markers, e.g. the
influence of dwarfism on other quantitative traits, are rarely observed for
molecular markers and therefore do not significantly reduce the number of
molecular markers that can be used.
The physical linkage of molecular markers and the gene or genes controlling the
phenotype give rise to a non-random association between markers and phenotype, also
called linkage disequilibrium (Tanksley 1993; Lynch and Walsh 1998). The existence
of linkage disequilibrium forms the basis of any marker-based approach to dissect the
genetic architecture controlling a quantitative phenotype (Tanksley 1993). In its
simplest form, one can think of a QTL analysis as looking at each marker in turn,
separating the phenotypes based on the marker genotype, and identifying markers that
are associated with statistically significant differences between the two pools of
phenotypes (i.e. performing an analysis of variance (ANOVA) or marker regression)
(Lynch and Walsh 1998; Hackett 2002). The major limitation of this approach is the
need for a high marker coverage, as QTLs will be missed if the gaps between markers
7

are too large and no marker is linked with the causal gene (Lynch and Walsh 1998;
Hackett 2002). Interval mapping was developed to address this and other problems by
calculating the logarithm of the odds (LOD) score and estimating the likelihood that a
QTL is located between two markers (Lander and Botstein 1989). However, marker
regression and interval mapping both work under the assumption of a single major
effect QTL, which is rarely the case when studying quantitative traits (Jansen 1993;
Zeng 1993). Composite interval mapping combines interval mapping with regression
analyses on several background markers that serve as substitutes for other QTLs
influencing the phenotype (Jansen 1993; Zeng 1993; Zeng 1994). This feature
increases the precision obtained with composite interval mapping compared to
standard interval mapping (Jansen and Stam 1994; Zeng 1994).

Using QTLs and identifying the underlying genes
The use of molecular markers on the one hand allowed the evaluation of the location,
action, and interaction of QTLs, and on the other hand facilitated the use of QTLs, for
example in marker assisted breeding programmes or the diagnosis of diseases
(Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). Additionally, the continuous development of new
techniques allows the incorporation of ever more QTLs in breeding programmes and
other applied approaches (Morgante and Salamini 2003). As QTLs with only a small
effect are difficult to detect and a small population size in many studies hinders the
separation of physically close QTLs, one will probably never be able to detect, map
and characterise all QTLs affecting a phenotype (Tanksley 1993). However, in
practice only QTLs with a relatively large phenotypic effect will be of interest for
breeding programmes and other applications (Tanksley 1993).
Due to the quantitative nature of the studied traits and possible small effect of QTLs,
the molecular basis and function of many QTLs is never uncovered. As an example,
the underlying genes were only identified for less than 1% of over 2,000 QTLs mapped
in rodents over a 15-year period (Flint et al. 2005). After a QTL has been mapped,
several steps need to be taken in order to locate the underlying causal gene or genes.
Namely, these consist of isolating the QTL of interest from other QTLs segregating in
the population, fine-mapping the genetic interval responsible for the phenotype of
interest, identifying the physical sequence associated with the fine-mapped genetic
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interval, annotating and prioritising the candidate genes present in this interval, and
lastly confirming the causal gene or genes by complementation or mutagenesis studies
(Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). However, it should be noted that these steps do not
necessarily form a linear path to be taken, but can be seen as stepping stones one might
take. For example, with the availability of sequenced genomes for many species, as
well as a wealth of other resources, a physical interval might be directly determined
and fine-mapped for a QTL in these species. The identification of genes underlying
QTLs in the past decades has demonstrated that the nature of polymorphisms
underlying quantitative traits does not differ from discrete traits (Paran and Zamir
2003). In addition, successful map-based cloning projects have shown that single
genes are often responsible for the variation controlled by the QTL (Remington et al.
2001).
The first step in the direction of cloning the causal gene involves the separation of the
QTL of interest from other QTLs segregating in the population, a process also referred
to as the “Mendelisation” of a QTL (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). If no segregating lines
can be identified that are fixed for these other QTLs, those lines can be developed with
the aid of phenotypic and genotypic selection during successive rounds of selffertilisation or backcrossing (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005; Drinkwater and Gould 2012).
The aim is to identify lines that are homozygous (i.e. fixed) at the other QTLs, while
being heterozygous (i.e. segregating) at the QTL of interest. Fine-mapping is used to
reduce the genetic (for organisms without a sequenced genome) or physical (for
organisms with a sequenced genome) intervals that harbour the QTL (Salvi and
Tuberosa 2005) and involves additional marker saturation and the identification of
lines with recombination events in the region of interest (Drinkwater and Gould 2012).
Once a sufficiently small interval has been delineated, the physical candidate region
needs to be annotated. However, this will often differ from system to system, as a
range of resources may be available already. For species with a sequenced and
annotated genome, one may be able to directly look for promising candidate genes
within the interval (Pflieger et al. 2001). Especially for major effect QTLs, the initial
mapping can be very accurate and many cloned genes were often found to be
physically close to the original LOD peak (Price 2006). Jumping from the initial
mapping directly to analysing candidate genes without any additional fine-mapping
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can be particularly useful, if the trait of interest has already been studied extensively
in other systems and one has an idea of the kind of genes that might contribute to the
phenotype of interest (Morgante and Salamini 2003; Price 2006). To give an example,
the regulation of flowering time has been studied extensively in the model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana, which has accelerated the identification of orthologous genes in
different crop species (Blümel et al. 2015).
On the other hand, if no sequenced genome is available the general way forward is to
characterise a segment of physical sequence that was isolated with a marker linked to
the genetically fine-mapped region, e.g. a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
obtained from screening a BAC library (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). Such a newly
obtained sequence can be further annotated by identifying open reading frames and
confirming these by analysing gene expression (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005; Drinkwater
and Gould 2012). Structural or sequence variation between differential parental lines
might aid in the prioritisation of candidate genes, as well as the identification of mutant
lines (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005; Drinkwater and Gould 2012). In most cases, including
the ones described in this thesis, the identification and prioritisation of candidate genes
will involve a combination of different approaches. However, the confirmation of a
candidate gene as the causal gene underlying a QTL ultimately rests on
complementing the phenotype in a line that does not express it (Pflieger et al. 2001).

Dissertation organisation
My dissertation is structured into three research chapters, which explore the genetic
architecture and underlying molecular basis of two quantitative traits in the monocot
Brachypodium distachyon. In the second chapter I describe the genetic architecture of
flowering regulation, a trait for which considerable previous knowledge has been
established by both forward and reverse genetic studies in many model and crop
species. In contrast, only limited knowledge exists regarding the genetic architecture
and molecular basis of nonhost resistance (i.e. the resistance to nonadapted
pathogens), which I describe in the following two chapters. In the third chapter I
establish the genetic architecture of resistance to stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis), for
which B. distachyon is an intermediate nonhost. Subsequently, in the fourth chapter I
transition into the isolation, fine-mapping, and characterisation of Yrr3, one of the
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major effect loci conferring stripe rust resistance identified in the third chapter. Owing
to the diverse topics covered, each chapter has its own introduction, results, discussion,
and materials and methods sections. A more general discussion at the end connects
the two research chapters on stripe rust resistance and highlights open questions for
future research regarding this aspect of the thesis.

Chapter 2. The genetic architecture of flowering regulation in B. distachyon
The domestication of plants is underscored by the selection of agriculturally
favourable developmental traits, including flowering time, which resulted in the
creation of varieties with altered growth habits. Research into the pathways underlying
these growth habits in cereals has highlighted the role of three main flowering
regulators: VRN1, VRN2, and FT. To investigate the natural diversity governing
flowering time pathways in a non-domesticated grass, the reference B. distachyon
accession Bd21 was crossed with the vernalisation-dependent accession ABR6. Three
major loci were found to govern flowering time. Interestingly, two of these loci
colocalise with the B. distachyon homologs of the major flowering pathway genes
VRN2 and FT, whereas no linkage was observed at VRN1. Characterisation of these
candidates identified sequence and expression variation between the two parental
genotypes, which may explain the contrasting growth habits. However, the
identification of additional QTLs suggests that greater complexity underlies flowering
time in this non-domesticated system. Studying the interaction of these regulators in
B. distachyon provides insights into the evolutionary context of flowering time
regulation in the Poaeceae, as well as elucidates the way humans have utilised the
natural variation present in grasses to create modern temperate cereals.
The research presented in the second chapter has been published in the journal Plant
Physiology (http://www.plantphysiol.org/) and copyright rests with the American
Society of Plant Biologists. The full publication details are:
Bettgenhaeuser J., Corke F.M.K., Opanowicz M., Green P., HernándezPinzón I., Doonan, J.H., Moscou M.J. (2017). Natural variation in
Brachypodium links vernalization and flowering time loci as major flowering
determinants. Plant Physiology. doi:10.1104/pp.16.00813
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Chapter 3. The genetic architecture of intermediate nonhost resistance to stripe rust
(P. striiformis) in B. distachyon
Previously, we have shown that the majority of B. distachyon accessions are
completely resistant to two diverse UK wheat stripe rust (P. striiformis f. sp. tritici,
Pst) isolates, whereas relatively few accessions showed a range of infection symptoms
in the form of leaf browning (Dawson et al. 2015). The pathogen was not able to
complete its life cycle on B. distachyon and we developed a microscopy-based assay
to measure hyphal growth within the leaf tissue (Dawson et al. 2015). To dissect the
genetic architecture of resistance to stripe rust in B. distachyon, we mapped the
underlying resistance loci for three Pst isolates and one barley stripe rust (P. striiformis
f. sp. hordei, Psh) isolate in three diverse B. distachyon populations. These analyses
highlighted that only three major resistance genes to P. striiformis seem to exist in B.
distachyon, which we have named Yrr1, Yrr2, and Yrr3 (Yrr = Yellow rust resistance).
This was striking, as we tested geographically diverse B. distachyon lines from around
the Mediterranean and phylogenetically diverse P. striiformis isolates. The results
suggest that a natural stack of three resistance genes protects B. distachyon against
colonisation by P. striiformis and highlights a relatively simple genetic architecture
for intermediate nonhost resistance.

Chapter 4. Isolation, fine-mapping, and characterisation of Yrr3, an intermediate
nonhost resistance locus to stripe rust in B. distachyon
Yrr3, one of the major effect loci identified in the previous chapter, was isolated and
fine-mapped in two independent B. distachyon populations. A recombination screen
narrowed Yrr3 down to two SNPs, which cause non-synonymous mutations in
conserved motifs within nucleotide-binding domains of genes that are commonly
associated with isolate-specific host resistance (i.e. the resistance to single isolates of
adapted pathogens). The candidate genes are characterised based on resequencing data
and RNAseq data for the different parental lines, as well as homology in other species.
While it has been proposed that nonhost and host resistance are inherently different,
the genetic architecture and molecular basis of resistance in this intermediate nonhost
system is reminiscent of a host system, which suggests that the genetic architectures
of host and nonhost systems are structurally coupled and share conserved components.
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2. The genetic architecture of flowering regulation in B. distachyon

The research presented in this chapter has been published in the journal Plant
Physiology (http://www.plantphysiol.org/) and copyright rests with the American
Society of Plant Biologists. The full publication details are:
Bettgenhaeuser J., Corke F.M.K., Opanowicz M., Green P., HernándezPinzón I., Doonan, J.H., Moscou M.J. (2017). Natural variation in
Brachypodium links vernalization and flowering time loci as major flowering
determinants. Plant Physiology. doi:10.1104/pp.16.00813
One sentence summary: Natural variation in Brachypodium distachyon links VRN2
and FT loci as major flowering determinants.
Introduction
Coordination of flowering time with geographic location and seasonal weather
patterns has a profound effect on flowering and reproductive success (Amasino 2010).
The mechanisms underpinning this coordination are of great interest for understanding
plant behaviour and distribution within natural ecosystems (Wilczek et al. 2010).
Plants that fail to flower at the appropriate time are unlikely to be maximally fertile
and therefore will be less competitive in the longer term. Likewise, optimal flowering
time in crops is important for yield and quality: seed and fruit crops need to flower
early enough to allow ripening or to utilise seasonal rains, while delayed flowering
may be advantageous for leaf and forage crops (Distelfeld et al. 2009; Jung and Müller
2009).
Although developmental progression towards flowering can be modulated in several
ways, many plants have evolved means to detect seasonal episodes of cold weather
and adjust their flowering time accordingly, a process known as vernalisation (Ream
et al. 2012). Despite the importance of flowering time, the molecular and genetic
mechanisms underlying this dependency have been studied in only a few systems,
notably the Brassicaceae, Poaceae, and Amaranthaceae (Andrés and Coupland 2012;
Ream et al. 2012).
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Figure 1. Vernalisation and flowering control in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and the core
Pooideae (e.g. wheat and barley). Positive (FRIGIDA (FRI), VERNALISATION1 (VRN1), and
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT)) and negative (FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) and
VERNALISATION2 (VRN2)) regulators of flowering in leaves are directly or indirectly influenced by
cold exposure. Vernalisation results in FT expression in leaves, which then moves to the shoot apical
meristem. FT interacts with FLOWERING LOCUS D (FD) in the shoot apical meristem and initiates
flowering via the positive regulators SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSIN OF CO1 (SOC1) and
VRN1. Adapted from Bouché et al. (2017).

Research on the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana in particular has identified a
pathway consisting of positive and negative regulators that control the vernalisation
response and flowering (Figure 1) (Andrés and Coupland 2012; Bouché et al. 2017).
Key to this vernalisation response is the perception of ambient temperature. Although
the molecular basis of this perception remained largely unclear, early research already
suggested that the light receptor phytochrome B may also be implicated in temperature
perception (Penfield 2008; Legris et al. 2016b). Recent findings have confirmed that
phytochrome B directly interacts with target genes and that altered reversion rates
between active and inactive phytochrome B states account for the temperature
dependency of these interactions (Jung et al. 2016; Legris et al. 2016a).
In the temperate grasses, three major VERNALISATION (VRN) genes appear to act in
a regulatory loop (Figure 1). The wheat VRN1 gene is a MADS-box transcription
factor, which is induced in the cold (Yan et al. 2003; Andrés and Coupland 2012).
This gene is related to the A. thaliana genes APETALA1 and FRUITFUL (Yan et al.
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2003; Andrés and Coupland 2012). VRN2 encodes a small CCT-domain protein (Yan
et al. 2004) that is repressed by VRN1 and in turn represses FLOWERING LOCUS T
(FT), a strong universal promoter of flowering (Kardailsky et al. 1999; Yan et al.
2006; Andrés and Coupland 2012; Ream et al. 2012). In cereals, active VRN2 alleles
are necessary for a vernalisation requirement. Spring barley and spring wheat
varieties, which do not require vernalisation to flower, either lack VRN2 (Dubcovsky
et al. 2005; Karsai et al. 2005; von Zitzewitz et al. 2005), have point mutations in the
conserved CCT domain (Yan et al. 2004), or possess dominant constitutively active
alleles of VRN1 (repressor of VRN2) (Yan et al. 2003; Fu et al. 2005) or FT (repressed
by VRN2) (Yan et al. 2006).
Investigations on the regulation of flowering in the Poaceae have focused on rice
(Oryza sativa), wheat (Triticum aestivum), and barley (Hordeum vulgare), all
domesticated species that have been heavily subjected to human selection over the
past 10,000 years. Little information is available on wild species within this family
that have not been subjected to human selection. Such a study could provide additional
insights into the standing variation present within wild systems and its likely predomestication adaptive significance in the Poaceae (Schwartz et al. 2010). A
favourable species for such a study is Brachypodium distachyon, a small, wild grass,
with a sequenced and annotated genome. B. distachyon was originally developed as a
model system for the agronomically important temperate cereals (Draper et al. 2001;
Opanowicz et al. 2008; The International Brachypodium Initiative 2010; Catalán et
al. 2014). With the recent availability of geographically dispersed diversity
collections, we can ask how wild grasses have adapted to different climatic zones.
Previous studies have begun to explore the molecular basis of vernalisation in this
system. Higgins et al. (2010) identified homologs of the various flowering pathway
genes in B. distachyon, and several mainly reverse genetic studies have focused on
characterising these genes further (Schwartz et al. 2010; Lv et al. 2014; Ream et al.
2014; Woods et al. 2014; Woods et al. 2016). Schwartz et al. (2010) did not find
complete correlation between expression of VRN1 and flowering and hypothesised
that VRN1 could therefore have different activity or roles that are dependent on the
genetic background. Yet, Ream et al. (2014) found low VRN1 and FT levels in B.
distachyon accessions with delayed flowering, suggesting a conserved role of these
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homologs. Further support for a conserved role of VRN1 and FT comes from the
observation that overexpression of these genes leads to extremely early flowering (Lv
et al. 2014; Ream et al. 2014) and RNAi-based silencing of FT and amiRNA-based
silencing of VRN1 prevent flowering (Lv et al. 2014; Woods et al. 2016). The role of
VRN2 in B. distachyon is less clear. Higgins et al. (2010) failed to identify a homolog
of VRN2 in B. distachyon; however, other studies identified Bradi3g10010 as the best
candidate for the B. distachyon VRN2 homolog (Schwartz et al. 2010; Ream et al.
2012). Recent research supports the functional conservation of VRN2 in the role as a
flowering repressor, but suggests that the regulatory interaction between VRN1 and
VRN2 evolved after the diversification of the Brachypodieae and the core Pooideae
(e.g. wheat and barley) (Woods et al. 2016).
To date most studies on the regulation of flowering time of B. distachyon have used
reverse genetic approaches to implicate the role of previously characterised genes
from other species (Higgins et al. 2010; Lv et al. 2014; Ream et al. 2014; Woods et
al. 2016), while only few studies have used the natural variation present among B.
distachyon accessions to identify flowering loci (Tyler et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2016).
Currently lacking is the characterisation of loci that control variation in flowering time
in a biparental B. distachyon mapping population. The Iraqi reference accession Bd21
does not require vernalisation (Vogel et al. 2006; Garvin et al. 2008) and in addition,
vernalisation does not greatly reduce time to flowering in a 16 h or 20 h photoperiod
(Schwartz et al. 2010; Ream et al. 2014). In contrast, the Spanish accession ABR6 can
be induced to flower following a six-week vernalisation period (Draper et al. 2001;
Routledge et al. 2004).
In this chapter, I report on the genetic architecture underlying flowering time in a
mapping population developed from ABR6 and Bd21. We observed the segregation
of vernalisation dependency during population advancement (Figure 2) and
characterised the genetic basis of this dependency in detail at the F4:5 stage in multiple
environments (i.e. by phenotyping F5 progeny derived from genotyped F4 lines). The
ability to flower without vernalisation was linked to three major loci, two of which
colocalise with the B. distachyon homologs of VRN2 and FT. Notably, our results
further support the role of the VRN2 locus as a conserved flowering time regulator in
B. distachyon.
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Results

Development of a B. distachyon mapping population between geographically and
phenotypically distinct accessions
Initial investigations into the flowering time of ABR6 and Bd21 in response to
different vernalisation periods showed contrasting effects on the two accessions
(Figure 2; Figure 3). ABR6 responded strongly to increasing vernalisation times with
a reduction in flowering by 93 days, ranging from 117 days for a two-week
vernalisation period to 24 days for an eight-week vernalisation period. This reduction
in flowering time for ABR6 was not linear and the greatest drop of 43 days occurred
between four and five weeks of vernalisation (Figure 3). In contrast, no statistically
significant difference was found with respect to the vernalisation response of Bd21,
although a consistent trend towards a reduced flowering time was observed. A cross
was generated from these phenotypically diverse accessions for the creation of a
recombinant inbred line population.

Figure 2. Flowering behaviour within the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping population. Three months after a sixweek vernalisation period, ABR6 (left) is not flowering, whereas Bd21 (centre) is flowering and an
individual in the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping population display s an intermediate flowering phenotype
(right).
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Figure 3. Effect of vernalisation on flowering time in ABR6 and Bd21. Days to flowering was
measured from the end of vernalisation for seven different vernalisation periods. After vernalisation
plants were grown in a growth chamber (16 h photoperiod) for 35 days and then transferred to a
greenhouse without light and temperature control (late April to mid July 2013; Norwich, UK). Mean
days to flowering and standard error are based on six biological replicates. Different letters represent
statistically significant differences based on pairwise comparisons using t-tests with pooled standard
deviations and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

To develop a SNP-based genetic map, ABR6 was resequenced and reads were aligned
to the reference genome. A total of 1.36 million putative SNPs were identified between
ABR6 and Bd21, of which 711,052 constituted non-ambiguous polymorphisms based
on a minimum coverage of 15x and a strict threshold for SNP calling (i.e. 100% of
reads with an ABR6 allele, 0% of reads with a Bd21 allele). Following iterative cycles
of marker selection, the final genetic map consists of 252 non-redundant markers and
has a cumulative size of 1,753 cM (Figure S1). This size is comparable to the
previously characterised Bd3-1 x Bd21 mapping population (Huo et al. 2011) and
confirms that B. distachyon has a high rate of recombination compared to other grass
species. The quality of the genetic map was verified by assessing the two-way
recombination fractions for all 252 markers (Figure S2). All five chromosomes were
scanned for segregation distortion by comparing observed and expected genotype
frequencies for each marker. The expected heterozygosity at the F4 stage is 12.50%
and the expected parental allele frequencies are 43.75% for ABR6 and Bd21 alleles,
respectively. Although all five chromosomes contained regions of potential
segregation distortion (Figure 4), only two loci on chromosomes Bd1 (peak at 474.1
cM) and Bd4 (peak at 77.0 cM) deviated significantly from these expected
frequencies.
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Figure 4. Segregation distortion in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population. For each marker of the genetic
map the frequencies of F4 individuals with homozygous ABR6 genotype (solid magenta), homozygous
Bd21 genotype (dashed green), or heterozygous genotype (solid black) were calculated (scale on left).
Data coverage (percent of F4 individuals with genotype calls per marker) is represented by the grey line
(scale on right).

Multiple QTLs control flowering in the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping population
We evaluated the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 population in a number of environments to
identify the genetic architecture underlying flowering time (Table S1). Four sets of the
population were grown without vernalisation, whereas in one additional set flowering
was scored in response to six weeks of vernalisation. In all experiments, the population
was exposed to natural light, although in three experiments supplemental light was
used to ensure a minimum 16 h or 20 h growth period. In addition, two experiments
did not have any temperature control (i.e. plants were exposed to the natural
temperature in the greenhouse), two experiments had the temperature controlled at
22°C/20°C during light/dark cycles, and one experiment had the temperature
maintained at a minimum of 18°C/11.5°C during light/dark cycles.
Analysis of the non-vernalised environments revealed a bimodal distribution between
families that flowered and families that did not flower (Figure 5). However,
considerable residual variation in flowering time existed among the flowering
families. For example, in Environment 5 flowering occurred over a 42-day period from
63 days to 105 days after germination (Figure 5E). Flowering in the other nonvernalised environments occurred over a similar time period (Figure 5). Interestingly,
transgressive segregation for early and late flowering phenotypes was observed in
Environment 4 (Figure 5D).
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Figure 5. Frequency distribution of flowering time in the ABR6 x Bd21 population. Flowering time
was measured from the first day that flowering was observed in the entire population. (A) Environment
1 (April to July, natural light supplemented for 20h, 22°C/20°C, no vernalisation), (B) Environment 2
(April to July, natural light supplemented for 20h, 22°C/20°C, six weeks vernalisation), (C)
Environment 3 (May to July, natural light and temperatures, no vernalisation), (D) Environment 4
(September to November, natural light supplemented for 16h, minimum 18°C/11.5°C, no
vernalisation), (E) Environment 5 (March to May, natural light and temperatures, no vernalisation).
Flowering times for the parental lines are indicated by arrows (no data for Environment 3). NF = not
flowering.

Phenotypes in the vernalised environment were heavily skewed towards early
flowering (Figure 5B). Only limited residual variation existed among the vernalised
F4:5 families and all plants flowered within 11 days from the first observation of
flowering in the population. The variation in flowering time for all five environments
was found to be not normally distributed.
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Table 1. Significant flowering time QTLs (qFLT) in the different environments identified using several
binary, non-parametric, and parametric approaches.
Locus
Chra cM
Alleleb
E1c
E2
E3
E4
E5
B, T2,
T1, T3, T2, T3,
T1, T2,
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 Bd21
T2, T3
T3, NPd
NP
NP
T3, NP
qFLT2 Bd1 465.2 Bd21
T2
qFLT3 Bd2 338.3 ABR6
NP
T2, T3
qFLT4 Bd2 409.0 Bd21
T1, T3
qFLT5 Bd3 60.8
Bd21
T1
qFLT6 Bd3 91.2
Bd21
T2, T3
T1, T3
T2, T3
T2, T3,
B, T2,
qFLT7 Bd3 294.6 Bd21
NP
T3, NP
qFLT8 Bd4 90.1
Bd21
NP
a
Chromosome
b
Allele that reduces flowering time
c
Environment (see Table S1)
d
QTL analyses were performed with interval mapping using binary classification (B) and nonparametric analysis (NP), and composite interval mapping using transformed data (T1, T2, and T3).

Among these diverse environments, QTL analyses using binary and non-parametric
models (i.e. models that do not assume a normal distribution of the data) were
conservative in detecting QTLs controlling flowering time (qFLT) (Table 1; Table S2
and Table S3), whereas transformation of flowering time consistently identified QTLs
between environments (Table 1 and Table 2; Table S4 and Table S5).Three major
QTLs were identified on chromosomes Bd1 and Bd3 that were robustly observed
using parametric and non-parametric mapping approaches (Table 1 and Table 2;
Figure 6).
Table 2. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed flowering time phenotypes
(T3) in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families.
ENVa Locus
Chrb cM
EWTc
LOD
AEEd
PVEe
1-LOD SIf
1
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 3.06
12.96
2.87
36.3%
296.1 - 305.6
1
qFLT6 Bd3 91.2
3.06
4.51
1.64
11.8%
ND
2
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 3.09
7.59
0.82
20.0%
296.1 - 305.6
2
qFLT4 Bd2 409.0 3.09
3.20
0.47
6.7%
403.2 - 411.0
2
qFLT6 Bd3 93.2
3.09
6.64
0.79
18.2%
72.9 - 97.0
3
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 3.20
8.61
1.50
31.1%
292.1 - 303.6
3
qFLT6 Bd3 91.2
3.20
5.69
1.20
18.7%
74.9 - 97.0
4
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 3.19
3.49
1.77
15.9%
292.1 - 305.6
4
qFLT7 Bd3 294.6 3.19
3.79
1.59
14.0%
273.9 - 300.7
5
qFLT1 Bd1 297.6 3.17
8.62
3.43
37.5%
294.1 - 301.6
5
qFLT3 Bd2 338.3 3.17
3.70
-1.75
9.9%
323.7 - 348.0
5
qFLT7 Bd3 294.6 3.17
5.61
2.02
13.6%
275.9 - 302.0
a
Environment (see Table S1)
b
Chromosome
c
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
d
Additive effect estimate for transformed phenotypes
e
Percent of phenotypic variance explained
f
One-LOD support interval (cM); ND denotes QTLs not detected using standard interval mapping.
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Figure 6. Linkage mapping of flowering time in the ABR6 x Bd21 population. Time to flowering for
114 F4:5 families of the population was transformed into ordered rank values, QTL analysis performed
using composite interval mapping under an additive model hypothesis test (H0:H1), and plotted based
on normalised permutation thresholds. The blue horizontal line represents the threshold of statistical
significance based on 1,000 permutations. Orange = Environment 1(April to July, natural light
supplemented for 20h, 22°C/20°C, no vernalisation), blue = Environment 2 (April to July, natural light
supplemented for 20h, 22°C/20°C, six weeks vernalisation), red = Environment 3 (May to July, natural
light and temperatures, no vernalisation), yellow = Environment 4 (September to November, natural
light supplemented for 16h, minimum 18°C/11.5°C, no vernalisation), green = Environment 5 (March
to May, natural light and temperatures, no vernalisation). See Table S1 for full environmental details.
The genetic positions of the previously identified homologs of VRN1, VRN2, and FT are indicated
(compare Higgins et al. 2010 and Ream et al. 2012).

The QTL on Bd1 (qFLT1, peak marker Bd1_47808182) appeared to be the major locus
governing flowering time in this population, as it was the major QTL in all five
environments, explaining the most phenotypic variation (phenotypic variance
explained; PVE) compared to any other QTL (Table 2). PVE values for this locus
ranged from 15.9% to 37.5%. Another QTL on Bd3 (qFLT6, peak marker
Bd3_8029207) was also detected in all five studies, though its contribution was only
significant in three environments. PVE values for the statistically significant QTLs
ranged from 11.8% to 18.7%. Bd21 alleles at these two loci promoted early flowering,
whereas individuals with ABR6 alleles at both loci had maximal flowering time or did
not flower within the timescale of the experiment (Figure 7).
Interestingly, in the two environments where this former locus did not have a
significant contribution, two other QTLs were identified. A QTL on Bd3 (qFLT7, peak
marker Bd3_44806296) explained 13.6% and 14.0% of the variation observed in these
studies and a QTL on Bd2 (qFLT3, peak marker Bd2_53097824) was identified
through a combination of non-parametric and parametric analyses of Environments 4
and 5. Additional QTLs on Bd1 (qFLT2), Bd2 (qFLT4), Bd3 (qFLT5), and Bd4
(qFLT8) were not significant in more than one of the environments tested (Table 1).
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Figure 7. Phenotype by genotype plot for the two major loci controlling flowering time in the ABR6 x
Bd21 mapping population. Days to flowering in Environment 3 for the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families
homozygous at qFLT1 and qFLT6 shows that the Bd21 alleles at these two loci promote early flowering.
Error bars represent one standard error; NF = not flowering.

Previous studies identified the B. distachyon homologs of flowering regulators from
Arabidopsis, wheat, barley, and rice (Higgins et al. 2010; Ream et al. 2012). The oneLOD support intervals of all statistically significant QTLs were combined to identify
the maximal one-LOD support interval for each QTL. Several of the previously
identified B. distachyon homologs of flowering regulators are candidate genes
underlying these QTLs (Table 3).
Table 3. Previously identified B. distachyon homologs of flowering regulators in Arabidopsis (At),
hexaploid and diploid wheat (Ta and Tm), barley (Hv), and rice (Os) within the one-LOD support
intervals of the statistically significant QTLs under transformation T3.
Locus
Chra 1-LOD SIb
B. distachyon gene Homologous genesc
qFLT1
Bd1 292.1 - 305.6
Bradi1g45810
AtAGL24, TaVRT2, OsMADS55
Bradi1g46060
AtABF1
Bradi1g48340
AtCLF, OsCLF
AtTSF, HvFT1,
Bradi1g48830
OsHd3a/OsFTL2
qFLT3
Bd2 323.7 - 348.0
Bradi2g53060
AtFDP
Bradi2g54200
AtNF-YB10
Bradi2g55550
AtbZIP67
qFLT4
Bd2 403.2 - 411.0
Bradi2g60820
AtFY, OsFY
Bradi2g62070
AtLUX, OsLUX
qFLT6
Bd3 72.9 - 97.0
Bradi3g08890
OsFTL13
Bradi3g10010
TaVRN2, TmCCT2, OsGhd7
Bradi3g12900
AtHUA2
qFLT7
Bd3 273.9 - 300.7
Bradi3g41300
OsMADS37
Bradi3g42910
AtSPY, OsSPY
Bradi3g44860
OsRCN2
a
Chromosome
b
Combined maximal one-LOD support interval (cM) from all significant QTLs
c
Identified in Higgins et al. 2010 and Ream et al. 2012
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Although several homologs fall within the one-LOD support intervals of qFLT1 on
Bd1 (292.1 - 305.6 cM) and qFLT6 on the short arm of Bd3 (72.9 - 97.0 cM), these
loci also harbour the B. distachyon homologs of FT (Bradi1g48830) and VRN2
(Bradi3g10010), which have been previously implicated in flowering time regulation
in B. distachyon through a series of mainly reverse genetic studies (Lv et al. 2014;
Ream et al. 2014; Woods et al. 2014; Woods et al. 2016).

Natural variation in FT and VRN2
Analysis of the resequencing and RNAseq data allowed an initial evaluation of
candidate genes underlying these QTLs. A de novo assembly was created from the
ABR6 resequencing reads and the resulting contigs were probed with the Bd21
sequences of FT (Bradi1g48830) and VRN2 (Bradi3g10010), enabling the
identification of structural variation between ABR6 and Bd21 (Figure 8; Table S6).
Spliced alignment of RNAseq reads permits further characterisation of candidate
genes underlying an identified QTL through the confirmation of polymorphisms
between two parental genotypes, verification of annotated candidate gene models,
qualitative assessment of expression of candidate genes in the sampled tissue, and
discovery of potential splice variants.
No polymorphisms were found in the coding sequence of Bradi1g48830, the B.
distachyon homolog of FT. However, two indels (two and four bp, respectively) and
a SNP mapped to the 3’-UTR. Additionally, two SNPs and three indels (including a
33 bp indel 590 bps upstream of Bradi1g48830) were found in the promoter region (2
kb upstream). The terminator region (2 kb downstream) contained three SNPs and four
indels. Bradi1g48830 was not expressed in ABR6 and barely detectable in Bd21 (only
two reads mapped to the gene). Owing to the low expression, it was not possible to
confirm the published gene model with our RNAseq data.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the flowering regulators FT and VRN2 between the B. distachyon accessions
Bd21 and ABR6. Contigs of the ABR6 de novo assembly were aligned to the Bd21 reference sequence
(Version 3) and polymorphisms were identified in the genes of interest and 2 kb promoter and
terminator sequence (1.9 kb promoter for VRN2). Red ticks represent SNPs and black ticks represent
indels. The length of indels (bp) is shown with + for insertion and – for deletion. The amino acid change
of the non-synonymous SNP in VRN2 is indicated. s = synonymous SNP; dashed line = promoter or
terminator; white box = 5’-UTR or 3’-UTR; black box = exon; black line = intron; M =
methionine/translation start; star = translation stop; black bar under VRN2 = CCT domain.

Greater sequence variation was observed at Bradi3g10010, the B. distachyon homolog
of VRN2, and its flanking regions. Only 1.9 kb of the promoter region is present on
the Bradi3g10010 contig, but this region contains 29 SNPs and three indels (including
an 84 bp indel 1.4 kb upstream of Bradi3g10010). The 2 kb terminator region contains
14 SNPs and three 1 bp indels. Additionally, 11 SNPs and four indels (including a 37
bp and a 22 bp indel) were localised in the intron, two SNPs in the coding sequence,
and four SNPs in the 3’-UTR. Bradi3g10010 was expressed in leaves from both Bd21
and ABR6 and spliced alignment of RNAseq reads confirmed the published
annotation of Bradi3g10010 for both ABR6 and Bd21. Moreover, the six SNPs
predicted in the exons were supported by the RNAseq data and these may contribute
to the observed effect on flowering time in this mapping population. Two SNPs map
to the annotated coding sequence and four SNPs map to the 3’-UTR. One of the two
SNPs in the annotated coding sequence is predicted to cause a non-synonymous
mutation (Figure 8).
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Figure 9. VRN1, VRN2, and FT expression in fourth leaf of ABR6 and Bd21 after varying periods of
cold treatment. Seeds were imbibed with water and not vernalised or vernalised for two, four, or six
weeks, and transferred to a growth chamber with parameters similar to Environment 2. Fully expanded
fourth leaves were harvested in the middle of the photoperiod. Relative gene expression of VRN1 (A),
VRN2 (B), and FT (C) was determined using RT-qPCR and analysed using the 2-!!Ct method. All genes
were normalised to 1 based on Bd21 expression with no cold treatment (0 weeks) and UBQ18 was used
as internal control. Bars represent the mean of three biological replicates with error bars showing ± 1
standard error. Different letters represent statistically significant differences based on pairwise t-tests
using a multiple hypothesis corrected p-value threshold of 0.05 with the Benjamini-Hochberg approach.

Expression of VRN1, VRN2, and FT in response to vernalisation
To understand the transcriptional dynamics of VRN1, VRN2, and FT in response to
vernalisation, we assessed steady state levels of mRNA expression in plants at the
fourth leaf stage after exposure to two, four, and six weeks of vernalisation at 5°C or
to no vernalisation (Figure 9). VRN1 and FT had a similar pattern in steady state levels
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of gene expression in response to vernalisation (Figure 9A and 9C). For both genes,
very low levels of expression were observed in ABR6, whereas Bd21 had fairly high
levels of transcript abundance. After experiencing four weeks of vernalisation, ABR6
had similar levels of VRN1 transcript as Bd21 without vernalisation treatment. In
contrast, FT expression had a marginal increase after four and six weeks of
vernalisation in ABR6 relative to no vernalisation or two weeks of vernalisation. FT
expression levels were significantly lower than Bd21 across all periods of
vernalisation. Both VRN1 and FT expression increased significantly between Bd21
samples vernalised for two or four weeks. VRN2 expression in ABR6 was inversely
correlated with the length of vernalisation, with similar levels of expression after no
vernalisation and two weeks vernalisation and increasingly lower levels of expression
after four and six weeks of vernalisation (Figure 9B). Bd21 exhibited a similar
reduction in VRN2 expression, although lower levels of expression were observed
without vernalisation compared to ABR6 with six weeks vernalisation. The trends of
all three genes highlighted the importance of at least four weeks of vernalisation as
the inflection point in transcriptional abundance, which coincides with a significant
reduction in days to flowering in ABR6 (Figure 3).
Discussion
In our advancement of the ABR6 x Bd21 population, we observed substantial variation
in flowering time. To define the genetic architecture of flowering time, we developed
a comprehensive genetic map and assessed F4:5 families in multiple environments. We
uncovered three major QTLs, with two QTLs coincident with the B. distachyon
homologs of VRN2 and FT. Interestingly, VRN1 was not associated with flowering
time and was found to have no mutations within the transcribed sequence (Table S6).
Further minor effect QTLs were identified, suggesting that additional regulators play
a role in controlling flowering time in B. distachyon.

Segregation distortion in the ABR6 x Bd21 population
Segregation distortion is a common observation in the development of mapping
populations in plants, including grasses such as rice, Aegilops, maize, or barley (Xu et
al. 1997; Faris et al. 1998; Lu et al. 2002; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al. 2011). In the ABR6
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x Bd21 population, significant deviation from expected genotype frequencies was
observed at two loci on chromosomes Bd1 and Bd4 (Figure 4). Interestingly,
heterozygosity was not affected at these loci, but the ABR6 allele was overrepresented.
It is likely that these loci are linked to traits that were inadvertently selected during
population advancement based on genetic and/or environmental factors. Several
genetic mechanisms can contribute to segregation distortion in intraspecific crosses,
including hybrid necrosis (Bomblies and Weigel 2007), genes involved in
vernalisation requirement and flowering time (such as the vrn2 locus in the Haruna
Nijo x OHU602 doubled-haploid barley population (Muñoz-Amatriaín et al. 2011)),
or preferential transmission of a specific parental genotype. While segregation
distortion at these loci was not associated with the identified flowering time QTLs,
canonical resistance genes encoding nucleotide-binding, leucine-rich repeat proteins
are present at the Bd4 locus (Bomblies et al. 2007; Tan and Wu 2012).

The genetic architecture of flowering time in B. distachyon
In Arabidopsis, natural variation has been used as a complementary forward geneticsbased approach for investigating flowering time (Koornneef et al. 2004). In our work,
we identified two major QTLs controlling flowering time (qFLT1 and qFLT6; Figure
7) in both vernalised and non-vernalised environments that colocalised with the B.
distachyon homologs of FT (Bradi1g48830) and VRN2 (Bradi3g10010). These
observations are consistent with previous reverse genetic studies on the role of FT and
VRN2 in controlling flowering time (Lv et al. 2014; Ream et al. 2014; Woods et al.
2014; Woods et al. 2016). Two additional QTLs on chromosomes Bd2 (qFLT3) and
Bd3 (qFLT7) were detected in two environments, whereas four minor effect QTLs
(qFLT2, qFLT4, qFLT5, and qFLT8) were found in individual environments only.
Two recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) used the natural variation
found within B. distachyon germplasm to identify SNPs associated with flowering
time (Tyler et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2016). Tyler et al. (2016) identified nine
significant marker-trait associations, none of which overlap with the QTLs identified
in our study. In contrast, Wilson et al. (2016) identified a much simpler genetic
architecture consisting of three significant marker-trait associations, one of which
could be linked to FT. These additional QTLs and marker-trait associations identified
in our study and the GWAS studies could either correspond to one of the identified
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homologs of flowering genes in B. distachyon (Table 3; compare Higgins et al. 2010)
or constitute novel loci as hypothesised by Schwartz et al. (2010). With the exception
of the proximal QTL on Bd2 (qFLT3), all alleles that prolonged time to flowering in
our study were contributed by ABR6 (Table 1). Bd21 has previously been classified
as a “spring annual” (Schwartz et al. 2010) or “extremely rapid flowering” (Ream et
al. 2014). However, increased vernalisation times still led to a modest reduction in
flowering time (Figure 3), which is explained by the detection of a QTL contributed
by Bd21.
We hypothesised that structural variation between ABR6 and Bd21 would underlie
the observed variation in flowering time. No structural variation in FT was observed
between ABR6 and Bd21 in the coding sequence, however, several indels map to the
promoter region (Figure 8). These polymorphisms may explain expression differences
between these two accessions. As expected, no FT expression was found in ABR6
seedlings, and only two Bd21 RNAseq reads mapped to this gene. Steady-state
expression levels of FT in the fourth leaf were significantly lower in ABR6 relative to
Bd21 without vernalisation (Figure 9C). After four weeks vernalisation, FT expression
levels increased in ABR6, although they were significantly lower than Bd21 steadystate levels after any level of vernalisation. It was previously shown that in barley,
wheat, and B. distachyon, FT expression is upregulated after vernalisation (Sasani et
al. 2009; Chen and Dubcovsky 2012; Ream et al. 2014). Our observations indicate
that FT is expressed in Bd21 and increases less than VRN1 in response to vernalisation.
In contrast, FT in ABR6 only increases marginally after four weeks of vernalisation
and remains significantly below the levels observed in Bd21 after no vernalisation.
Interestingly, an intact copy of the flowering repressor VRN2 is also present in Bd21
(Ream et al. 2012), which does not have a strong vernalisation response (Vogel et al.
2006; Garvin et al. 2008). The lack of vernalisation requirement in some B. distachyon
accessions cannot, therefore, be explained by an absence of VRN2 (Ream et al. 2012).
Intriguingly, early-flowering mutants identified in genetic screens have thus far not
mapped in the VRN2 region (Ream et al. 2014). Moreover, expression levels for VRN2
also did not vary among early and late flowering accessions and VRN2 mRNA levels
are likely not rate limiting (Ream et al. 2014). An earlier study by Schwartz et al.
(2010) described potential correlation between different VRN2 alleles and flowering
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time. The authors did not rule out the effects of population structure and proposed that
elucidating the role of VRN2 in B. distachyon will require more in-depth genetic
studies. A recent comprehensive analysis of population structure in B. distachyon
collections revealed that flowering time, and not geographic origin, is indeed the major
distinguishing factor between genotypically distinct clusters (Tyler et al. 2016). Our
results confirm VRN2 as an important flowering regulator in the ABR6 x Bd21
mapping population and highlight structural and expression variation between parental
accessions. However, none of the SNPs identified in the coding sequence map to the
CCT domain. A point mutation in this domain results in a spring growth habit in
cultivated Triticum monococcum accessions (Yan et al. 2004). It is unclear whether
the structural variation surrounding VRN2 corresponds to the allelic variation observed
by Schwartz et al. (2010). We observed a negative correlation between VRN2
transcript accumulation and vernalisation period in ABR6 and Bd21 (Figure 9B).
Similar decreases were observed for ABR6 and Bd21, although transcript abundance
in Bd21 were significantly lower than ABR6 under any vernalisation period. Ream et
al. (2014) also observed a slight reduction in VRN2 expression post-vernalisation in
the B. distachyon accessions Bd21, Bd21-3, and Bd1-1. However, the authors also
note that the decreased post-vernalisation expression is in contrast to increased
expression during vernalisation. Woods and Amasino (2016) hypothesise that even
though VRN2 may not be involved in vernalisation control in B. distachyon, it may
still possess an ancestral role in flowering regulation. This is further supported by the
observation that VRN2 expression is not controlled by VRN1 in B. distachyon, yet
VRN2 was found to be a functional repressor of flowering in this species (Woods et
al. 2016). Among other findings, the authors base this conclusion on the fact that
VRN2 expression in non-core pooids (i.e. also in B. distachyon) also decreases after a
control warm treatment (Woods et al. 2016). Therefore, our identification of natural
variation in VRN2 among geographically diverse B. distachyon accessions further
supports VRN2 as a core flowering regulator in this non-domesticated grass. As our
RT-qPCR analysis focused on expression post-vernalisation, it remains unclear how
VRN2 expression levels may have differed during cold treatment. If, as Woods and
Amasino (2016) suggest, VRN2 can have two different functions (i.e. a flowering
regulator in non-core pooids and a vernalisation regulator in the core pooids), this may
explain the ambiguity obtained when interpreting VRN2 expression data in B.
distachyon.
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In our study of the natural variation between two morphologically and geographically
diverse B. distachyon accessions we failed to implicate VRN1 as a flowering regulator.
However, VRN1 expression during and after cold treatment and the failure of VRN1
silenced lines to flower suggests a conserved role of VRN1 as a promoter of flowering
(Woods and Amasino 2016; Woods et al. 2016). Interestingly, a QTL in the Bd21 x
Bd1-1 B. distachyon mapping population colocalised with VRN1 and the light receptor
PHYTOCHROME C (PHYC) (Woods et al. 2017). Between ABR6 and Bd21,
sequence variation was found in the promoter and terminator regions of VRN1 and a
strong positive correlation was observed with extended periods of vernalisation
(Figure 9A), particularly at four weeks vernalisation, which was a critical inflection
point for flowering time in ABR6. Despite this sequence and expression variation,
VRN1 was not found to contribute to flowering time in the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping
population. Interestingly, an assessment of allelic variation in 53 B. distachyon
accessions

currently

available

in

Phytozome

(Version

11.0.2,

https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov) found that none of these accessions possess structural
variation in the VRN1 annotated coding sequence. These findings suggest that VRN1
is a crucial regulator of flowering in B. distachyon and under strong selection pressure.

Conclusions
Thanks to their economic and evolutionary importance, flowering time pathways are
of particular interest in the cereals and related grasses. Our report adds to this body of
research by using natural variation to map vernalisation dependency in a B. distachyon
mapping population. Since B. distachyon is partly sympatric with the wild relatives of
wheat and barley, it seems likely that the species would have been subject to similar
selective pressure and therefore is a useful model for understanding pre-domestication
or standing variation. We investigated this standing variation by assessing segregation
of flowering regulators in a mapping population derived from two geographically
diverse accessions of B. distachyon. Notably, we found additional support for the roles
of FT and VRN2 in controlling flowering in wild temperate grasses. Additionally,
allelic variation may explain the ambiguity around the role of the VRN2 homolog
observed in B. distachyon. Further fine-mapping will be required to confirm the roles
of these genes in B. distachyon flowering time. However, we also detected novel
components in the form of additional QTLs, which reflects the power of studying
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natural variation in mapping populations derived from phenotypically diverse parents.
During population advancement, we have observed a variety of additional
morphological and pathological characteristics segregating in this population and it
will serve as a useful resource for other researchers investigating standing variation in
non-domesticated grasses.
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Materials and methods

Plant growth for assessing ABR6 and Bd21 vernalisation response
Six seeds for ABR6 and Bd21 were germinated on paper (in darkness at room
temperature) and transferred to an equal mixture of the John Innes Cereal Mix and a
peat and sand mix (Vain et al. 2008) four days after germination. Vernalisation was
initiated 14 days after germination for either two, three, four, five, six, seven, or eight
weeks (8 h day length; 1.2 klux light intensity; 5°C). The different sets were staggered
to ensure that all sets left vernalisation on the same date. After vernalisation plants
were grown in a Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test Chamber (Model MLR-351; 16
h photoperiod; 8.0 klux light intensity; 22°C/20°C day/night temperatures) for 35 days
and then transferred to a greenhouse without light and temperature control (late April
to mid July 2013; Norwich, UK). Days to flowering was measured from the end of
vernalisation until the emergence of the first spike and was averaged across all six
biological replicates (only five replicates were available for Bd21 after 7 weeks of
vernalisation). Statistical significances were assessed by pairwise comparisons using
t-tests with pooled standard deviations and Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons.

Resequencing of ABR6
Seedlings were grown in a Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test Chamber (16h
photoperiod; 8.0 klux light intensity; 22°C) in an equal mixture of the John Innes
Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix. Seven-week-old plants were placed in darkness
for three days prior to collecting tissue. Genomic DNA was extracted using a standard
CTAB protocol and a library of 800 bp inserts was constructed and sequenced with
100 bp paired-end reads and an estimated coverage of 25.8x on an Illumina HiSeq
2500. Library preparation and sequencing was performed at The Genome Analysis
Centre (Norwich, UK). The resulting reads were mapped to the Bd21 reference
sequence (Version 1) (The International Brachypodium Initiative 2010) with the
Galaxy wrapper, which used the BWA (Version 0.5.9) aln and sampe options (Li and
Durbin 2009). Polymorphisms between ABR6 and Bd21 were identified with the
mpileup2snp and mpileup2indel tools of VarScan (Version 2.3.6) using default
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settings (Koboldt et al. 2009). A de novo assembly was created from the raw ABR6
reads using default settings of the CLC Assembly Cell (Version 4.2.0) and default
parameters. Potential structural variation between ABR6 and Bd21 was investigated
by performing a BLAST search with the Bd21 regions of interest against the ABR6
de novo assembly and mapping contigs for hits with at least 95% identity and an Evalue under 1e-20 to the Bd21 reference sequence (Version 3).

Development of the ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population and genetic map
The B. distachyon accessions ABR6 and Bd21 were crossed and three ABR6 x Bd21
F1 individuals, confirmed as hybrid by SSR marker analysis (data not shown), were
allowed to self-pollinate to generate a founder F2 population comprised of 155
individuals. After single seed descent, DNA was extracted from leaf tissue of 114
independent F4 lines using a CTAB gDNA extraction protocol modified for platebased extraction (Dawson et al. 2016). SNPs for genetic map construction were
selected based on a previously characterised Bd21 x Bd3-1 F2 genetic map to ensure
an even distribution of markers relative to physical and genetic distances (Huo et al.
2011). SNPs without additional sequence variation in a 120 bp window were selected
every 10 cM. The Agena Bioscience MassARRAY design suite was used to develop
17 assays that genotyped 449 putative SNPs using the iPLEX Gold assay at the Iowa
State University Genomic Technologies Facility. Markers were excluded for being
monomorphic (106), dominant (34), or for missing data for the parental controls (33).
Heterozygous genotype calls for some markers were difficult to distinguish and
classified as missing data. Additional SNPs between ABR6 and Bd21 in six markers
developed for the Bd21 x Bd3-1 F2 genetic map (Barbieri et al. 2012) were converted
into CAPS markers (Konieczny and Ausubel 1993). The integrity of these 282 markers
was evaluated using R/qtl (Version 1.33-7) recombination fraction plots (Broman et
al. 2003). Two markers were removed for not showing linkage and one marker was
moved to its correct position based on linkage. Genetic distances were calculated using
the Kosambi function in MapManager QTX (Version b20) (Manly et al. 2014).
Removal of unlinked and redundant markers produced a final ABR6 x Bd21 F4 genetic
map consisting of 252 SNP-based markers. Segregation distortion was assessed using
a chi-square test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (Holm 1979).
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Plant growth and phenotyping of flowering time in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families
Three to five plants for each of the 114 ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families were grown under
five different environmental conditions as detailed in Table S1. For the phenotyping
performed in Aberystwyth, individual seeds were sown in 6 cm pots with a mixture of
20% grit sand and 80% Levington F2 peat-based compost. Seeds were grown for 2
weeks in greenhouse conditions (22°C/20°C, natural light supplemented with 20 h
lighting) and then either maintained in the greenhouse or transferred to a vernalisation
room for six weeks (16 h day length, 5°C). Plants were returned to the greenhouse
following vernalisation and grown to maturity. Flowering time was defined as the
emergence of the first inflorescence and was measured from the first day that
flowering was observed in the entire mapping population. Flowering time was
averaged across the individuals of an F4:5 family. For the phenotyping performed in
Norwich, plants were first subjected to growth conditions and pathogen assays as
described by Dawson et al. 2015. Plants were germinated in a peat-based compost in
1 L pots and grown for six weeks in a controlled environment room (18°C/11°C, 16 h
light period). Six weeks post germination, the fourth or fifth leaf of each plant was cut
off for pathological assays. The plants were transplanted into 9 cm pots with an equal
mixture of the John Innes Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix (Vain et al. 2008) and
transferred to the respective growth environments for flowering assessment (Table
S1). Flowering time was defined as the emergence of the first inflorescence within an
F4:5 family and was measured from the first day that flowering was observed in the
entire mapping population. Families that did not flower 60 days after emergence of
the first inflorescence in the mapping population were scored as not flowering.

Quantitative trait locus analysis for flowering time
Flowering phenotypes were assessed for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test
(Royston 1982). In an initial analysis, phenotypic values were converted into a binary
classification based on whether families flowered (F) or did not flower (NF). Interval
mapping was performed with the scanone function in R/qtl under a binary model with
conditional genotype probabilities computed with default parameters and the Kosambi
map function (Xu and Atchley 1996; Broman et al. 2006). Simulation of genotypes
was performed with a fixed step distance of 2 cM, 128 simulation replicates, and a
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genotyping error rate of 0.001. Statistical significance for QTLs was determined by
performing 1,000 permutations and controlled at " = 0.05 (Doerge and Churchill
1996). Non-parametric interval mapping was performed with similar parameters in
R/qtl under an np model (Kruglyak and Lander 1995). For parametric mapping,
flowering time data were transformed (T) using the following approaches: (T1) the
removal of all F4:5 families that did not flower within the timescale of the experiment,
(T2) transforming all non-flowering phenotypic scores to one day above the maximum
observed, and (T3) transforming by ranking families according to their flowering time.
For the third transformation approach (T3), the earliest flowering family was given a
rank score of 1 and subsequent ordered families given incremental scores based on
rank (2, 3, 4, etc.). When two or more families had shared flowering time, they were
given the same rank and the next ranked family was given an incremental rank score
based on the number of preceding shared rank families. Non-flowering families were
given the next incremental rank after the last flowering rank. For all three
transformations, composite interval mapping was performed under an additive model
(H0:H1) using QTL Cartographer (Version 1.17j) with the selection of five background
markers, a walking speed of 2 cM, and a window size of 10 cM (Zeng 1993; Zeng
1994; Basten et al. 2004). Statistical significance for QTLs was determined by
performing 1,000 permutations with reselection of background markers and controlled
at " = 0.05 (Doerge and Churchill 1996; Lauter et al. 2008). One-LOD support
intervals were estimated based on interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989).

RNAseq of ABR6 and Bd21
Plants were grown in a controlled environment room with 16 h light at 22°C and fourth
and fifth leaves were harvested as soon as the fifth leaf was fully expanded (roughly
28 days after germination). RNA was extracted using the TRI Reagent (SigmaAldrich®) according to the manufacturer’s specifications. TruSeq libraries were
generated from total RNA and mean insert sizes were 251 bp and 254 bp for ABR6
and Bd21, respectively. Library preparation and sequencing was performed at The
Genome Analysis Centre (Norwich, UK). Sequencing was carried out using 150 bp
paired-end reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 and ABR6 and Bd21 yielded 38,867,987
and 37,566,711 raw reads, respectively. RNAseq data quality was assessed with
FastQC and reads were removed using Trimmomatic (Version 0.32) (Bolger et al.
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2014) with parameters set at ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq 3-PE.fa:2:30:10, LEADING:3,
TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15, and MINLEN:100. These parameters will
remove all reads with adaptor sequence, ambiguous bases, or a substantial reduction
in read quality. The sequenced reads were mapped to the Bd21 reference genome using
the TopHat (Version 2.0.9) spliced alignment pipeline (Trapnell et al. 2009).

RT-qPCR analyses
ABR6 and Bd21 seeds were surface sterilised (70% ethanol for 30 seconds, washed in
autoclaved dH2O, 1.3% sodium hypochlorite for 4 minutes, washed in autoclaved H2O
three times), transferred to moistened Whatman filter paper, left at room temperature
in darkness overnight, and vernalised for either two, four, or six weeks (in darkness at
5°C). A control set was surface sterilised and transferred to filter paper overnight, but
not vernalised. Following vernalisation, plants were transferred to soil and grown in a
Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test Chamber in conditions similar to Environment 2
(20h photoperiod; 4.0 klux light intensity; 22°C/20°C). Once fully expanded, fourth
leaves were collected in the middle of the photoperiod and flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen.
Total RNA was extracted using TRI reagent according to manufacturer’s instructions
(Sigma-Aldrich®). RNA samples were treated with DNase I (Roche) prior to cDNA
synthesis. Quality and quantity of RNA samples were assessed using a NanoDrop
spectrophotometer followed by agarose electrophoresis. First-strand cDNA was
synthesised according to manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). Briefly, 1 µg of
total RNA, 1 µL of 0.5 µM poly-T primers, and 1 µL of 10 mM dNTP were incubated
at 65°C for 5 min and 4°C for 2 min, with subsequent reverse transcription reactions
performed using 2 µL of 10x reverse transcription buffer, 4 µL of 25 mM MgCl2, 2
µL of 0.1 M DTT, 1 µL of RNaseOUT (40 U/µL), and 1 µL of SuperScript III reverse
transcriptase (200 U/µL) at 50°C for 50 min. Reverse transcription was inactivated by
incubating at 85°C for 5 min and residual RNA was removed with the addition of 1
µL Rnase H (2 U/µL) and incubation at 37°C for 20 min.
Quantitative real time PCR was performed in 20 µL reaction volumes using 10 µL of
SYBR-Green mix (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 µL of 10 µM forward and reverse primers, 4 µL
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water, and 4 µL of cDNA diluted 10-fold. The program for PCR amplification
involved an initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 min and then 40 cycles of 94°C for 10
sec, 60°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 15 sec. Fluorescence data was collected at 72°C at
the extension step and during the melting curve program on a CFX96 Real-Time
system (Bio-Rad).
Relative gene expression was determined using the 2-!!CT method described by Livak
and Schmittgen (2001) using UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING ENZYME18 for
normalisation (Hong et al. 2008; Schwartz et al. 2010). All primers were previously
used by Ream et al. (2014) and had PCR efficiency ranging from 95 to 110%.
Statistical analysis of gene expression was performed using R (Version 3.2.3).
Comparisons between all genotype by treatment combinations were made with
pairwise t-tests using log transformed relative expression levels, with p-values
corrected for multiple hypothesis testing based on the Benjamini-Hochberg approach.

Accession numbers for data in public repositories
Raw resequencing reads of ABR6 have been submitted to the NCBI Short Read
Archive under the BioProject ID PRJNA319372 and SRA accession SRX1720894.
The ABR6 de novo assembly has been deposited at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the
accession LXJM00000000. The version described in this chapter is version
LXJM01000000. Raw RNAseq reads have been submitted to the NCBI Short Read
Archive under the BioProject ID PRJNA319373 and SRA accessions SRX1721358
(ABR6) and SRX1721359 (Bd21).
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3. The genetic architecture of intermediate nonhost resistance to
stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis) in B. distachyon
One sentence summary: A simple genetic architecture underlies intermediate nonhost
resistance to wheat and barley stripe rust in Brachypodium distachyon.
Introduction
Since the dawn of agriculture, breeding crop varieties that display durable resistance
to pathogens, i.e. long-lasting resistance when deployed over a large area (Johnson
1981), has been a major challenge. The reliance on monocultures in modern
agriculture presents a difficult dilemma for plant breeders, because as cultivars with
novel resistance are released, plant pathogens experience a strong selective pressure
and virulent isolates emerge (McDonald and Linde 2002). Norman Borlaug and others
highlighted one form of durable disease resistance that remains untapped: nonhost
resistance (Borlaug 2000; Heath 2000; Fan and Doerner 2012; Lee et al. 2016). The
durability of nonhost resistance stems from the observation that a plant is generally
resistant to the vast majority of potential pathogens in the environment and only
susceptible to a small number of adapted pathogens (Lipka et al. 2008). Such
resistance towards non-adapted pathogens is called nonhost resistance (Nürnberger
and Lipka 2005; Schulze-Lefert and Panstruga 2011). By definition nonhost resistance
is broad spectrum (i.e. effective against all isolates of a non-adapted pathogen) and
durable (Hammond-Kosack and Parker 2003; Mysore and Ryu 2004; Fan and Doerner
2012). A major challenge is to identify the genes underlying nonhost resistance and
test the feasibility of their use in agriculture.
The molecular basis of plant immunity to pathogenic microbes has primarily been
established in host systems, i.e. the interaction of plants with adapted pathogens. This
has revealed a layered immune system that detects pathogens at two stages (Jones and
Dangl 2006). As a first barrier, pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) recognise
conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) to initiate PAMPtriggered immunity (PTI). PRRs are immune receptors with potentially broader
recognition capability, which are directly involved in limiting pathogen ingress (Zipfel
2008). Examples of PRRs include the membrane-bound receptor kinases FLS2 and
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EFR recognising bacterial pathogens (Zipfel et al. 2004; Zipfel et al. 2006) and
CERK1 and LYK5 recognising fungal pathogens (Miya et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2014).
Pathogens can suppress PTI and manipulate the host plant by secreting effector
molecules (Toruño et al. 2016). In turn, plants have evolved nucleotide binding,
leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) proteins to either directly or indirectly (e.g. by guarding
plant proteins) detect effector molecules (Jones and Dangl 2006). This leads to
effector-triggered immunity (ETI), commonly observed as a gene-for-gene interaction
between the plant and pathogen (Flor 1971; Jones and Dangl 2006). ETI can be
suppressed by other effectors, prompting an evolutionary arms race between the
pathogen and host (Jones and Dangl 2006). The vast majority of cloned resistance
genes in host-pathogen interactions encode NB-LRRs (Liu et al. 2007; Lukasik and
Takken 2009).
Following recognition via PRRs or NB-LRRs, plants mount active defence responses
against further pathogen ingress. In the case of PRRs, activation often involves the
formation of hetero- or homodimeric complexes, such as FLS2 with BAK1 or the selfassociation of CERK1 (Macho and Zipfel 2014; Couto and Zipfel 2016). In the wellstudied example of FLS2, heterodimerisation with BAK1 allows phosphorylation of
the FLS2-associated kinase BIK1, which in turn phosphorylates RBOHD, leading to
a ROS (reactive oxygen species) burst (Kadota et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014; Couto and
Zipfel 2016). An alternative downstream pathway builds on the activation of MAPK
signalling cascades, resulting in the transcriptional activation of PAMP-induced genes
(Couto and Zipfel 2016). With regard to fungal infections of plants, chitinases form
part of the defence response and expression of chitinases is upregulated after infection
(Punja and Zhang 1993; Salzer et al. 2000). The activation and function of NB-LRR
proteins is discussed in the next chapter. Briefly, following pathogen recognition and
NB-LRR activation, downstream signalling cascades lead to localised cell death,
called a hypersensitive response. This response is thought to stop infection of
biotrophic pathogens (Jones and Dangl 2006).
Several researchers have proposed that the genetic architecture and molecular basis of
nonhost resistance are fundamentally different from the gene-for-gene interactions
observed in host systems (Heath 1981; Heath 1991; Niks and Marcel 2009). Niks and
Marcel (2009) suggest that shared pathways underlie nonhost resistance and basal host
resistance, which are independent of NB-LRR encoding resistance genes. This
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hypothesis is based on the observation that a complex genetic architecture with
multiple isolate-specific QTLs confers resistance to heterologous rust species in
several barley mapping populations (Jafary et al. 2006; Jafary et al. 2008). These
findings are complemented by the identification of quantitative, multigenic resistance
in barley towards various Blumeria graminis formae speciales (Aghnoum and Niks
2010). However, the latter observation is in contrast to previous research, which
associated a simple genetic architecture based on gene-for-gene interactions with
resistance to segregating populations that were derived from crosses between different
B. graminis formae speciales (Tosa 1989). Similarly, Lee et al. (2014) found that
recognition of Phytophtora infestans effectors, an oomycete pathogen of potato, by
pepper (nonhost to P. infestans) lead to a hypersensitive response, the hallmark of NBLRR mediated resistance. The authors propose that the interaction between multiple
effectors and NB-LRRs provides the durable resistance observed in this system.
Schulze-Lefert and Panstruga (2011) integrate these hypotheses by suggesting that the
dependency on NB-LRR mediated resistance decreases as the phylogenetic distance
between host and nonhost plant increases. Accordingly, NB-LRRs might play a role
if the plant is phylogenetically close to the adapted host, but other genes such as PRRs
condition nonhost resistance if the plant is phylogenetically distant to the adapted host.
Stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis) is an agronomically important obligate biotrophic
fungal pathogen of wheat, barley, and other domesticated crops, as well as many nondomesticated grasses (Roelfs et al. 1992; Hovmøller et al. 2011; Beddow et al. 2015).
Stripe rust isolates adapted to certain host genera are differentiated as formae
speciales, including P. striiformis f. sp. tritici with wheat as the main host (wheat stripe
rust, Pst) and P. striiformis f. sp. hordei with barley as the main host (barley stripe
rust, Psh) (Eriksson 1894). However, this classification is complicated by the
existence of formae speciales with overlapping host ranges. For example, a P.
striiformis race emerged on triticale in Denmark and Sweden in 2008 and 2009, which
also infected spring wheat, barley, and rye (Hovmøller and Justesen 2007; Hovmøller
et al. 2011). As pathogens are often able to infect or colonise plants other than their
adapted host, this gives rise to a range of interactions, which are difficult to assign to
a host or nonhost state. Regarding the rusts, we proposed to distinguish between host
and nonhost based on the degree of colonisation and life cycle completion by the
pathogen (Bettgenhaeuser et al. 2014). This classification is based on the diversity
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observed at the species level for both plant and rust. Within an intermediate nonhost
species, for example, no accessions support life cycle completion by the different rust
isolates, but some accessions allow a degree of colonisation.
Straib (1935) investigated the host range of Pst and Psh isolates on a panel of 227
mainly non-domesticated grass species and observed chlorotic or necrotic flecks as
well as pustule formation in some genera. The Brachypodium distachyon accession
used was completely immune to the isolates studied. Draper et al. (2001) identified
some B. distachyon accessions that produced disease symptoms in the form of “brown
flecking” upon Pst and Psh inoculation. These observations were confirmed by
Barbieri et al. (2011), who described “large dark flecks” on some B. distachyon
accessions in response to infection with Pst and Psh isolates. A comprehensive
analysis of B. distachyon–Pst interactions linked these macroscopic flecks with hyphal
colonisation (Ayliffe et al. 2013), which led to the application of a robust and
quantitative phenotyping assay to a diversity set of Brachypodium spp. accessions
inoculated with two UK Pst isolates (Dawson et al. 2015). A strong correlation
between macroscopic leaf browning and hyphal colonisation was observed across 210
Brachypodium spp. accessions. These studies established B. distachyon as an
intermediate nonhost of Pst and Psh and laid the foundation for dissecting the genetic
architecture underlying this resistance.
Using three differential B. distachyon mapping populations and a quantitative
microscopic assay, we found that colonisation resistance to three phylogenetically
diverse Pst and Psh isolates is governed by a simple genetic architecture. Across all
populations, resistance is largely provided by two major effect QTLs, with both QTL
functional against Pst, whereas a single QTL mediates resistance to Psh. Lastly, we
assessed the genomic regions encompassing these QTL and discovered the presence
of several canonical resistance genes.
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Results

Leaf browning and hyphal colonisation are strongly correlated in segregating B.
distachyon mapping populations
The quantitative nature of phenotypes observed in the transition from host to nonhost
interactions has provided an obstacle to studying the genetic basis of intermediate
interactions (Niks 1987). In the B. distachyon–Pst interaction, infection symptoms
manifest themselves in the form of leaf browning (Figure 10A). A survey of 210
Brachypodium spp. accessions found a strong correlation between macroscopic leaf
browning and hyphal growth (percent colonisation, pCOL; Figure 10B) of the Pst
isolate 08/21 (Dawson et al. 2015). While leaf browning and hyphal colonisation are
correlated traits in diverse germplasm, it remained unclear whether a shared genetic
architecture controls these phenotypes. To this end, leaf browning and pCOL
phenotypes in response to the Pst isolate 08/21 were assessed in three segregating B.
distachyon populations.

Figure 10. Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (wheat stripe rust) infection symptoms on several
Brachypodium distachyon accessions. (A) Leaf browning 14 days after inoculation with Pst isolate
08/21. (B) Micrograph of the same leaves cleared and stained with a chitin-binding fluorophore (WGAFITC) to visualise hyphal growth (Dawson et al. 2015). Boxed leaf area in (A) corresponds
approximately to leaf area in (B). The bar is equal to 10 mm.
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The ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population constitutes a geographically wide cross between a
Spanish accession (ABR6) and the Iraqi reference accession (Bd21), which differ
substantially at the genomic level (Bettgenhaeuser et al. 2017; Gordon and Vogel,
personal communication). Two infection replicates were performed for 114 F4:5
families and phenotyping scores were averaged across replicates. Leaf browning and
pCOL phenotypes in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population were not normally distributed
and heavily skewed towards resistance (Figure 11 A and B). The segregation pattern
for pCOL phenotypes displayed greater detail and also allowed the identification of
transgressive segregation. Leaf browning and pCOL showed strong correlation (ρ =
0.85; Figure 11C).
B. distachyon accessions collected in the western Mediterranean (predominantly
Spain) displayed a greater phenotypic diversity upon infection with Pst than
accessions derived from the eastern Mediterranean (Turkey to Iraq) (Dawson et al.
2015). Therefore, to explore the genetic architecture of this resistance in
phenotypically diverse germplasm, 188 F2 individuals from two crosses between the
Spanish accessions Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 were evaluated for leaf browning 14
days post inoculation (dpi) and for both leaf browning and pCOL 23 dpi. Similar to
observations on the ABR6 x Bd21 population, the leaf browning and pCOL
phenotypes were not normally distributed.
All three phenotyping results for Foz1 x Luc1 and the Luc1 x Jer1 14 dpi phenotyping
result were skewed towards resistance (Figure 12 A – C, E). Interestingly, 23 dpi the
Luc1 x Jer1 leaf browning phenotypes were distributed uniformly (Figure 12F) and
the pCOL phenotypes were almost normally distributed (Figure 12G). The 23 dpi leaf
browning and pCOL phenotypes were correlated with correlation coefficients of 0.86
and 0.76 for Foz1 x Luc1 and Luc1 x Jer1, respectively (Figure 12 D and H).
Transgressive segregation towards increased susceptibility was observed in the Foz1
x Luc1 population and towards increased resistance and susceptibility in the Luc1 x
Jer1 population
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Figure 11. Frequency distribution and correlation of leaf browning and pCOL phenotypes in the ABR6
x Bd21 population inoculated with several isolates of P. striiformis f. sp. tritici. Distribution of leaf
browning (A, D, G, and J) and pCOL (B, E, H, and K) and the correlation between these two phenotypes
(C, F, I, and L) in the F4:5 families averaged across the two replicates for Pst isolates 08/21 (A – C),
08/501 (D – F), and 11/08 (G – I), and for Psh isolate B01/2 (J – L). Arrows indicate parental
phenotypes. ρ = correlation coefficient.
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution and correlation of leaf browning and pCOL phenotypes in the Foz1
x Luc1 and Luc1 x Jer1 F2 populations inoculated with P. striiformis f. sp. tritici isolate 08/21. Leaf
browning phenotypes were collected 14 dpi (A and E) and 23 dpi (B and F), and pCOL phenotypes
were collected 23 dpi (C and G). Correlation between leaf browning and pCOL phenotypes at 23 dpi is
shown (D and H). Arrows indicate parental phenotypes. dpi = days post inoculation; ρ = correlation
coefficient.

The strong correlation of leaf browning and pCOL in segregating populations
highlights the robustness of the microscopic assay and likely causal association of
fungal development on the physiological status of infected B. distachyon plants. In
addition, assessment of the segregation towards Pst resistance in the three mapping
populations suggests that a multigenic architecture underlies this intermediate nonhost
resistance in B. distachyon.

A simple genetic architecture underlies resistance to Pst isolate 08/21 in three B.
distachyon mapping populations
To explore the genetic architecture of this interaction, SNP-based genetic maps were
created for the newly developed Foz1 x Luc1 and Luc1 x Jer1 F2 populations.
Following iterative cycles of marker development, the preliminary Foz1 x Luc1
genetic map contains 90 non-redundant markers and has a cumulative size of 1119 cM
(Figure S3) and the finished Luc1 x Jer1 genetic map contains 107 markers and has a
cumulative size of 1,446 cM (Figure S4). The quality of the finished Luc1 x Jer1
genetic map was confirmed by assessing the two-way recombination fraction plots for
all markers (Figure S5) and by analysing all chromosomes for segregation distortion
(data not shown).
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Table 4. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of averaged leaf browning and percent
colonisation phenotypes for P. striiformis isolates in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families.
Isolatea
Phenotypeb Locus Chrc cM
EWTd LOD AEEe PVEf
Pst 08/21

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

2.71

6.21

-0.16

17.8

Pst 08/21

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

142.8

2.71

5.60

-0.13

10.9

Pst 08/21

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

2.78

10.95

-0.05

24.0

Pst 08/21

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

139.7

2.78

10.27

-0.05

18.3

Pst 08/501

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

2.87

10.19

-0.32

24.6

Pst 08/501

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

144.8

2.87

8.57

-0.24

21.7

Pst 08/501

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

3.00

8.34

-0.02

19.4

Pst 08/501

pCOL

Yrr2

Bd4

92.1

3.00

5.31

-0.02

11.1

Pst 08/501

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

139.7

3.00

8.05

-0.02

17.2

Pst 11/08

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

2.61

6.02

-0.10

15.6

Pst 11/08

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

142.8

2.61

6.70

-0.10

15.6

Pst 11/08

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.0

2.86

11.94

-0.05

23.0

Pst 11/08

pCOL

Yrr2

Bd4

89.2

2.86

3.25

-0.03

4.5

Pst 11/08

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

139.7

2.86

9.66

-0.04

14.9

Pst 11/08

pCOL

-

Bd5

74.3

2.86

3.27

-0.02

5.3

Psh B01/2

Browning

-

Bd2

169.8

3.11

3.43

0.17

11.8

Psh B01/2

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

326.2

3.11

10.32

-0.25

28.3

Psh B01/2

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.9

3.14

10.50

-0.06

27.3

-0.03

8.0

Psh B01/2
pCOL
Bd3 323.0 3.14
3.98
Puccinia striiformis isolate (Pst = f. sp. tritici, Psh = f. sp. hordei)
b
Browning = leaf browning; pCOL = percent colonisation
c
Chromosome
d
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
e
Additive effect estimate
f
Percent of variation explained
a

Linkage analyses using composite interval mapping were performed on all three
mapping populations in order to identify the genetic architecture underlying resistance
to the UK reference Pst isolate 08/21. For the ABR6 x Bd21 population, linkage
analyses were performed with the phenotypic scores from averaged (Table 4; Figure
13) and individual replicates (Figure S6; Table S7). Linkage analyses in the F2
populations were performed for the 188 F2 lines studied, which was validated in the
Luc1 x Jer1 population with 95 F2:3 derived families (Table 5). Both leaf browning
and pCOL were assessed for all three populations. Significant loci were designated
Yrr (Yellow rust resistance), based on the established naming convention for
resistance loci in B. distachyon (Cui et al. 2012).
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Figure 13. Two major effect loci govern P. striiformis resistance in the ABR6 x Bd21 population.
Composite interval mapping using averaged phenotypes of F4:5 families scored 14 days post inoculation
with P. striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) isolates 08/21 (A), 08/501 (B), and 11/08 (C), and P. striiformis f.
sp. hordei (Psh) isolate B01/2 (D). Leaf browning (orange) and pCOL (purple) were averaged across
replicates before performing linkage analysis using an additive model (H0:H1). Results were plotted
based on normalised permutation thresholds (nLOD), using the threshold of statistical significance
based on 1,000 permutations (blue horizontal line). N = 114 F4:5 families.

Two major effect QTLs were found to control leaf browning and pCOL for Pst isolate
08/21 across all three populations. In the ABR6 x Bd21 population, a QTL at 328.0
cM on chromosome Bd2 (peak marker Bd2_51527431) controlled 17.8% of the
phenotypic variation for leaf browning and 24.0% of the phenotypic variation for
pCOL (Figure 13A; Table 4). A second QTL with peak markers near 140 cM on
chromosome Bd4 controlled 10.9% of the phenotypic variation for leaf browning and
18.3% of the phenotypic variation for pCOL.
These QTLs on chromosomes Bd2 and Bd4 have been designated Yrr3 and Yrr1,
respectively. Phenotype by genotype analysis showed that Yrr1 and Yrr3 behave as
dominant resistance genes, as each locus independently significantly reduces
colonisation by Pst isolate 08/21 (Figure 14A).
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Figure 14. Restriction of P. striiformis f. sp. tritici and P. striiformis f. sp. hordei colonisation in the
ABR6 x Bd21 population by Yrr1 and Yrr3. Phenotype by genotype for the major effect loci Yrr1 and
Yrr3 for Pst isolates 08/21 (A), 08/501 (B), and 11/08 (C), and Psh isolate B01/2 (D). pCOL phenotypes
for lines homozygous at Yrr1 and Yrr3 show that ABR6 alleles at both loci provide resistance to Pst
isolates, whereas only Yrr3 contributes to resistance against Psh isolate B01/2. Error bars represent one
standard error. Number of families for the four homozygous groups from left to right: 13, 23, 25, and
16.

Only one additional minor effect QTL was detected for Pst isolate 08/21, which
explained 4.5% of the phenotypic variation for pCOL in the first replicate (Figure
S6A; Table S7), but not in second replicate or the averaged dataset. All statistically
significant QTLs were contributed by the resistant parent ABR6 (Table 4).
Similar to the ABR6 x Bd21 population, the two major effect loci Yrr1 and Yrr3 also
contribute to resistance in the Foz1 x Luc1 population (Figure 15A). A QTL analysis
was performed with the preliminary Foz1 x Luc1 genetic map (Table 5). Yrr1
explained between 33.3 % and 49.3% of the variation observed for the three
phenotypes. However, Yrr3 was only statistically significant for the pCOL phenotype
and explained 26.3% of the variation observed. All detected loci were contributed by
Foz1.
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Figure 15. Restriction of P. striiformis f. sp. tritici colonisation in Foz1 x Luc1 and Luc1 x Jer1 F2
populations by Yrr1 and Yrr3. Phenotype by genotype for the major effect loci Yrr1 and Yrr3 in the (A)
Foz1 x Luc1 and (B) Luc1 x Jer1 F2 populations. pCOL phenotypes for lines homozygous at Yrr1 and
Yrr3 show that Foz1 alleles at both loci provide resistance in the Foz1 x Luc1 population, whereas only
Yrr3 contributes to resistance in the Luc1 x Jer1 population. Error bars represent one standard error.
Number of individuals for the four homozygous groups from left to right: 11, 15, 10, and 11 (Foz1 x
Luc1), and 18, 11, 16, and 9 (Luc1 x Jer1).

Development of the Foz1 x Luc1 genetic map is still in progress and with the exception
of chromosome Bd4 all chromosomes are currently split into several linkage groups
(Figure S3). These large gaps in marker coverage (> 30 cM) can have adverse effects
on composite interval mapping and the results from the linkage analysis will likely
change with completion of the genetic map.
In contrast to the ABR6 x Bd21 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations, only one major effect
QTL controlled resistance in the Luc1 x Jer1 population (Figure 15B). Yrr3 explained
between 27.2% and 46.5% of the variation observed for the four phenotypes and time
points (Table 5). The physical positions of the peak markers (Bd2_50755888_80_R
and Bd2_51772031_60_F) correspond to the physical position observed in the ABR6
x Bd21 population. Five minor effect QTLs on the other chromosomes were not
statistically significant with more than one of the phenotypic scores analysed. With
the exception of the minor effect QTLs on the long arm of chromosome Bd1 and the
short arm of chromosome Bd4, all QTLs were contributed by the resistant parent Jer1.
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Table 5. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of leaf browning and percent colonisation
phenotypes for P. striiformis f. sp. tritici isolate 08/21 in the Foz1 x Luc1 and Luc1 x Jer1 F2
populations.
Population
Traita
dpib Locus
Chrc cM
EWTd LOD AEEe PVEf
Foz1xLuc1

Browning

14

Yrr1

Bd4

100.4

15.17

29.43

-0.65

43.9

Browning

23

Yrr1

Bd4

100.4

14.77

36.11

-0.98

49.3

pCOL

23

Yrr3

Bd2b

159.0

3.64

18.69

-0.15

26.8

pCOL

23

Yrr1

Bd4

100.4

3.64

25.63

-0.17

33.3

Browning

14

Yrr3

Bd2

263.3

3.74

28.40

0.95

46.5

Browning

23

-

Bd1

213.0

3.64

4.00

-0.45

7.3

Browning

23

Yrr3

Bd2

258.6

3.64

16.05

1.09

27.2

Browning

23

-

Bd3

236.7

3.64

3.91

0.42

6.0

pCOL

23

Yrr3

Bd2

263.3

3.51

26.44

0.16

40.4

pCOL

23

-

Bd3

50.5

3.51

7.53

0.08

10.3

23

Yrr2

Bd4

87.4

3.51

9.40

-0.09

14.5

14

Yrr3

Bd2

260.6

3.89

15.10

0.52

41.3

Browning
14
Bd5
96.2
Browning = leaf browning; pCOL = percent colonisation
b
Days post inoculation
c
Chromosome
d
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
e
Additive effect estimate
f
Percent of variation explained
g
F2:3 derived families phenotyped

3.89

4.54

0.06

11.1

Luc1xJer1

pCOL
Browning

g
g

a

Yrr1 and Yrr3 confer resistance to diverse Pst isolates in the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping
population
Only two major effect QTLs were identified in the three mapping populations in
response to Pst isolate 08/21. To investigate if isolate-specific effects influence
genetic architecture underlying Pst resistance in B. distachyon, the ABR6 x Bd21
population was inoculated with Pst isolates 08/501 and 11/08. These isolates are
genetically distinct and have differential phenotypic responses on wheat accessions
with various Yr resistance genes. (Hubbard et al. 2015).
As with Pst isolate 08/21, the phenotypes of the ABR6 x Bd21 population were
heavily skewed towards resistance and showed a high correlation between leaf
browning and pCOL (Figure 11 D – I). Linkage analyses with the leaf browning
phenotype identified Yrr1 and Yrr3 as the two major effect QTLs for both isolates
(Figure 13 B and C; Figure 14 B and C; Table 4). Yrr1 explained 21.7% and 15.6% of
the phenotypic variation for Pst isolates 08/501 and 11/08, whereas Yrr3 explained
24.6% and 15.6% of the phenotypic variation for these two isolates. No additional
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QTLs were identified in the individual replicates for leaf browning (Figure S6; Table
S7).
These two QTLs were also conserved as major effect QTLs controlling pCOL, with
Yrr1 explaining 17.2% and 14.9% and Yrr3 explaining 19.4% and 23.0% of the
phenotypic variation for Pst isolates 08/501 and 11/08, respectively (Figure 13 B and
C; Table 4). The greater resolution obtained with the pCOL phenotype allowed the
identification of two additional minor effect QTLs, which exhibited isolate specificity.
A QTL on the short arm of chromosome Bd4 explained 4.5% of the variation for Pst
isolate 11/08 and 11.1% of the variation for Pst isolate 08/501 (Figure 13 B and C;
Table 4). As this QTL was statistically significant for more than one Pst isolate tested,
it was designated Yrr2. A QTL on chromosome Bd5 was only statistically significant
for Pst isolate 11/08 and explained 5.3% of the phenotypic variation (Figure 13C;
Table 4). Analysis of the individual replicates mirrored the results obtained from the
averaged datasets (Figure S6; Table S7).

Yrr3 confers intermediate nonhost resistance to both P. striiformis f. sp. tritici and P.
striiformis f. sp. hordei
Despite studying the genetic architecture of Pst resistance towards three diverse Pst
isolates, no isolate-specificity was observed for Yrr1 and Yrr3. To explore whether
these major effect loci are unique to Pst resistance or conserved for broader resistance
towards other stripe rust formae speciales, we inoculated the mapping population with
Psh isolate B01/2. Similar to Pst, phenotypes obtained for Psh were not normally
distributed and skewed towards resistance for both leaf browning and pCOL (Figure
11 J and K). Transgressive segregation was observed with some F4:5 families
displaying increased susceptibility compared to Bd21. In contrast to the three Pst
isolates tested, ABR6 displayed some infection symptoms and had a leaf browning
score of 0.3, whereas no hyphal colonisation was observed. Leaf browning and pCOL
phenotypes were correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.63 (Figure 11 L).
Despite the phenotypes being skewed towards resistance, this was reduced as
compared to the three Pst isolates and the distribution of the phenotypes was
reminiscent of the expected segregation pattern of a single major effect locus. Linkage
analysis confirmed this hypothesis and revealed that Yrr3 is the only major effect locus
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conferring resistance towards Psh. This locus explained 28.3% and 27.3% of the
phenotypic variation for leaf browning and pCOL (Figure 13D; Figure 14D; Table 4).
No statistically significant QTLs were observed on chromosome Bd4 with the
averaged data (Figure 13D; Table 4) or individual replicates (Figure S6 G and H; Table
S7). Chromosome Bd4 harbours the major effect locus Yrr1 and the minor effect locus
Yrr2, which both confer resistance to Pst isolates. While Yrr3 possesses greater
recognition capability towards other stripe rust formae speciales, Yrr1 and Yrr2 appear
to specifically recognize Pst isolates.
Interestingly, two minor effect QTLs also contributed towards Psh resistance (Figure
13D; Table 4). A QTL on chromosome Bd2 (peak marker Bd2_16663092) was
contributed by ABR6 and detected with the leaf browning phenotype, whereas another
minor effect QTL on chromosome Bd3 (peak marker Bd3_49234576) was contributed
by Bd21 and detected with the pCOL phenotype. These minor effect QTLs explained
11.8% and 8.0% of the phenotypic variation observed for leaf browning and pCOL,
respectively.

Canonical resistance genes are associated with intermediate nonhost resistance to
stripe rust in B. distachyon
Several classes of protein encoding genes are known to confer immunity to plant
pathogens, including NB-LRR, kinase-kinase, and LRR-kinase encoding genes
(Hammond-Kosack and Parker 2003; Krattinger and Keller 2016). To date, the
majority of cloned resistance genes encode NB-LRR proteins (Liu et al. 2007; Lukasik
and Takken 2009). While the role of NB-LRRs in pathogen recognition in host
systems is evident, it remains unclear to what degree NB-LRRs contribute to
resistance towards non-adapted pathogens (Thordal-Christensen 2003). To understand
the relationship between NB-LRRs and resistance in the B. distachyon–stripe rust
system, we performed a candidate gene analysis by identifying the one-LOD and twoLOD support intervals for the major effect loci Yrr1 and Yrr3 (Table S8). Next, we
assessed the presence of genes encoding proteins with a NB domain. This analysis
revealed that support intervals for both Yrr1 and Yrr3 contain clusters of NB-LRR
encoding genes (Figure 16; Table S9).
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Figure 16. Canonical resistance genes associated with Yrr1 and Yrr3 loci. Annotated nucleotide binding
(NB) domain encoding genes from the Bd21 reference sequence are indicated (Table S9). One-LOD
and two-LOD support intervals for pCOL phenotypes were determined with interval mapping in the
ABR6 x Bd21 and Luc1 x Jer1 populations. Within boxplots, thick bars denote the peak marker; the
box defines the one-LOD support interval, and whiskers delineate the two-LOD support interval.
Missing whiskers indicate a shared one-LOD and two-LOD support interval boundary. AxB = ABR6
x Bd21; LxJ = Luc1 x Jer1.

At Yrr1, the combined maximum two-LOD support interval of the pCOL phenotypes
for the three Pst isolates contains seven NB-LRRs. However, only one NB-LRR is
present within the one-LOD support intervals and the peak marker falls around 473
kb south of this NB-LRR. At Yrr3, the combined maximum two-LOD support interval
for the pCOL phenotypes of all four stripe rust isolates contains five NB-LRR
encoding genes and one NB domain encoding gene. The Yrr3 peak markers center
around a cluster of two NB-LRRs and the NB domain encoding gene. These
associations strongly suggest the involvement of NB-LRR encoding genes in Yrr3
resistance, whereas their involvement in Yrr1 mediated resistance remains unclear.
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Discussion
The present study on the genetic architecture of resistance in B. distachyon to several
diverse stripe rust isolates highlights a simple genetic architecture, underpinned by a
few major effect QTLs and additional QTLs of minor effect. Our research constitutes
a comprehensive analysis of the genetic architecture underlying intermediate nonhost
resistance towards Pst and Psh in B. distachyon, involving several genetic
backgrounds of both pathogen and plant. Previous work in rice found little natural
variation in resistance to P. striiformis (Ayliffe et al. 2011), therefore B. distachyon is
the phylogenetically most distant grass to wheat for which the genetic basis of
resistance could be dissected. Crucially, despite looking at a very large phylogenetic
distance between the pathogen’s adapted host and the plant of study, NB-LRR
encoding resistance genes are present within the two major effect loci Yrr1 and Yrr3,
implicating their potential role in conferring resistance in this intermediate nonhost
system. Further fine-mapping will refine these genetic loci and identify the causal
genes underlying resistance.

No life cycle completion of stripe rust in B. distachyon
Extensive diversity exists within barley for the entire range of susceptibility symptoms
towards Pst infection (Dawson et al. 2015). These consist of complete immunity,
varying degrees of chlorosis associated with hyphal colonisation, and pustule
formation in the absence of chlorosis (as observed in the host interaction between
wheat and Pst). In the taxonomically distant species B. distachyon, no such diversity
was found. In a diversity panel of 210 Brachypodium spp. accessions, pustule
formation was mostly limited to the close allotetraploid relative B. hybridum
(Bettgenhaeuser and Moscou, unpublished). Our study of three mapping populations
incorporated geographically and genotypically diverse parental B. distachyon
accessions (Gordon and Vogel, personal communication) and diverse stripe rust
isolates (Hubbard et al. 2015). We did not routinely observe pustule formation in our
studies and consequently no phenotypic assay was developed to assess life cycle
completion. The parental accessions used for the mapping population never exhibited
pustule formation in our experiments. The lack of life cycle completion in the
transgressively segregating B. distachyon mapping populations could hint at a lack of
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variation in the gene or genes controlling pustule formation among the accessions
studied. Alternatively, the relatively simple genetic architecture we have identified for
colonisation resistance towards Pst and Psh could be in contrast to a very complex
genetic architecture preventing life cycle completion of stripe rust. Ayliffe et al.
(2013) were able to observe life cycle completion on B. distachyon using Australian
Pst isolates only after altering the temperature regime for plant growth, which can
have considerable effects on stripe rust development (Rapilly 1979). In addition,
pustules formed three to four weeks post inoculation, which is significantly later than
on the host (12 to 14 dpi on wheat (Milus et al. 2009)).

A simple genetic architecture underlies resistance to stripe rust in B. distachyon
True nonhost resistance is defined as all accessions from a plant species being resistant
to all isolates of a particular pathogen (Nürnberger and Lipka 2005; Schweizer 2007).
For example, rice does not get infected by rust pathogens and is considered a nonhost
of rusts (Ayliffe et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2014). Natural and induced variation has not
uncovered susceptible rice accessions and interspecific crosses may therefore be the
last genetic approach at dissecting rice nonhost resistance to rusts. Such experiments
are generally prevented by the species barrier and limited by our ability to cross plants
(Niks and Marcel 2009). Riley and Macer (1966) addressed this problem by
introgressing individual rye chromosomes into wheat and inoculating the resulting
chromosome addition lines with the wheat and rye formae speciales of selected
pathogens. Interestingly, resistance to Pst was conferred by the long arm of rye
chromosome 2 only, whereas resistance to the wheat formae speciales of other
pathogens was conditioned by genes present on more than one chromosome arm.
Furthermore, complete assessment of the genetic architecture of resistance in rye to
wheat pathogens was limited to those genes that are functional in a wheat genetic
background.
Despite their usefulness, studies involving chromosome addition lines are limited to
closely related species. To dissect resistance in phylogenetically more distant species,
it is therefore vital to study resistance within species that fall onto the continuum from
host to nonhost, i.e. species in which some accessions allow a degree of infection or
colonisation, but other accessions are resistant (Niks and Marcel 2009; Gill et al.
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2015). Previously, B. distachyon was identified as an intermediate nonhost to Pst
(Ayliffe et al. 2013; Dawson et al. 2015). Even though the majority of Brachypodium
spp. accessions did not allow colonisation, a subset of the accessions studied showed
varying degrees of leaf browning or pCOL. While studying resistance in the B.
distachyon mapping populations, we found that leaf browning and pCOL for the three
Pst isolates was often heavily skewed towards resistance, suggesting the involvement
of several dominant resistance genes. In contrast, leaf browning and pCOL in response
to the Psh isolate tested appeared to be controlled by a single dominant resistance gene
in the ABR6 x Bd21 population. Transgressive segregation was observed for all four
stripe rust isolates, reflecting the activity of additional minor effect QTLs. Linkage
analyses confirmed these hypotheses. The two major effect QTLs Yrr1 and Yrr3
control colonisation in response to the Pst isolates, whereas only Yrr3 was detected in
response to Psh. Analysis of the segregation patterns suggested the involvement of
dominant resistance genes, which was confirmed by the effects of Yrr1 and Yrr3 on
Pst colonisation in the ABR6 x Bd21 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations (Figure 14 A – C;
Figure 15A).
Barbieri et al. (2012) identified QTLs governing resistance to the adapted rust P.
brachypodii in a mapping population derived from the inbred lines Bd3-1 and Bd1-1.
Analyses of the F2 population and F2:3 families identified three QTLs, two of which
govern resistance at the seedling stage and one which governs resistance at the
seedling stage and an advanced growth stage. Ayliffe et al. (2013) studied the
inheritance of resistance to an Australian Pst isolate in an F4 population (BdTR13k x
Bd21) and an F2 population (BdTR10h x Tek-4). Although the authors did not perform
any linkage analyses, the described segregation ratios of infection symptoms suggest
a simple genetic architecture of two genes and one gene controlling resistance in these
populations, respectively. Taken together with our findings, resistance to both adapted
and non-adapted rusts seems to be controlled by a simple genetic architecture in B.
distachyon.

The molecular basis of resistance on the continuum from host to nonhost systems
The evolutionary arms race between plant and pathogen in host systems leads to single
genes often conferring resistance to particular pathogen isolates. Historically, this
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allowed Biffen to demonstrate that resistance to stripe rust in wheat follows Mendel’s
laws (Biffen 1905). Many resistance genes against Pst and Psh have been mapped in
wheat and barley, respectively (see Chen (2005) for a review of Pst resistance loci in
wheat). These single resistance genes in host systems have often been identified as
NB-LRR type genes and act in an isolate-specific manner towards the pathogen
(Ayliffe and Lagudah 2004; Liu et al. 2007). An open question remains how resistance
in intermediate host, intermediate nonhost, and nonhost systems differs from this
architecture to provide a more durable form of resistance (Thordal-Christensen 2003).
Remarkably, we observed characteristics typical for host resistance in intermediate
nonhost resistance. Namely, these included the identification of major effect genes,
isolate specificity for both major and minor effect QTLs, and NB-LRR gene clusters
associated with the identified QTLs. Yrr1 is a major effect QTL controlling leaf
browning and pCOL in response to all three Pst isolates tested. However, in the ABR6
x Bd21 population this QTL does not control resistance in response to Psh isolate
B01/2. Additionally, all of the minor effect QTLs detected in the ABR6 x Bd21
population in response to the three Pst isolates displayed isolate specificity, although
this may be associated with limits of statistical detection. Isolate specificity is a
common feature in host-pathogen interactions, due to the gene-for-gene interaction in
host systems (Flor 1971). ETI exerts considerable selection pressure on pathogen
populations, which leads to adoption of mutations in the effector repertoire to avoid
detection by the host plant (Jones and Dangl 2006). The emergence of new isolates
with an altered effector repertoire consequently leaves the plant with isolate-specific
resistance genes (Jones and Dangl 2006). As resistance towards non-adapted
pathogens is commonly thought to be governed by many, minor effect QTLs
reminiscent of basal host resistance (Niks and Marcel 2009), we did not expect isolatespecific major effect genes to control the interaction between B. distachyon and Pst
and Psh isolates. Our findings highlight how the interactions on the continuum from
host to nonhost systems are not only intermediary at the phenotypic level (e.g.
pathogen colonisation, without life cycle completion), but also rely on an intermediary
molecular basis, building on components frequently associated with host systems
only, supported by additional minor effect QTLs.
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Intermediate nonhost resistance as a source for durable, broad spectrum resistance
A major goal of plant breeding is the creation of disease resistant crop cultivars, which
can then be deployed in agriculture (Ayliffe and Lagudah 2004). Traditionally, this
has allowed the introduction of short-lived resistance genes, which can be quickly
overcome through mutations in the pathogen and wind dispersal of exotic isolates
(Brown and Hovmøller 2002; McDonald and Linde 2002; Wulff et al. 2011). Recent
technological advances have accelerated our ability to identify resistance genes and
transfer them between species (Kawashima et al. 2016; Steuernagel et al. 2016; Witek
et al. 2016). However, the transfer of single resistance genes from one species to
another will exert similar selection pressures on pathogen populations as traditional
plant breeding (Ellis 2006; Wulff and Moscou 2014). Pyramiding of resistance genes
or the development of cassettes consisting of multiple resistance genes have been
proposed as more durable forms of gene deployment (Joshi and Nayak 2010; Dangl et
al. 2013; Ellis et al. 2014; Wulff and Moscou 2014).
The simple genetic architecture underlying colonisation resistance to Pst and Psh in
B. distachyon provides an opportunity to clone the genes governing this resistance.
Once identified, it will be of great interest to test these genes in the respective host
species wheat and barley. As only a limited number of genes prevent colonisation of
B. distachyon, this could present an opportunity to create a “natural” resistance gene
cassette and recreate intermediate nonhost resistance in the host species. Moreover,
the transfer of these resistance genes will allow further characterisation regarding their
durability and broad spectrum activity. Examples of cross species transfer of
resistance genes, such as Rxo1 from maize to rice (Zhao et al. 2005), have shown that
they can possess broader recognition capability in the heterologous plant species.

A shared basis for host and nonhost resistance
While it has been proposed that host and nonhost resistance are inherently different,
the simple genetic architecture of resistance in this intermediate nonhost system is
reminiscent of a host system. Moreover, the isolate specificity observed for major and
minor effect QTLs and the associated NB-LRR encoding candidate genes suggest that
the genetic architectures of host and nonhost systems are structurally coupled and
share conserved components. Indeed, NB-LRRs have previously been implicated in
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conferring resistance to non-adapted pathogens (Zhao et al. 2005; Staal et al. 2006;
Shafiei et al. 2007; Borhan et al. 2008). Emphasis has been placed on the intrinsic
differences between host and nonhost resistance, whereas nonhost resistance may
reflect a complete form of resistance, which can draw on a wide range of responses
and pathways that might limit pathogen ingress. In the highly specialised interaction
between a host plant and an adapted pathogen, most of these will have lost their
effectiveness and plant and pathogen are left in an evolutionary arms race cycling
through the emergence of isolate-specific resistant accessions and their defeat.
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Materials and methods

Plant and fungal material
The ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population has been described previously (Bettgenhaeuser et al.
2017). Seed for the B. distachyon accessions Luc1, Jer1, and Foz1 was obtained from
Luis Mur (Aberystwyth University), and F1 plants were confirmed with CAPS
markers (data not shown). To increase F2 seed yield, F1 plants were grown in a
prolonged vegetative state to increase biomass before vernalisation and flowering
(Woods and Amasino 2016). F2 seed were grown from a single plant for both Luc1 x
Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 crosses. Tissue for DNA extraction and genetic map
construction was collected after phenotyping. P. striiformis isolates were collected in
the United Kingdom in 2001 (Psh B01/2), 2008 (Pst 08/21 and 08/501), and 2011 (Pst
11/08). Isolates were maintained at the National Institute of Agricultural Botany on
susceptible barley and wheat cultivars, respectively, and urediniospores were stored
at 6°C after collection.

Development of the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 genetic maps
Resequencing data was obtained from the JGI Genome Portal for the projects 1000598
(Luc1), 404166 (Jer1), and 404167 (Foz1). These sequence data were produced by the
US Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/) in
collaboration with the user community. De novo assemblies were created from the raw
reads using default settings and parameters of the CLC Assembly Cell (Version 4.2.0).
To ensure an equal genetic distribution across the whole genome, marker positions
were selected based on the ABR6 x Bd21 genetic map (Bettgenhaeuser et al. 2017).
A BLAST search was performed with Bd21 sequence based on desired position
against the Luc1, Jer1, and Foz1 de novo assemblies. The contig sequences for the
respective top hits were aligned in Geneious (Version 7.1.8). SNPs without additional
sequence variation in a 160 bp window were selected for KASP marker development.
To confirm the relative position of the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 markers in the
Bd21 reference sequence, a BLAST search was performed with the sequences used
for KASP marker development. Markers were named according to the relative SNP
position in the Bd21 reference sequence (Version 1). The final Luc1 x Jer1 genetic
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map consists of 107 markers and has a size of 1,446 cM. The preliminary Foz1 x Luc1
genetic map consists of 90 markers and has a size of 1119 cM. The quality of the Luc1
x Jer1 genetic map was confirmed by analysing recombination fractions in R/qtl.

Plant growth, inoculation and phenotyping
For the ABR6 x Bd21 population, 114 F4:5 families were sown in groups of four in 1 L
pots containing peat-based compost. For the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations
188 F2 individuals were sown individually in 24-hole trays containing peat-based
compost. Plants were grown at 18°C day and 11°C night in a 16 h photoperiod in a
controlled environment room. Seedlings were inoculated four weeks after sowing at
the four to five leaf stage. Urediniospores of the different P. striiformis isolates were
suspended in a 1:16 ratio in talcum powder and applied to the seedlings with
compressed air on a spinning platform (Dawson et al. 2015). Infected leaves were
evaluated according to the previously established macroscopic and microscopic
phenotyping assays (Dawson et al. 2015). Briefly, for macroscopic phenotyping the
observation of leaf browning (Figure 10A) was scored on a nine-point scale from 0 to
4, with increments of 0.5. A score of 0 was given to asymptomatic leaves (i.e. no leaf
browning) and a score of 4 was given to leaves fully expressing the leaf browning
phenotype (100% of the surface area). By way of example, the respective scores for
the leaves shown in Figure 10A are 0 (ABR6), 2.5 (Bd21), 3.0 (Luc1), 0.5 (Jer1), and
0 (Foz1). For microscopic phenotyping, leaves were cleared in a 1.0 M KOH solution,
neutralised by washing in 50 mM Tris at ph 7.5, and stained with a chitin-specific
fluorophore (20 µg/mL WGA-FITC (L4895- 10MG; Sigma–Aldrich) in 50 mM Tris
at pH 7.5), as described in Dawson et al. (2015) and adapted from Ayliffe et al. (2011;
2013). Fungal growth within the leaves was visualised under blue excitation on a
fluorescence microscope with a GFP filter using a 10x objective, which gave a field
of view (FOV) of 1.36 mm x 1.02 mm. Percent of leaf colonized (pCOL) was
determined by scanning a mounted leaf segment along the longitudinal axis and
evaluating disjoint FOVs. Within each FOV scores of 0, 0.5, or 1 were given for
hyphal growth less than 15%, between 15 and 50%, or greater than 50% of the FOV
area, respectively. The scores for the individual FOVs were averaged to give a final
pCOL score ranging from 0 to 100%. In the ABR6 x Bd21 population, leaf browning
and pCOL phenotypes were scored 14 dpi (Dawson et al. 2015). Phenotypes were
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collected for each individual in a family and then averaged. The two Pst 08/501
replicates consisted of 20 and five plants per F4:5 family, respectively. The two Pst
08/21 replicates consisted of 10 and five plants per F4:5 family, respectively. All
replicates of Pst 11/08 and Psh B01/2 consisted of five plants per F4:5 family. In the
Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations F2 plants were phenotyped individually 14
dpi for leaf browning and 23 dpi for leaf browning and pCOL. Additionally, 95 Luc1
x Jer1 F2:3 families were phenotyped by growing and inoculating 16 F3 plants in a 1 L
pot as described above. Leaf browning phenotypes were collected 14 dpi for each
individual in a family and then averaged. Phenotypes were assessed for normality
using the Shapiro-Wilk test (Royston 1982) and Pearson rank correlation coefficients
(ρ) between leaf browning and pCOL phenotypes were determined using the cor
command in R (v3.2.2).

Quantitative trait locus analyses
For the ABR6 x Bd21 population, composite interval mapping was performed under
an additive model (H0:H1) due to the extensive homozygosity observed at the F4 stage
(~87.5%). For the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations, composite interval
mapping was performed using the additive and dominance model H0:H3. QTL
Cartographer (Version 1.17j) was used for composite interval mapping with the
selection of five background markers, a walking speed of 2 cM, and a window size of
10 cM (Zeng 1993; Zeng 1994; Basten et al. 2004). Statistical significance for QTLs
was determined by performing 1,000 permutations with reselection of background
markers and controlled at " = 0.05 (Doerge and Churchill 1996; Lauter et al. 2008).
For the ABR6 x Bd21 population, QTL analyses were performed with the averaged
phenotyping data from the individual replicates, as well as an average across both
replicates per isolate tested. For the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations, QTL
analyses were performed with the individual phenotyping scores from the F2
individuals and the averaged phenotyping data from the Luc1 x Jer1 F2:3 families. OneLOD and two-LOD support intervals were estimated based on standard interval
mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989).

Candidate gene analysis at Yrr1 and Yrr3
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The one-LOD and two-LOD support intervals for the pCOL phenotypes from all three
mapping populations were assessed for the presence of canonical resistance genes.
The most recent Bd21 reference genome annotation was obtained from Phytozome
(Version 11.0.7) and searched for genes annotated as encoding nucleotide binding
(NB) domains.
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4. Isolation, fine-mapping, and characterisation of Yrr3, an
intermediate nonhost resistance locus to stripe rust in B. distachyon
One sentence summary: A CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster confers intermediate nonhost
resistance to stripe rust.
Introduction
Nonhost resistance describes the immunity observed towards non-adapted pathogens
and is by definition broad spectrum and durable (Mysore and Ryu 2004; Nürnberger
and Lipka 2005; Lipka et al. 2008; Schulze-Lefert and Panstruga 2011). Efforts to
leverage this durable and broad spectrum resistance against agronomically important
pathogens has led to considerable interest in the genetic architecture and molecular
basis of nonhost resistance (Hammond-Kosack and Parker 2003; Fan and Doerner
2012; Lee et al. 2016). Brachypodium distachyon is an intermediate nonhost of stripe
rust (Puccinia striiformis) (Ayliffe et al. 2013; Dawson et al. 2015), which is an
agronomically important pathogen of wheat (f. sp. tritici, Pst) and barley (f. sp. hordei,
Psh) (Hovmøller et al. 2011; Beddow et al. 2015). Some B. distachyon accessions
allow a degree of colonisation of Pst, but not life cycle completion (Dawson et al.
2015). We identified a simple genetic architecture, which conferred this colonisation
resistance towards both Pst and Psh isolates (see previous chapter). This simple
genetic architecture facilitates efforts to dissect the genes underlying resistance and
address open questions regarding the molecular basis of resistance on the transition
from host to nonhost systems.
In order to successfully colonise a plant, a pathogen needs to overcome several
preformed and inducible barriers (Thordal-Christensen 2003). Germination and
differentiation on the plant may depend on certain cues, such as the composition of
leaf surface waxes, which can already prevent growth of non-adapted pathogens on
the leaf surface (Tsuba et al. 2002; Thordal-Christensen 2003). Preformed chemical,
structural, or enzymatic barriers can subsequently prevent colonisation of the leaf
tissue, such as the antimicrobial avenacins from oat (Papadopoulou et al. 1999;
Thordal-Christensen 2003). Should the pathogen evade these preformed barriers, the
plant may recognise the attempted infection and deploy inducible barriers (Thordal-
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Christensen 2003). In Arabidopsis thaliana colonisation by non-adapted powdery
mildews from barley (Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei) and pea (Erysiphe pisi) is
prevented through the formation of papillae, localised reinforcements of the cell wall
which prevent colonisation (Zeyen et al. 2002; Lipka et al. 2008). Three PEN
(PENETRATION) genes, which encode a plasma membrane-bound SNARE (soluble
N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor) domain containing
protein, a hydrolase, and an ABC (ATP binding cassette) transporter, regulate the
structural rearrangements necessary for the formation of papillae (Collins et al. 2003;
Lipka et al. 2005; Stein et al. 2006; Lipka et al. 2008). Expression of the PEN genes
is induced upon perception of flagellin, a bacterial PAMP (pathogen-associated
molecular pattern), by the PRR (pattern recognition receptor) FLS2, a receptor-like
kinase (Zipfel et al. 2004; Lipka et al. 2005). Other PAMPs include the bacterial EFTu (elongation factor thermo unstable) and fungal chitin, whose recognition by the
receptor-like kinases EFR, CERK1, and LYK5 likely results in various induced
defence responses (Zipfel et al. 2006; Miya et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2014). Should the
pathogen be able to evade or suppress detection at this stage and be successful in
obtaining nutrients from the plant, subsequent defence responses by the plant are
thought to involve isolate-specific pathogen recognition and not rely on broad
spectrum recognition (Thordal-Christensen 2003). Plant interactions with adapted
pathogens are typically described as gene-for-gene interactions and rely on the direct
or indirect recognition of a pathogen effector by a plant nucleotide binding, leucinerich repeat (NB-LRR) protein (Flor 1971; Jones and Dangl 2006; Bent and Mackey
2007). Recognition of the pathogen leads to effector triggered immunity (ETI), which
consists of the initiation of downstream signalling and localised cell death, also known
as a hypersensitive response, the hallmark of NB-LRR mediated resistance (Jones and
Dangl 2006).
Whilst NB-LRR mediated resistance plays a major role in host systems, i.e. in the
plant-pathogen interactions where the majority of barriers described above are
overcome, it remains unclear to what degree NB-LRRs contribute to resistance in plant
interactions with non-adapted pathogens. Generally, NB-LRRs are hypothesised to be
less prevalent in these latter interactions, while other resistance genes like PRRs are
proposed to play a greater role (Schulze-Lefert and Panstruga 2011). However, a
number of studies have found direct or indirect evidence that NB-LRR mediated
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recognition is important for initiating defence responses towards non-adapted
pathogens. Indirect evidence comes from studies which found recognition of effectors
and induction of a hypersensitive response in intermediate or nonhost systems, such
as the recognition of Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato effectors by soybean or
Arabidopsis thaliana (Kobayashi et al. 1989; Sohn et al. 2012) and Phytophtora
infestans effectors by pepper (Lee et al. 2014). ETI is therefore thought to be a
contributing factor in limiting the pathogen’s host range, as was demonstrated for
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato infection of Nicotiana benthamiana (Wei et al.
2007), Erwinia amylovora infection of rosaceous host and nonhost species (Asselin et
al. 2011), Magnaporthe oryzae infection of weeping lovegrass (Kang et al. 1995;
Sweigard et al. 1995), and in a more comprehensive study by characterising the
response of 59 plant genotypes towards 171 Pseudomonas and Ralstonia effectors
(Wroblewski et al. 2009). The identification of NB-LRRs that recognise or provide
resistance to non-adapted pathogens provides direct evidence for NB-LRR
involvement in intermediate or nonhost resistance. The NB-LRR RLM1 and NB
encoding RLM3 provide resistance against the non-adapted pathogen Leptosphaeria
maculans in A. thaliana (Staal et al. 2006; Staal et al. 2008). Similarly, WRR4
recognises non-adapted Albugo isolates in A. thaliana (Borhan et al. 2008). It is
unlikely that these NB-LRRs specifically recognise only non-adapted pathogens, but
likely that they recognise effectors similar to or shared with host pathogens, or guard
targets, which are attacked by both adapted and non-adapted pathogens. Evidence for
this comes from LOV1 and Rxo1, two NB-LRRs from A. thaliana and Zea mays
(maize) (Zhao et al. 2004; Lorang et al. 2012). The necrotrophic oat pathogen
Cochliobolus victoriae secretes victorin toxin, which targets a thioredoxin guarded by
the Arabidopsis thaliana LOV1, leading to the initiation of defence responses and
susceptibility to the necrotroph (Lorang et al. 2012). Rxo1 was identified as a maize
resistance gene against the non-adapted rice (Oryza sativa) pathogen Xanthomonas
oryzae pv. oryzicola, but was later found to also provide resistance against the maize
pathogen Burkholderia andropogonis (Zhao et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2005). Yang et al.
(2013) hypothesise that a “constrained divergence” underlies NB-LRR differentiation
and that recognition of non-adapted pathogen could be a common feature of rapidly
evolving NB-LRRs. The authors randomly selected rapidly evolving NB-LRRs from
maize, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), and B. distachyon and showed that some provide
race-specific resistance against M. oryzae when transferred to rice (Yang et al. 2013).
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NB-LRRs are part of the signal transduction ATPases with numerous domains
(STAND) family (Lukasik and Takken 2009). As such, they are modular proteins and
consist of several conserved domains (Lukasik and Takken 2009; Takken and Goverse
2012; Bentham et al. 2016; Sukarta et al. 2016). The NB domain forms the nucleotide
binding pocket, whereas evidence suggests that the highly variable LRR domain is
involved in pathogen perception and autoinhibition in the absence of the pathogen
(Bentham et al. 2016; Sukarta et al. 2016). N-terminal adaptor domains (coiled coil
(CC) or Toll/interleukin-1 receptor homology (TIR) domains) are thought to mediate
signalling via protein-protein interactions in homo- or heterodimeric complexes
(Maekawa et al. 2011; Hao et al. 2013; Williams et al. 2014; Bentham et al. 2016).
Additional domains (generally represented with an “X”) have been described, such as
the WRKY domain of A. thaliana RRS1 (Le Roux et al. 2015; Sarris et al. 2015).
These are hypothesised to function as integrated decoys and facilitate the detection of
pathogen effectors (Cesari et al. 2014; Nishimura et al. 2015; Sarris et al. 2016).
Putative resistance proteins do not always possess all of these domains. Annotation of
A. thaliana genes that encode at least some of these common resistance protein
domains (CC, TIR, NB, or LRR) showed that 149 contain an LRR domain, while 58
did not (Meyers et al. 2003). This latter group included 21 TIR-NB and four CC-NB
proteins (Meyers et al. 2003).
In the previous chapter I have described the characterisation of resistance to Pst isolate
08/21 in three mapping populations and resistance to two additional Pst isolates and a
Psh isolate in the ABR6 x Bd21 mapping population. In all of these interactions, Yrr3
was a major effect locus limiting pathogen colonisation of leaf tissue. Yrr3 acted
together with Yrr1 in the ABR6 x Bd21 and Foz1 x Luc1 populations, but was the
only major effect locus in the Luc1 x Jer1 population. Here I describe the isolation,
fine-mapping, and characterisation of Yrr3 in the ABR6 x Bd21 and Luc1 x Jer1
populations. Initially, fine-mapping delineated a 72 kb consensus gain of function
interval centred around a cluster of a CC-NB and two NB-LRR genes. A
recombination screen narrowed this candidate region down to two SNPs, which cause
non-synonymous mutations in or close to conserved motifs in the NB domains of the
CC-NB and one of the NB-LRR, respectively. Constructs have been created for the
resistant alleles of all three candidate genes and transformation is underway.
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Figure 17. Isolation and fine-mapping of Yrr3 in two independent populations. (A) ABR6 x Bd21 lines
heterozygous for the Yrr3 locus and homozygous for the Yrr1 locus were identified and cosegregation
with resistance was evaluated in the progeny. Analysis of F5:6 families derived from recombinant F5
lines were used to delineate the Yrr3 gain of function interval. (B) Unresolved recombinant Luc1 x Jer1
F2 lines were selected for progeny testing, which delineated the initial Luc1 x Jer1 gain of function
interval (top panel). A recombination screen of Luc1 x Jer1 and Jer1 x Luc1 F2 lines identified 23
additional recombinant lines, whose progeny were evaluated (bottom panel).

Results

Parallel fine-mapping delineates Yrr3 to a 72 kb gain of function interval
Of the three populations studied in the previous chapter, the ABR6 x Bd21 population
represented the widest cross. Two major effect loci, Yrr1 and Yrr3, confer resistance
to stripe rust in this population and isolation of the Yrr3 locus was therefore needed
before additional fine-mapping was feasible. QTL analyses with three UK Pst isolates
and one UK Psh isolate indicated Bd2_51527431 and Bd2_51728490 as the closest
linked markers in the Yrr3 locus (see previous chapter). However, the maximal twoLOD support interval of the four QTLs spanned across an interval of 26.7 cM, which
equates to a region of roughly 3 Mb (Figure 16). In order to isolate Yrr3 and delineate
the region of interest further, we identified lines homozygous for the susceptible
genotype (Bd21) at the Yrr1 locus and heterozygous at the Yrr3 locus (Figure 17).
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Table 6. Average phenotypic scores from progeny testing of selected ABR6 x Bd21 F2 and F3 lines
based on genotype at the Yrr3 peak marker.
Line
ABR6
Heterozygous
Bd21
F2-161
1.3 (2)a
1.5 (4)
2.4 (4)
F2-181
0.8 (3)
1.1 (7)
2.0 (5)
F2-195
1.7 (10)
2.2 (6)
F2-203
1.8 (2)
1.7 (6)
F2-226
0 (1)
0.3 (5)
1.0 (1)
F3-38
0.4 (4)
0.6 (7)
0.9 (4)
F3-147
0.3 (3)
0.9 (11)
2.5 (1)
a
Numbers in brackets indicate individuals per genotype.

Progeny of five F2 and two F3 lines that fulfilled these criteria were phenotyped and
genotyped and line F3-147, whose progeny showed clear cosegregation between
genotypes and phenotypes, was selected for fine-mapping Yrr3 (Table 6). Of the 15
F4 plants grown and tested from this line, four plants were resistant (leaf browning
scores below 1.0) and heterozygous for the region spanning Yrr3, facilitating
phenotypic screening in the progeny. Cosegregation between phenotypes and the Yrr3
marker was evaluated among 46 individuals in F4:5 families derived from these four
lines. Based on this preliminary assessment, cosegregation was evaluated on an
extended set of 184 F5 individuals of family F3-147 F4-4 (Figure 18).
The results were validated by phenotyping 16 F6 progeny for 94 F3-147 F4-4 F5 lines.
Three northern (lines 45, 70, and 87) and two southern (lines 3 and 77) recombination
events delineated a 131 kb gain and loss of function interval among these 94 lines.
Further marker saturation separated the two southern recombination events and
delineated a 103 kb gain of function and 109 kb loss of function interval (Figure 20).

Figure 18. Yrr3 cosegregates with resistance in ABR6 x Bd21 F5 progeny from line F3-147 F4-4.
Phenotype by genotype plot for leaf browning 14 days after inoculation and the Yrr3 peak marker. Error
bars represent one standard error; N = 51 (ABR6), 86 (heterozygous), and 43 (Bd21).
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Figure 19. Yrr3 is almost mendelised in the Luc1 x Jer1 population. Cosegregation with resistance in
Luc1 x Jer1 F2 lines reveals only limited overlap between the Luc1 and Jer1 phenotypic pools.
Phenotype by genotype plot for leaf browning 14 days after inoculation and the Yrr3 peak marker. Error
bars represent one standard error; N = 33 (Luc1), 96 (heterozygous), and 59 (Jer1).

In parallel to the fine-mapping and candidate region annotation in the ABR6 x Bd21
population, two additional B. distachyon populations were developed. Of these, the
Luc1 x Jer1 population was found to singularly possess Yrr3 as major effect locus
conferring resistance to Pst isolate 08/21. Among the 188 F2 lines phenotyped and
genotyped, Yrr3 explained up to 46.5% of the phenotypic variation observed for leaf
browning (see previous chapter). Yrr3 was almost mendelised among the F2 lines, as
there was only limited overlap of phenotypes from lines homozygous Luc1 and
homozygous Jer1 at Yrr3 (Figure 19).
Marker saturation across the Yrr3 locus identified recombination events, which
delineated a 225 kb gain of function interval and 315 kb loss of function interval (data
not shown). These incorporated the gain and loss of function intervals identified in the
ABR6 x Bd21 population. Four additional recombination events within the gain of
function interval could not be resolved in the F2 lines, as the phenotypes could not be
unambiguously assigned to the respective cluster. To resolve these recombination
events, 32 F3 progeny of the two delineating recombinants and the four unresolved
recombinants were phenotyped and genotyped (Figure 17). Cosegregation between
phenotype and genotype among these lines reduced the gain of function interval to 74
kb, whereas no additional loss of function recombination events were observed
(Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Fine-mapping of a 72 kb consensus gain of function interval in two independent populations.
Marker regression identified the statistical significance of cosegregation between phenotype and
genotype among progeny, which delineated a 103 kb gain of function interval in the ABR6 x Bd21
population (16 progeny tested per line) and a 74 kb gain of function interval in the Luc1 x Jer1
population (32 progeny tested per line). The six most critical recombinant lines from each population
are shown and the positions of the NB domain containing genes identified in the previous chapter are
indicated. Yellow = homozygous maternal genotype (ABR6 and Luc1), grey = heterozygous, orange =
homozygous paternal genotype (Bd21 and Jer1). Statistical significance of cosegregation: *** = pvalue under 0.001, ** = p-value under 0.01, ns = not significant (see Table S10).

Yrr3 was independently isolated and fine-mapped to overlapping genomic regions in
two unrelated B. distachyon populations. The two gain of function intervals identified
between ABR6 x Bd21 and Luc1 x Jer1 share a 72 kb consensus region, with the
ABR6 x Bd21 gain of function interval delineating the northern border and the Luc1
x Jer1 gain of function interval delineating the southern border (Figure 20).

Yrr3 recombination screen demarcates two SNPs separating an 11.3 kb interval
As Yrr3 is the only major effect locus segregating in the Luc1 x Jer1 population, a
recombination screen was initiated to identify additional recombinants within the 74
kb gain of function interval delineated among the F2:3 families. Markers delimiting
this interval were used to screen 1,948 F2 plants (i.e. 3,896 gametes) derived from
three Luc1 x Jer1 F1 plants and one Jer1 x Luc1 F1 plant (Figure 17).
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Of these 1,948 F2 plants, 23 F2 lines had recombination events within the 74 kb gain
of function interval and 32 seedlings were phenotyped and genotyped for each
recombinant line. Additional markers were developed from WGS de novo contigs
across the 74 kb interval in order to locate the recombination events. Statistically
significant cosegregation between phenotypes and the heterozygous region of the
individual recombinants was narrowed down to two SNPs, which demarcate an 11.3
kb interval. One northern and six southern recombination events delineate the two
SNPs (Figure 21). This result was confirmed by calculating the mean browning score
of all homozygous recombinant F3 lines. With the exception of progeny derived from
one line (JB_0332-C3), homozygous recombinant lines with the Luc1 genotype across
the interval had significantly higher browning scores than homozygous recombinant
lines with the Jer1 genotype at the two SNPs at 14 days post inoculation (Table S11).
Enhanced cosegregation was observed when plants were phenotyped again at 21 days
post inoculation.

Luc1 and Jer1 are near identical across the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster
The two SNPs identified among the recombinant lines fall within a cluster of a CCNB encoding gene (Bradi2g52430) and two NB-LRR encoding genes (Bradi2g52437
and Bradi2g52450), which was associated with the Yrr3 peak markers in the QTL
analyses (see Figure 16 in previous chapter). In order to investigate the sequence
variation between Luc1 and Jer1 across this cluster, the de novo assemblies created
from the Luc1 and Jer1 resequencing reads were probed with the Bd21 reference
sequence of the interval. Two large contigs were identified (70 kb for Jer1 and 77 kb
for Luc1), which covered around 48 kb of the original 74 kb gain of function interval
from the southern border (Figure 21B) and the complete 11.3 kb interval delineated in
the recombination screen. The 48 kb of both contigs within the gain of function
interval were near identical and no additional sequence variation to the SNPs already
used as markers differentiated the parental accessions across this cluster. One of the
SNPs maps to the annotated coding sequence of Bradi2g52430, the CC-NB encoding
gene, and the annotated 3’ untranslated region (3’-UTR) of Bradi2g52437, the NBLRR on the opposite strand to Bradi2g52430. The other SNP maps to the annotated
coding sequence of Bradi2g52450, the other NB-LRR in the cluster.
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Figure 21. Fine-mapping of Yrr3 within the Luc1 x Jer1 population. A recombination screen identified 23 recombinant lines (A), which fall within the original 74 kb gain of
function interval defined within the Luc1 x Jer1 F2 population (B). The seven most critical recombinant lines are shown (C) and cosegregation between marker and phenotype
among progeny narrows Yrr3 down to two SNPs encompassing a 11.3 kb interval. Based on contigs from WGS de novo assemblies no additional sequence variation exists
between Luc1 and Jer1 within this interval (B). Thin lines = marker/SNP positions. Annotated genes: Green = Bradi2g52430, Bradi2g52437, and Bradi2g52450; purple = other
annotated genes within the original 74 kb gain of function interval defined in the Luc1 x Jer1 F2 population. Colour scheme for markers in (C): Yellow = homozygous Luc1,
grey = heterozygous, and orange = homozygous Jer1. Statistical significance of cosegregation: ** = p-value under 0.01, * = p-value under 0.05, and ns = not significant (see
Table S10). Markers in (A): A = Bd2_51764532_60_F, B = Bd2_51767364_60_F, C = Bd2_51770065_60_R, D = Bd2_51772031_60_F, E = Bd2_51805111_80_F, F =
Bd2_51810746_80_R, G = Bd2_51822083_60_F, and H = Bd2_51838682_60_F.
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Figure 22. Nucleotide identity between ABR6 and Bd21 drops within the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster.
The consensus sequence obtained from two ABR6 BACs was aligned to the Bd21 reference sequence
and nucleotide identity was evaluated in 1 kb sliding windows with a step size of 1bp. The positions of
Bradi2g52430, Bradi2g52437, and Bradi2g52450 within the alignment are indicted by arrows. The area
shaded in grey falls outside of the 103 kb gain of function interval delineated in the ABR6 x Bd21
population.

ABR6 and Bd21 possess greater structural variation across the CC-NB/NB-LRR
cluster
As ABR6 and Bd21 are genotypically diverged, we wanted to assess the structural
variation present between these lines at the Yrr3 locus. Bradi2g52437 is at the centre
of the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster and primers were designed within this NB-LRR to
screen a BAC library generated from ABR6. Two BACs were isolated and sequenced
using PacBio-SMRT (single molecule, real-time sequencing). Reads were assembled
into single contigs with lengths of 100,210 bp and 117,993 bp, which largely
overlapped with a consensus sequence of 134,432 bp.
Pair-wise alignment to the Bd21 reference genome showed that the BACs cover the
entire CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster delineated in the recombination screen. Despite being
genotypically diverged, ABR6 and Bd21 still shared a high degree of sequence
similarity across this region. The two parental lines had 95.6% nucleotide identity over
the entire length of the alignment, though this dropped to 76.1% across the shared
promoter region of the two head-to-head NB-LRRs. A more in-depth analysis across
the length of the alignment using a sliding window of 1 kb and a walking speed of 1
bp revealed that the identity between the two lines drops to 44.0% in the shared
promoter region of the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster (Figure 22).
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Figure 23. All three candidate genes are expressed in both resistant and susceptible accessions. (A)
Bowtie alignment of RNAseq reads from ABR6 (red) and Bd21 (black), (B) Bowtie alignment of
RNAseq reads from Luc1 (black), Jer1 (red), and Foz1 (blue). Extreme peaks of expression within (B)
are due to alignment of unspecific repeat reads from elsewhere in the genome. (C) Annotated genes
within interval: Bradi2g52430, Bradi2g52437, and Bradi2g52450 are shown in black, other annotated
genes in grey. RPM = reads per million.

The delineated CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster is highly conserved across monocot species
The 72 kb consensus interval initially identified between the ABR6 x Bd21 and Luc1
x Jer1 populations incorporates 14 annotated genes, which are largely syntenic with a
region on rice chromosome Os1 (The International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).
Notably, within this interval the B. distachyon genes from Bradi2g52410 to
Bradi2g52450 are colinear with the rice genes from Os1g58490 to Os1g58530.
Comparison with the syntenic rice region revealed that this CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster
is conserved in rice and prompted us to look for conservation among other monocot
species with gold-standard sequenced genomes. This analysis demonstrated that the
CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster is also conserved in sorghum and maize. In each species, the
order and relative orientation of the three top hits is maintained (Table S12).

All three candidate genes in the cluster are expressed in resistant and susceptible
accessions
In order to characterise the Yrr3 locus further and determine whether the genes at the
CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster are expressed, RNAseq was performed on fourth and fifth
leaves from two susceptible lines (Bd21 and Luc1) and three resistant lines (ABR6,
Jer1, and Foz1). RNAseq reads were mapped to a 25 kb region encompassing the CCNB and the NB-LRRs using Bowtie in Geneious, allowing an initial assessment of
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gene expression. All three genes are expressed in both the susceptible lines Bd21 and
Luc1, as well as the resistant lines ABR6, Jer1, and Foz1 (Figure 23). As the RNAseq
data are not quantitative, no conclusions can be made regarding the expression levels
in the different accessions.

Two non-synonymous mutations in conserved NB motifs differentiate Luc1 from the
resistant accessions
As all three candidate genes are expressed in both resistant and susceptible accessions
and lack of gene expression is therefore not responsible for susceptibility, we explored
the effect of sequence variation between the accessions. As described above, based on
resequencing data only two SNPs differentiate these candidate genes between Luc1
and Jer1, whereas ABR6 and Bd21 displayed greater diversity across these candidate
genes, especially in the shared promoter region of the NB-LRRs. A de novo assembly
was generated from the RNAseq reads and probed with the Bd21 reference sequence
for the three candidate genes. This allowed identification and comparison of the open
reading frames for the candidate genes among the five accessions and at the same time
reinforces the polymorphisms observed with the WGS de novo assemblies.
The four Spanish accessions Luc1, ABR6, Jer1, and Foz1 were near identical at the
nucleotide and amino acid level, while the Iraqi Bd21 was more diverged (Table 7;
Figure S7). Notably, the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of the three Yrr3
containing accessions were identical for all three genes at the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster
(Table 7). As expected, of the two yrr3 lines Bd21 was the most diverged from the
resistant lines. Between the amino acid sequence of the resistant lines and the Bd21
amino acid sequence seven non-synonymous mutations occur in Bradi2g52430, five
non-synonymous mutations in Bradi2g52437, and 13 non-synonymous mutations in
Bradi2g52450 (Table 7). In contrast, Luc1 is almost identical to the resistant lines,
with only one amino acid change occurring in Bradi2g52430 and one amino acid
change in Bradi2g52450.
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Table 7. Nucleic acid and amino acid differences between the three Yrr3 candidates among the five
accessions.
Genes and length
ABR6
Jer1
Foz1
Luc1
Bd21
Bradi2g52430
ABR6
0
0
1
9
1,197 bp
Jer1
0
0
1
9
398 aa
Foz1
0
0
1
9
Luc1
1
1
1
10
Bd21
7
7
7
8
Bradi2g52437
ABR6
0
0
0
12
1,878 bp
Jer1
0
0
0
12
625 aa
Foz1
0
0
0
12
Luc1
0
0
0
12
Bd21
5
5
5
5
Bradi2g52450
ABR6
0
0
1
20
2,838 bp
Jer1
0
0
1
20
945 aa
Foz1
0
0
1
20
Luc1
1
1
1
21
Bd21
13
13
13
14
Predicted open reading frames and amino acid sequences based on RNAseq de novo assemblies and
RNAseq alignments were compared in Geneious. Numbers above the dashes indicate nucleic acid
differences, numbers below the dashes indicate amino acid differences. bp = base pairs; aa = amino
acids.

Consequently, various amino acid changes in all three candidate genes could
contribute to the observed phenotype in the ABR6 x Bd21 population, whereas only
two amino acid changes in Bradi2g52430 and Bradi2g52450 could contribute to the
observed phenotype in the Luc1 x Jer1 population. In order to analyse the location and
possible impact of the non-synonymous mutations, a MAST (motif alignment and
search tool) analysis was performed to annotate conserved motifs commonly found in
CC, NB, and LRR domains. This analysis revealed that the amino acid changes
between Luc1 and Jer1 map to the Kinase-2 motif of Bradi2g52430 (V257G) and to
the MHDV motif of Bradi2g52450 (R345Q), both of which are part of the NB domain
(Figure S7). Of the amino acid changes observed between ABR6 and Bd21 two map
to the RNBS-A motif of Bradi2g52430, one to the RNBS-D part I motif of
Bradi2g52450, and one to an LRR motif of Bradi2g52450 (Figure S7). All other amino
acid changes observed between ABR6 and Bd21 map outside of the motifs annotated
in our MAST analysis.
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Complementation of candidate genes
As the two non-synonymous mutations between Luc1 and Jer1 could not be separated
with a recombination event, complementation will be required to confirm the causal
mutation. Initial attempts at amplifying the three candidate genes from genomic DNA
were hampered by the sequence similarity of NB-LRRs within the genome. As the
three candidate genes are identical at the amino acid level among the resistant
accessions, we cloned the entire CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster in six overlapping fragments
from one of the ABR6 BACs (BAC 4932-1D) spanning the Yrr3 locus and assembled
the three candidate genes using Gibson Assembly (Gibson et al. 2009). The final
constructs contain the annotated coding region of the candidate genes with around 2 kb
of promoter and terminator sequence. Transformation of all three candidate genes into
Bd21 and Luc1 is underway, as well as into susceptible wheat and barley lines.
Discussion
While the Yrr3 locus was found to be in coupling with several NB-LRR encoding
genes, it remained unclear whether one or more of these genes contributes to Yrr3
mediated resistance. We initiated isolation and fine-mapping of Yrr3 in two
independent mapping populations, which delineated a 72 kb consensus gain of
function interval centred around a cluster of a CC-NB and two NB-LRR encoding
genes. Although ABR6 and Bd21 display greater structural variation across this
cluster, a recombination screen within the Luc1 x Jer1 population reduced the causal
mutation down to two SNPs, which lead to amino acid changes within the conserved
Kinase-2 and MHDV motifs in the NB domains of the CC-NB and one of the NBLRRs.

Non-synonymous mutations are associated with NB motifs that regulate nucleotide
binding
Although no full-length structure of a plant NB-LRR has been solved yet, homology
studies based on the structures of the animal nucleotide-binding oligomerisation
domain (NOD) containing proteins APAF-1 (Riedl et al. 2005), CED-4 (Yan et al.
2005), and later NLRC4 (Hu et al. 2013) allowed the formulation of some hypotheses
regarding the function of conserved motifs within plant NB domains and their amino
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acid residues (DeYoung and Innes 2006; McHale et al. 2006). The NB domain binds
ADP and ATP (Tameling et al. 2002; Takken and Goverse 2012). The conserved
motifs are thought to regulate binding and hydrolysis of these nucleotides, as well as
the necessary conformational changes, and mutation studies targeting conserved
residues have helped to clarify these proposed roles (recently reviewed by Bentham et
al. (2016)). Plant NB domains are further divided into three subdomains (Figure 24B):
the NB subdomain, the ARC1 subdomain (a helical domain also known as HD1), and
the ARC2 subdomain (a winged-helical domain also known as WHD) (Bentham et al.
2016; Sukarta et al. 2016). Notably, the NB subdomain contains the P-loop and
Kinase-2 motifs, which coordinate nucleotide binding via hydrogen bonds with the !and "-phosphates, as well as hydrolysis by positioning a Mg2+ ion in the case of the
Kinase-2 motif (Bentham et al. 2016; Sukarta et al. 2016). Mutation studies have
shown that the plant NB-LRRs I-2 and Mi-1 are both able to bind and hydrolyse ATP
(Tameling et al. 2002), but binding, not hydrolysis was found to be necessary for
signalling in plants (DeYoung and Innes 2006; Tameling et al. 2006). The GLPL motif
of the ARC1 subdomain is thought to be involved in nucleotide-dependent
conformational changes (Iyer et al. 2004; Bentham et al. 2016), while the ARC2
subdomain contains the highly conserved MHDV motif, whose equivalent in APAF-1
binds the !-phosphate of ADP (Riedl et al. 2005). The resulting MHDV motif
mediated interaction between the ARC2 and NB subdomains likely stabilises the
ADP-bound inactive conformation (Bentham et al. 2016). The crystal structure of the
full-length NOD-like receptor NLRC4 suggests that another helical subdomain (HD2)
interacts with the LRR domain via hydrogen bonds (Hu et al. 2013). Conformational
changes upon ATP binding lead to activation of downstream signalling, possibly by
making binding sites available for downstream partners and ATP hydrolysis reverts
the NB-LRR back into the inactive state (Takken and Goverse 2012; Bentham et al.
2016). Recent findings from the L6 and L7 flax rust NB-LRRs suggest that NB-LRRs
constantly switch between on and off states (Bernoux et al. 2016). In the absence of
the pathogen, the equilibrium is in favour of the off state, but effector binding is
thought to stabilise the on state and allow defence signalling to occur (Bernoux et al.
2016)
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Figure 24. Structure of nucleotide-binding (NB) domain containing proteins. (A) NB domain
containing proteins often possess an N-terminal adaptor domain (coiled coil (CC) domain or
Toll/interleukin-1 receptor homology (TIR) domains) and a C-terminal leucine rich repeat (LRR)
domain. (B) The NB domain is further divided into the three subdomains: the NB subdomain, the
adaptor shared by APAF-1, R proteins and CED-4 (ARC) 1 subdomain, and the ARC2 subdomain. (C)
The NB subdomain contains four conserved motifs (P-loop, RNBS-A, Kinase-2, and RNBS-B), the
ARC1 subdomain two motifs (RNBS-C and GLPL), and the ARC2 subdomain two motifs (RNBS-D
and MHDV), shown as grey or black boxes. The Kinase-2 and MHDV motifs are shown in black. (D)
In the CC-NB Bradi2g52430 the V257G amino acid change observed in Luc1 maps to the Kinase-2
motif, whereas in the NB-LRR Bradi2g52450 the R345Q amino acid change observed in Luc1 maps to
the MHDV motif. Level of conservation determined by Clustal Omega: “*” = identical amino acids,
“:” = conservation between strongly similar amino acids, space = non-conservative polymorphism.
Sizes of individual domains, subdomains, and motifs are not drawn to scale. Subdomain-motif
association is based on van Ooijen et al. (2008).

The V257G amino acid change in Bradi2g52430 maps to the Kinase-2 motif (Figure
24D; Figure S7), also called the Walker B motif (Walker et al. 1982; Traut 1994). This
motif is highly conserved and consists of four consecutive hydrophobic amino acids
followed by an aspartic acid (Iyer et al. 2004), although in plant NB-LRR proteins the
hydrophobic amino acids are generally followed by two aspartic acids (van der Biezen
and Jones 1998; Tameling et al. 2006; van Ooijen et al. 2008). Based on the crystal
structures of APAF-1, CED-4, and NLRC4 the four conserved hydrophobic amino
acids form a !-strand, which positions the aspartic acids (DeYoung and Innes 2006).
Mutation studies of the Kinase-2 motif have focused on these two conserved
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negatively charged residues (Takken et al. 2006). The first conserved aspartic acid of
the Kinase-2 motif is the catalytic site and hydrolyses the "-phosphate group of ATP
via a Mg2+ ion (Story and Steitz 1992; Dinesh-Kumar et al. 2000; Muneyuki et al.
2000; Iyer et al. 2004). The V257G substitution observed in Luc1 affects the third
hydrophobic residue within the Kinase-2 motif. It has been suggested that the
hydrophobic !-strand alleviates non-specific hydrolysis by excluding water from the
reaction centre (Fry et al. 1986). This function may be impacted by the valine to
glycine substitution observed in Luc1. However, Tameling et al. (2006) showed that
ATP binding, not ATP hydrolysis, is required for defence signalling in the NB-LRR
I-2. In this context, the V257G substitution might disrupt the !-strand, which could
alter the spatial orientation of the catalytic aspartic acid. Alternatively, the valine side
chain might interact with other residues, which could be disrupted in the susceptible
line. Such changes might disable ATP binding, locking the CC-NB in an ADP-bound
off state, or prevent ATP hydrolysis, which would lock the CC-NB in an ATP-bound
state. However, based on our MAST analysis the predicted CC-NB amino acid
sequence is lacking the MHDV motif found in the ARC2 subdomain (Figure S7) and
it is questionable whether it is able to bind nucleotides at all. The histidine residue
within the MHDV motif is highly conserved and orients the bound nucleotide (McHale
et al. 2006; Lukasik and Takken 2009). On the other hand, mutation studies of paired
NB-LRRs have shown that only one of these NB-LRRs requires a functional NB
domain (Césari et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2014; Bentham et al. 2016). Depending on
interactions with other proteins, Bradi2g52430 may therefore not require the ARC2
subdomain for its role in resistance.
The R345Q amino acid change in Bradi2g52450 maps 10 amino acids downstream of
the highly conserved MHDV motif in the ARC2 domain of the NB-LRR (Figure 24D;
Figure S7). The ARC2 domain is thought to activate the NB-LRR upon pathogen
perception by the LRR, while autoinhibiting signalling in the absence of a pathogen
(van Ooijen et al. 2008). Based on the homology with APAF-1, this motif likely
directly interacts with the !-phosphate of ADP (Riedl et al. 2005; Albrecht and Takken
2006). Mutations of the conserved histidine and aspartate residues in the NB-LRRs
Rx, I-2, Mi-1, Rpi-blb1, NRC1, and L6 lead to autoactive mutants (Bendahmane et al.
2002; de la Fuente van Bentem et al. 2005; Howles et al. 2005; Gabriëls et al. 2007;
van Ooijen et al. 2008), while mutations elsewhere in the ARC2 domains of RPM1,
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RPS2, and L6 produced loss of function alleles (Mindrinos et al. 1994; Grant et al.
1995; Axtell et al. 2001; Tornero et al. 2002; Howles et al. 2005). While R345Q in
Bradi2g52450 may not directly impact the interaction with the !-phosphate of ADP,
it could impact the conformational change required for NB-LRR activation, leading to
a loss of downstream signalling after stripe rust perception.

The NB-LRR and CC-NB pose different modes of stripe rust recognition at Yrr3
Recognition of pathogen secreted effectors by NB-LRRs can occur either directly or
indirectly (reviewed by Bentham et al. (2016) and Sukarta et al. (2016)). In a direct
interaction model the effector is often recognised by the LRR domain, as has been
demonstrated for Pi-ta from rice (Jia et al. 2000), L6 and M from flax (Dodds et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2007a; Catanzariti et al. 2010; Ve et al. 2013), and RPP1 from A.
thaliana (Krasileva et al. 2010). If direct recognition of an effector underlies resistance
to stripe rust in B. distachyon, this would likely be coordinated by the full length NBLRR Bradi2g52450. Following effector binding, the arginine to glutamine amino acid
change in Luc1 may prevent the conformational change required for NB-LRR
signalling. In such a scenario, an interesting question is what role the pathogen’s
effector repertoire and effector deployment plays in the interaction between stripe rust
and the infected plant. Does the B. distachyon NB-LRR interact with an effector that
is recognised by NB-LRRs in wheat and barley? Or are different sets of effectors
recognised in the host systems?
The function of NB domain encoding genes without an LRR domain, such as
Bradi2g52430, is only poorly understood. Research to date has focused on A. thaliana,
which possesses 58 annotated NB domain containing genes without an LRR domain,
of which 21 are TIR-NB proteins and four are CC-NB proteins (Meyers et al. 2003).
The A. thaliana TIR-NB genes are often found paired with a TIR-NB-LRR or in
complex clusters consisting of several TIR-NB and TIR-NB-LRR genes (Meyers et
al. 2002). Similar to Bradi2g52430 and Bradi2g52437, in these pairs or clusters the
TIR-NBs are commonly oriented in the opposite direction of the TIR-NB-LRR, which
could limit recombination between the paired or clustered TIR-NBs and TIR-NBLRRs (Meyers et al. 2002). Although the role of TIR-NB or CC-NB proteins lacking
the LRR domain is not yet well described, at least TIR-NBs have been shown to
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contribute to resistance. The TIR-NB RLM3 is required for efficient callose deposition
downstream of RLM1, a TIR-NB-LRR recognising L. maculans in A. thaliana (Staal
et al. 2006; Staal et al. 2008). rlm3 mutants also displayed enhanced susceptibility to
three other necrotrophs (Staal et al. 2008). The TIR-NB TN2 associates with
EXO70B1, a subunit of the exocyst complex involved in secretory pathways (Zhao et
al. 2015). TN2 expression was upregulated in exo70B1 mutants and the authors
hypothesise that effector targeting of EXO70B1 initiates TN2 dependent defence
pathways (Zhao et al. 2015). TN2 occurs in a cluster with another TIR-NB (TN1) and
a TIR-NB-LRR. TN1 mutations cause temperature-dependent auto-immunity (Wang
et al. 2013; Zbierzak et al. 2013), but it remains unclear whether the linked TIR-NBLRR is involved in TN1 or TN2 function (Zhao et al. 2015). In a different study,
transient overexpression of several A. thaliana TIR-NB or TIR-X genes induced
chlorosis in Nicotiana benthamiana and stable overexpression in A. thaliana produced
phenotypes associated with basal innate immune responses (Nandety et al. 2013).
Phenotypes in both systems were dependent on EDS1 (ENHANCED DISEASE
RESISTANCE 1), one of the regulators downstream of NB-LRR recognition (Aarts et
al. 1998; Wiermer et al. 2005; Nandety et al. 2013). These putative resistance proteins
were also found to interact with various effectors and plant NB-LRRs in a yeast twohybrid screen (Nandety et al. 2013). Meyers et al. (2002) suggested that TIR-NBs may
act as downstream adaptors for TIR-NB-LRR mediated immunity, similar to the
MyD88 and Mal TIR proteins for Toll-like receptors (TLR) in mammalian and
Drosophila innate immunity (Kopp and Medzhitov 1999; Xu et al. 2000; Fitzgerald
et al. 2001; Horng and Medzhitov 2001). Building on this, Staal and Dixelius (2008)
comment that these adaptors should be involved in broader resistance than the
individual NB-LRR. Indeed, RLM3 was found to regulate resistance to several
necrotrophic pathogens (Staal et al. 2008). Complementarily, the two CC-X genes
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 confer resistance to all tested powdery mildew isolates (Xiao et
al. 2001). Furthermore, overexpression increased resistance to other biotrophic
pathogens and susceptibility to necrotrophic pathogens (Wang et al. 2007b).
In contrast to the direct effector recognition model described above, other NB-LRRs
have been shown to detect the pathogen indirectly by guarding an effector target or
via a decoy (Dangl and Jones 2001; van der Hoorn and Kamoun 2008; Cesari et al.
2014). Zhao et al. (2015) proposed a similar role for the TIR-NB TN2, showing that it
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is activated upon EXO70B loss of function, which suggests that TN2 could monitor
the integrity of the secretory pathway against effector targeting and also that an LRR
domain is not required for this function. Moreover, Nandety et al. (2013) demonstrated
that TIR-NB and TIR-X proteins can interact with effectors and NB-LRRs. Therefore,
in an indirect interaction model, it is plausible that a conserved Pst and Psh effector
targets a plant protein, which is independently targeted by an adapted pathogen of B.
distachyon and therefore guarded. Such a scenario is conceivable for both candidate
genes at the locus. In the case of the CC-NB, similarly to sensor NB-LRRs and TN2,
a functional NB domain or an LRR domain may not be required as resistance could
be conferred by a heterodimeric complex. In this complex, the role of the CC-NB
could be recognition of the pathogen, while a functional NB-LRR, such as
Bradi2g52437 at the locus, may initiate defence signalling. Similar to TIR-NBs and
TIR-NB-LRRs in A. thaliana, Bradi2g52437 is closely linked to Bradi2g52430.
Although our MAST analysis did not detect a CC domain within Bradi2g52437, a
cursory InterProScan motif annotation suggested that the NB-LRR contains a CC
domain (data not shown) and a full manual annotation of the three candidate genes is
needed. However, in this scenario interaction between the two proteins could be
mediated by the CC domains and the tightly linked genomic location would ensure
co-inheritance.
In this context, it is interesting to note that the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster identified for
Yrr3 is highly conserved among a variety of grass species. The respective top hits for
the CC-NB and NB-LRRs identified in rice, sorghum, and maize retain the order and
relative orientation as in B. distachyon. This is a remarkable observation, as NB-LRRs
are a rapidly diversifying gene family and B. distachyon NB-LRRs almost never
retained their syntenic order in a comparison with NB-LRRs from rice and sorghum
(The International Brachypodium Initiative 2010).
Host-tracking and host jumps are features thought to underlie plant-pathogen
interactions over evolutionary time (Stukenbrock and McDonald 2008). These events
are often difficult to demonstrate due to the lack of a fossil record (Troch et al. 2014),
but some examples exist, such as the host jump to rice and subsequent diversification
by M. oryzae (Couch et al. 2005). Cereal rusts could have evolved in temperate
climates on their alternate host barberry (Berberis spp.), then incorporated grasses in
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their life cycle during host jumps, and subsequently diversified with the cereals during
domestication. In contrast, rice is a tropical grass and neither has an adapted rust
pathogen nor allows colonisation of non-adapted rust pathogens (Ayliffe et al. 2011;
Yang et al. 2014). These factors could mean that the Yrr3 locus not only predates the
diversification of the grasses, but also the evolution of cereal rusts. It could have
evolved in an ancient monocot and then been adopted to confer resistance to new
pathogens during the diversification of the grasses. Yang et al. (2013) hypothesised
that NB-LRR divergence is constrained and tested rapidly evolving NB-LRRs for their
ability to give resistance to non-adapted pathogens. In contrast, the Yrr3 locus has
diverged little over a great evolutionary time period, yet provides resistance to nonadapted pathogens.

How could NB-LRR mediated resistance be broad spectrum and durable?
NB-LRR mediated resistance is commonly associated with gene-for-gene interactions
and the specific recognition of individual pathogen isolates (Flor 1971; Jones and
Dangl 2006). However, Yrr3 was mapped to a CC-NB/NB-LRR encoding cluster and
confers broad spectrum resistance to a Psh and three Pst isolates. Yrr1, the second
major effect locus we detected in B. distachyon against stripe rust isolates, only
conferred resistance to Pst isolates and not to Psh. Interestingly, Pst and Psh resistance
in barley also does not always colocalise (Dawson and Moscou, personal
communication). This suggests that the genetic architecture of stripe rust resistance in
both systems builds on recognising unique as well as shared components. Pst and Psh
may possess shared core effectors, which are essential for targeting highly conserved
pathways within plants. These would be complemented by effectors specific to Pst or
Psh, which fulfil a unique role within wheat and barley, respectively, or which have
been exposed to selection by resistance genes. NB-LRR recognition of a core effector
essential for infecting any plant may explain how some NB-LRRs can confer broad
spectrum resistance. For example, such a core effector could be involved in early
infection processes that are shared among many fungal pathogens, e.g. leaf
colonisation.
Durable resistance is generally defined as resistance which is still effective when
deployed over a large area (Johnson 1981). Crucially, Johnson (1981) points out that
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this definition is independent of the genetic basis or underlying mechanisms of
resistance, or whether the resistance is race-specific. Additionally, this definition is
based on spatial and not temporal characteristics (Johnson 1981). However, in many
cases a resistance that is durable over a large area will also be effective over a longer
period of time. Such resistance that is effective over a longer period of time and over
a larger area probably does not rely on a single mechanism, but rather on matching
and combining different pathways, which all help to prevent pathogen ingress. When
addressing the usefulness of various resistance genes in an agricultural context,
discussions generally centre around the particular mode of action of a single gene and
our knowledge of a type of gene gained from greenhouse studies. However, this line
of discussion is misguided, because on a species level more than a single gene will
provide resistance against a pathogen. A single NB-LRR or PRR may not pose much
of a challenge to a pathogen with a large population size under strong selective
pressure, but combined or coupled with other processes that inhibit pathogen ingress,
they may form a powerful barrier. In this context it is important to note that Yrr1 has
been fine-mapped to a 75 kb interval (Gilbert and Ayliffe, personal communication).
This interval does not contain any NB-LRRs or other classical resistance genes (data
not shown). In addition, so far only colonisation resistance seems to involve NBLRRs, as we have no knowledge about what prevents life cycle completion in the
interaction between B. distachyon and P. striiformis.
The implication of NB-LRRs in nonhost resistance suggests that nonhost and host
resistance are not fundamentally different as they rely on the same molecular
mechanisms. Cook et al. (2015) point out that nonhost resistance cannot be defined
by a unique mechanism, but rather is a combination of different aspects of plantmicrobe interactions, which may range from general incompatibility to recognition
resulting in ETI. This observation connects with the different barriers to pathogen
infection discussed by Thordal-Christensen (2003). Whether or not a plant is a host or
nonhost of a pathogen does not depend on the molecular process underlying resistance,
but on the final output of whether the pathogen can complete its life cycle on the plant
or not. In a tropical forest system, it was shown that a fungal pathogen’s ability to
infect a given plant also decreases with an increasing phylogenetic distance between
the host plant and the other plants (Gilbert and Webb 2007). From an evolutionary
standpoint, a pathogen will have to overcome many different physiological and
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genetic barriers when a plant species is distant from the adapted host. On the other
hand, if a plant is phylogenetically close to the host plant, many of the barriers will be
similar to the host plant and ineffective against the pathogen. The different barriers
presented to a pathogen are exemplified by resistance to barley powdery mildew
(Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei) in A. thaliana. As discussed above, this resistance
relies on NB-LRR independent pre-invasion resistance provided by the PEN genes
and cell death dependent post-invasion resistance (Lipka et al. 2005; Lipka et al.
2008). Interestingly, the barley NB-LRR MLA1 confers resistance to barley powdery
mildew in A. thaliana mutants that allow invasion (Maekawa et al. 2012). In contrast,
within our system the close phylogenetic relationship between B. distachyon, barley,
and wheat established that post-invasion colonisation resistance uses NB-LRR
mediated and NB-LRR independent pathways to limit pathogen growth and thereby
life cycle completion on most accessions.
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Materials and methods

Plant growth and inoculation
For infection assays in this chapter plants were either grown in 1 L pots or in a 24hole tray containing peat-based compost. Plants were grown at 18°C day and 11°C
night in a 16 h photoperiod in a controlled environment room. Seedlings were
inoculated with Pst isolate 08/21 four weeks after sowing at the four to five leaf stage
as described previously (Dawson et al. 2015). Leaf browning and pCOL phenotypes
were scored 14 dpi (Dawson et al. 2015).

Luc1 x Jer1 recombination screen
Seed from three Luc1 x Jer1 F1 and one Jer1 x Luc1 F1 were grown in 24-hole trays
containing peat-based compost in a greenhouse (natural light supplemented for 16 h,
min. 18°C/11.5°C temperature) and DNA was extracted from leaf tissue using a
standard CTAB protocol. Genotyping of 1,948 F2 plants with the delineating markers
identified 23 lines with recombination events within the gain of function interval.
Recombinant lines were transplanted into 9 cm square pots containing an equal
mixture of the John Innes Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix (Vain et al. 2008) and
regenotyped to rule out mix-ups during the original genotyping, selection of
recombinants, and transplanting.

Marker development
SNP-based KASP markers were developed as described for the Luc1 x Jer1 and Foz1
x Luc1 genetic maps in the previous chapter. Briefly, de novo assemblies of the
parental lines were probed with the Bd21 reference sequence of the desired marker
location and contigs were assembled in Geneious, which allowed the identification of
SNPs for marker development.

Marker regression analysis
Determining the statistical significance of cosegregation between phenotype and
genotype was used to fine-map Yrr3 in recombinant lines obtained from the ABR6 x
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Bd21 and Luc1 x Jer1 populations, as well as the recombination screen. Progeny of
recombinant lines were genotyped with a marker in the heterozygous region of the
parental line and statistical significance of genotype-phenotype associations was
performed with an ANOVA analysis (“anova” command in R Version 3.2.2). In rare
cases individual samples with missing genotyping calls were excluded from the
analysis.

BAC library screening and BAC sequencing
Three-week old ABR6 seedlings were placed in darkness for three days prior to
harvesting leaf tissue, which was flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. BAC library
construction and screening was performed by Bio S&T Inc. in Lachine, Quebec,
Canada. Following DNA extraction and HindIII digestion, fragments were cloned in
the pCLD04541 plasmid in DH10B Escherichia coli cells, giving a 5x pooled BAC
library. Positive clones for the Yrr3 locus were identified by PCR screening with
primers for Bradi2g52437. For each BAC, eight colonies were confirmed by
fingerprinting with HindIII digestion. All colonies produced the same pattern and one
colony was chosen for sequencing. BACs were extracted using the QIAGEN Large
Construct Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The quality of the
extractions was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis, fingerprinting with HindIII
to check for rearrangements during culture growth, and analysis with TapeStation and
DropSense. BACs were sequenced using a PacBio-SMRT (single molecule, real-time
sequencing) cell at The Genome Analysis Centre (Norwich, UK).

RNAseq of Luc1, Jer1, and Foz1 and RNA analyses
RNA extraction and sequencing for Luc1, Jer1, and Foz1, was carried out as described
for ABR6 and Bd21 in the first chapter (Bettgenhaeuser et al. 2017). Mean insert sizes
were 253 bp (Luc1), 248 bp (Jer1), and 251 bp (Foz1) and sequencing yielded
134,975,912 (Luc1), 136,308,576 (Jer1), and 131,443,102 (Foz1) raw reads. RNAseq
data quality control was performed as described previously (Bettgenhaeuser et al.
2017). Reads from all five accessions were paired in Geneious using default settings
and Bowtie alignments to the Bd21 reference sequence of the Yrr3 locus were
performed using the “Map to Reference” command in Geneious with default settings
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(low sensitivity and five iterations without trimming). A de novo transcriptome
assembly was generated with Trinity (v2013-11-10) and probed with the Bd21
reference sequence of the three candidate genes. Open reading frames were identified
and translated in Geneious.

Characterisation of Yrr3 candidate genes
To assess the polymorphisms in the three candidate genes between the five accessions,
the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of the three genes were aligned in Geneious
using the Multiple Align function with default settings (cost matrix 93% similarity for
nucleotide sequences and Blossum62 for amino acid sequences). Additionally, to
assess the level of conservation of the amino acid changes, a multiple sequence
alignment was performed with Clustal Omega on the EMBL-EBI website
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/) using default settings.
Conserved motifs within the amino acid sequences were annotated by performing a
MAST analysis. A motif-based approach for the identification of NB-LRR encoding
genes was developed for potato (Jupe et al. 2012) and we sought to develop a similar
motif set for monocots using the diversity of NB-LRRs from rice and B. distachyon.
Rice is estimated to possess 508 NB-LRRs (Li et al. 2010), whereas differing
estimates of the number of NB-LRR encoding genes have been reported for B.
distachyon, including 212 (Li et al. 2010) and 175 NB-LRRs (Tan and Wu 2012). We
generated MEME motifs through a random proportional sample of NB-LRRs from
rice (N = 35) and B. distachyon (N = 17). The MEME motifs spanned the CC domain
(motifs 4, 11, 13, and 15), NB domain (motifs 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 14), and
the LRR domain (motifs 19, 9, 20, 16, 17, and 18). All the identified motifs could
clearly be associated with those previously defined (Meyers et al. 2003). MAST
significance thresholds of 1e-27 and 1e-20 were found to identify all annotated NBLRRs within B. distachyon, with respective precisions of 49.8% and 47.5% based on
the NB-LRR annotation of Tan and Wu (2012).
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Construct development for complementation
High fidelity PCR with Phusion polymerase was performed to amplify initial
fragments (1x polymerase, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 10 ng BAC DNA, 0.5 µM primers; 98°C
for 30 s, 28 cycles of 98°C for 10 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 3 min, final extension
with 72°C for 10 min). Gel extraction of fragments was performed with the QIAquick
Gel Extraction Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions and fragments were
A-tailed by incubation at 72°C for 20 min (4 units GoTaq polymerase, 1x GoTaq
buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dATP, 13.6 µL extraction product). A-tailed
fragments were cloned into the pCR-XL-TOPO vector and transformed into One Shot
TOP10 E. coli competent cells with the TOPO Cloning kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Positive clones were identified and confirmed by colony
PCR (0.15 units GoTaq, 1x GoTaq buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 µM primers, 0.2 mM
dNTPs; 95°C for 10 s, 32 cycles of 98°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, 72°C for 1.5 min,
final extension with 72°C for 5 min), digestion (plasmid extraction of 10 mL cultures
with the NucleoSpin Plasmid Purification kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions; digestion of 100 ng plasmid DNA with 10 units EcoRI in 1x Roche Buffer
H), and Sanger sequencing (#150 ng plasmid DNA, 2.5 µM primers).
Primers for Gibson Assembly consisted of 20 bp fusions from both fragments to be
assembled and were assessed for GC content (#50%) and secondary structures (Mfold
(Zuker 2003); $G > -3.0 kcal/mol at 37°C). High fidelity PCR with Phusion
polymerase was performed to add overlaps (1x polymerase, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 10 ng
BAC DNA, 0.5 µM primers; 98°C for 30 s, 28 cycles of 98°C for 10 s, 60°C for 30 s,
and 72°C for 30 s per kb, final extension with 72°C for 10 min). PCR products were
digested with DpnI to remove circular DNA (20 units DpnI, 1x CutSmart buffer),
fragments were resolved with gel electrophoresis (1% agarose in 1x TAE buffer), and
extracted with the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Gibson Assembly reactions were performed as described by Gibson et al.
(2009) with a Gibson Assembly master mix from New England Biolabs. Assembled
constructs were transformed into chemically competent DH5% E. coli cells (10 µL
assembly in 50 µL cells; ice for 30 min, 42°C for 1.5 min, ice for 2 min), recovered in
500 µL L media at 37°C for 1 hour, and plated on L media plates with selection for
overnight growth at 37°C. Colonies were confirmed by digestion (plasmid extraction
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of liquid cultures with QIAGEN Plasmid Purification Kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and digestion of 100 ng plasmid DNA with 10 units EcoRI
in 1x Roche Buffer H). For positive assemblies, the T-DNA sequence was confirmed
by Sanger sequencing (#150 ng plasmid DNA, 2.5 µM primers) and the constructs
were transformed into 50 µL Agrobacterium tumefaciens AGL1 cells with pulse
electroporation, followed by recovery in 500 µL L medium at 28°C for 2 hours, and
growth on L media plates with selection for two days.
Final constructs contain the coding region of the annotated candidate genes with
around 2 kb of promoter and terminator sequence, depending on the nearest available
site for primer design. Bradi2g52430 was cloned into the pWBVec8 vector (Wang et
al. 1998) and the final construct contains 1,934 bp and 2,119 bp of native promoter
and terminator sequence. Bradi2g52437 was cloned into the pBract202 vector
(Smedley and Harwood 2015) and the final construct contains 1,636 bp and 2,339 bp
of native promoter and terminator sequence. Bradi2g52450 was cloned into the
pBract202 vector and the final construct contains 2,067 bp and 1,409 bp of native
promoter and terminator sequence. As Bradi2g52430 is on the opposite strand to
Bradi2g52437, the final Bradi2g52437 construct also contains Bradi2g52430 with
1,645 bp of the promoter sequence and over 2 kb of the terminator sequence. Sanger
sequencing was used to confirm the T-DNA of all constructs, which showed that one
SNP had been incorporated into the Bradi2g52437 construct during amplification for
Gibson Assembly. This SNP is located in the annotated 5’-UTR of Bradi2g52437 and
more than 5 kb downstream of Bradi2g52430. The pBract202 vector requires the
helper plasmid pSoup (Smedley and Harwood 2015). All constructs are being
transformed into the susceptible B. distachyon accessions Bd21 and Luc1, the
susceptible barley line SusPtrit x Golden Promise DH-47, and the susceptible wheat
line Fielder according to previously published protocols (Vain et al. 2008; Yeo et al.
2014; Ishida et al. 2015).
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5. General Discussion
“I would like to share one dream that I hope scientists will achieve in the
not-too-distant future. Rice is the only cereal that has immunity to the
Puccinia spp. of rust. Imagine the benefits if the genes for rust immunity in
rice could be transferred into wheat, barley, oats, maize, millet, and
sorghum. The world could finally be free of the scourge of the rusts, which
have led to so many famines over human history.”
Norman Borlaug (2000)
[Nobel Prize Laureate for Peace, 1970]
Over the past millennia human populations have transitioned away from societies of
hunter-gatherers towards more complex civilisations with hierarchies, bureaucracies,
religions, writing systems, dedicated professions, and many other features of modern
life (Diamond 1997). The invention of agriculture together with the domestication of
crops and animals forms the basis of this transition, as it allows individual humans to
produce more food than they need for themselves, enabling members of society to
dedicate their time to purposes other than food production (Diamond 1997).
Throughout domestication, humans have drawn on the standing genetic variation
present in wild populations or occurring randomly as mutations during domestication
events, which improved crops with regard to their life history traits (e.g. generation
time and yield), resistance to pathogens, or adaptation to novel growth conditions
(Doebley et al. 2006). The research subjects I discussed in this thesis concern two
agriculturally relevant traits: reproduction and disease resistance. The hope is that by
understanding the genetic architecture and molecular basis of these traits in nondomesticated systems the knowledge gained will advance our understanding of these
traits in crop species, as well as facilitate their effective deployment in agricultural
settings.
Several approaches can be employed to dissect the genetic basis controlling a trait. In
the case of the vernalisation dependency and disease resistance described in this thesis,
clear phenotypic variation exists among B. distachyon accessions and a forward
genetic approach was chosen. Accessions with different phenotypes were crossed and
the genetic basis was assessed in the resulting segregating populations. This approach
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is very powerful, as it only requires the generation of a single cross to identify loci
controlling a phenotype and the necessary resources (e.g. markers) are easily
developed (Bernardo 2016). However, the major constraint lies in the fact that
potential regulators can only be detected, if they are polymorphic between the two
parental lines chosen. For example, the known flowering regulator VRN1 was not
detected in Chapter 2, presumably because alleles from both parental accessions are
functional. In contrast, association mapping (such as GWAS) takes into account the
phenotypic and genotypic variation found in a large collection of accessions and does
not suffer from the inadvertent bias of choosing two accessions to create a mapping
population. Additionally, it does not require the time-consuming generation of crosses
and allows higher-resolution mapping by taking advantage of historical recombination
events found in large germplasm collections (Bernardo 2016). However, minor-effect
loci or rare variants are less likely to be detected and findings can easily be affected
by population structure (Bernardo 2016). Multi-parent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) populations, e.g. for A. thaliana and maize (Kover et al. 2009;
Dell'Acqua et al. 2015), form an intermediate approach, but are only practical for
species that can be crossed relatively easily (which is not the case for B. distachyon).
The effective deployment of the uncovered genes is particularly important for disease
resistance, as evolution of the pathogen can easily negate breeding efforts and often
makes potential gains in the direction of more resistant crop plants short-lived (Flor
1971; McDonald and Linde 2002; Wulff et al. 2011; Dangl et al. 2013). In the quote
above Norman Borlaug expresses his desire to utilise resistance genes from a nonhost
species to provide immunity in important crop species and at various points throughout
the thesis I have cited other researchers who expressed similar aspirations. For the
rusts in particular, rice has been actively investigated as a source for durable resistance
in the agronomically important temperate cereals (Ayliffe et al. 2011; Yang et al.
2014). However, efforts in this direction have so far been to no avail and suffered from
the lack of natural variation within rice. Even though this confirms the plant’s place
as a true nonhost, it impedes any forward genetic studies on the genetic architecture
of this resistance to rusts. During my PhD I have addressed this problem by studying
the interaction of Puccinia striiformis with Brachypodium distachyon. B. distachyon
falls on the transition between host and true nonhost, as a few accessions allow a
degree of colonisation (Ayliffe et al. 2013; Dawson et al. 2015). Life cycle completion
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in the form of pustule formation was generally not observed for the pathogen. This
natural variation in degree of colonisation enables a forward map-based cloning
approach of the genes underlying colonisation resistance. I identified three main loci
and initiated map-based cloning of Yrr3, a locus which confers broad-spectrum
resistance to all P. striiformis isolates tested. The locus was fine-mapped to a cluster
of genes comprised of a CC-NB and two NB-LRRs. The two parental lines of one
population are only differential for two SNPs, which lead to amino acid substitutions
in or close to conserved motifs within the nucleotide-binding domains of the CC-NB
and one of the NB-LRR.
These observations suggest that recognition of P. striiformis and induction of an active
defence response by B. distachyon underlie colonisation resistance in this system,
rather than a passive barrier to pathogen ingress. The leaf browning phenotype
observed in this system may either form part of this active defence response against
fungal colonisation or be a by-product of recognition and the mounting of an active
defence response. If this is the case, the leaf browning may be correlated to hyphal
colonisation, but is causally associated with recognition. In such a scenario, one could
imagine that some B. distachyon accessions are unable to recognise the fungal
invasion, allowing a degree of colonisation in the absence of leaf browning. Indeed,
when screening the Brachypodium spp. diversity set with Pst isolate 08/21, some
accessions did not show any leaf browning, but had pCOL scores of up to 33%
(Dawson et al. 2015). The mounting of an active defence response raises important
questions about the interaction between plant and pathogen in this system, especially
if compared to the interactions between P. striiformis formae speciales and their
appropriate hosts wheat and barley, and presents prospects for future research, both of
which I will discuss in the following.

What prevents life cycle completion of P.striiformis on B. distachyon?
The dissection of the genetic architecture of colonisation resistance described in the
third chapter revealed a surprisingly simple genetic architecture. None of the parental
lines used for the crosses allow life cycle completion. Yet, even though transgressive
segregation for increased levels of colonisation was observed, life cycle completion
was also absent in the segregating progeny. As pointed out in the third chapter, this
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could be due to two factors: (a) either there is no natural diversity for the gene or genes
which prevent life cycle completion of P. striiformis among the parents of our
mapping populations, or (b) a very complex genetic architecture prevents life cycle
completion and our population sizes are too small to observe rare segregants.
In order to create a “natural” intermediate nonhost resistance gene cassette and confer
this resistance from B. distachyon into the crop species wheat and barley,
understanding the genetic basis of the prevention of life cycle completion would be
crucial. Two approaches could be employed to study the genetic basis in the absence
of natural variation. Mutagenesis of accessions that allow colonisation would
constitute one way to address this question. EMS mutagenesis, for example of Bd21
or Luc1, might produce mutants that are impaired in the genes preventing pustule
formation. However, this approach has two major drawbacks. Firstly, it assumes that
a simple genetic architecture underlies this step of the interaction, i.e. that it is
sufficient to perturb only one or a few genes to allow the formation of pustules. If a
complex genetic architecture forms the basis of this, one would need to use a high
mutation load and large number of mutants to uncover any lines that allow life cycle
completion. The second drawback is the lack of a high-throughput phenotypic assay,
requiring the inoculation and time-consuming careful phenotyping of all the generated
mutants. An alternative functional genomics approach could be the transcriptional
profiling of accessions that allow colonisation, but not life cycle completion, over the
time course of infection. Such an approach could reveal genes that are upregulated as
the pathogen colonises the leaf and attempts to complete its life cycle. These would
be candidate genes involved in the prevention of life cycle completion. This approach
assumes that an active defence response based on transcriptional regulation is initiated
and that this regulation is required for resistance. In light of Yrr3 mediated colonisation
resistance likely involving an induced defence response, this is a reasonable
assumption. Yet, one should bear in mind that preformed barriers could also play a
role in the prevention of life cycle completion.
At the beginning of my PhD, I screened a diversity set of 210 Brachypodium spp.
accessions for resistance to P. striiformis (Dawson et al. 2015). Among these 210
accessions we only very rarely observed pustules. However, not all of these accessions
belonged to B. distachyon. What was originally thought to be B. distachyon accessions
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with different ploidy levels (Draper et al. 2001) is now differentiated into three species
(Catalán et al. 2012): the diploid B. distachyon (2N = 10), the diploid B. stacei (2N =
20), and B. hybridum (2N = 30), the latter of which has been identified as an
allotetrapoloid hybrid between the two diploids. Not all of the 210 accessions within
our diversity set have been differentiated into the three species yet. However, based
on different morphological characteristics (e.g. plant height and anther number) and
our ability to cross with confirmed B. hybridum accessions, the accessions within the
diversity set that allow life cycle completion seem to belong primarily to B. hybridum
(Bettgenhaeuser and Moscou, unpublished).
This is an intriguing observation, as genes that prevent life cycle completion of P.
striiformis in B. distachyon presumably are also present within the B. hybridum
genome. Hybridisation events that generate a polyploid background have a marked
effect on the expression and function of genes, including resistance genes (Wulff and
Moscou 2014). The introgression of P. graminis resistance genes from the diploid
Triticum monococcum (einkorn wheat) into tetraploid and hexaploid wheat varieties
highlighted a negative correlation between ploidy and disease resistance (Kerber and
Dyck 1973). Chlorosis was observed in the tetraploid variety and pustules were
observed in the hexaploid variety (Kerber and Dyck 1973). The interaction between
non-homeologous as well as homeologous genes can cause this suppression of
resistance, as similar observations have been made with other resistance genes (Kerber
1991; McIntosh et al. 2011; Hurni et al. 2014; Wulff and Moscou 2014). B. hybridum
accessions probably arose from several independent hybridisation events and a similar
effect could underlie pustule formation in some but not all B. hybridum accessions,
depending on the genetic background of the B. distachyon and B. stacei accessions
involved in the various hybridisation events. In some cases, the genes preventing life
cycle completion might be suppressed in the polyploid genome of some B. hybridum
accessions.

What role does the effector repertoire play in the interaction between P. striiformis
and infected plants?
Two major effect loci condition resistance in the B. distachyon mapping populations
studied in this thesis. Yrr1 has been fine-mapped to an interval that does not include
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any known resistance gene homologs (Gilbert and Ayliffe, personal communication).
In contrast, Yrr3 was narrowed down to two SNPs within the NB domains of a CCNB and an NB-LRR. This strongly suggests that either direct or indirect effector
recognition underlies Yrr3 mediated resistance. However, while all of the research
presented in this thesis has been conducted on the plant side of the B. distachyon – P.
striiformis interaction, plant-pathogen interactions are of a two-way nature and the
pathogen genome will also have an important effect on the outcome of this interaction.
In this regard, an interesting question is to what degree the effector repertoire of P.
striiformis is involved in the interaction with B. distachyon and how this differs from
the interactions with wheat and barley, the hosts of the formae speciales studied.
Specifically, are the same or different effectors recognised by resistance genes in the
intermediate nonhost and the hosts?
The CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster underlying Yrr3 was found to be highly conserved in
maize, sorghum, and rice. As wheat and barley do not have a gold standard sequenced
genome, it was unfortunately not possible to assess the presence of this cluster within
the genomes of the host species. However, it will be interesting to investigate whether
the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster also exists in these species. Presumably, all effectors
within the P. striiformis effector repertoire are actively retained and provide an
adaptive advantage. Any effectors that are not important for the infection of the host
plant will likely have a cost attached to them and be lost. In such a scenario, the loss
of the CC-NB/NB-LRR cluster during speciation or domestication could have
constituted an important condition in allowing the adaptation of P. striiformis to wheat
and barley as main hosts. However, this assumes that the genes in the cluster possess
the same recognition capabilities across these species and presence of the CC-NB/NBLRR cluster in wheat and barley may indicate that this assumption is not true. If
different effectors are recognised in the interactions of P. striiformis with wheat and
barley, it would be surprising if the host species have not evolved to recognise this
effector, whose recognition in B. distachyon provides durable and broad-spectrum
colonisation resistance.
In the long term, identifying the effector recognised by the Yrr3 locus will provide a
powerful tool to characterise Yrr3 mediated resistance. Effectively, this would allow
moving away from B. distachyon and characterise the interaction between resistance
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gene and effector in a more suitable heterologous model system such as Nicotiana
benthamiana. Regardless of whether the CC-NB or the NB-LRR conditions resistance
at the Yrr3 locus, this provides a system where a single SNP differentiates the resistant
and the susceptible phenotype, which allows the instant identification of crucial amino
acids involved in pathogen recognition or induction of defence responses.

Can the resistance identified be transferred to crop species?
As advocated by Norman Borlaug and others, the transfer of durable disease resistance
across species barriers is often a major motivation for research in the area of plant
pathology and nonhost resistance genes have been identified as a desirable target for
such a transfer (Borlaug 2000; Hammond-Kosack and Parker 2003; Fan and Doerner
2012; Lee et al. 2016). Many examples exist for this transfer (reviewed by Wulff et
al. (2011)), but there are also limits to the ability of transferring a resistance gene from
one species to another (Ayliffe et al. 2004). NB-LRR mediated resistance relies on the
activation of downstream signalling responses in order to stop infection (Aarts et al.
1998; Wiermer et al. 2005). Presumably, downstream signalling is also required for
CC-NB mediated resistance. Therefore, transferring the resistance observed at the
Yrr3 locus in B. distachyon to the agronomically important grass species wheat and
barley will require these downstream signalling components to be conserved across
these species. Examples of NB-LRR transfer between species have often involved
related species (e.g. within the Solanaceae) (Wulff et al. 2011), but there exists
precedence for the phylogenetically wide transfer of NB-LRR mediated immunity
across families. In Arabidopsis thaliana the PEN genes provide broad-spectrum prepenetration resistance against barley and pea powdery mildews (Collins et al. 2003;
Lipka et al. 2005; Stein et al. 2006; Lipka et al. 2008). However, in pen mutant A.
thaliana lines the introduction of MLA1, an NB-LRR encoding a barley powdery
mildew resistance gene from barley, reconstituted resistance against barley powdery
mildew in A. thaliana (Maekawa et al. 2012). In this case, the downstream
components of MLA1 mediated resistance are conserved between barley and A.
thaliana.
In the fourth chapter I discussed the various models that could underlie Yrr3 mediated
resistance and also suggested, that resistance at this locus may be conditioned by more
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than one gene. For example, the CC-NB could interact with one of the NB-LRR to
provide resistance against P. striiformis. We are currently transforming the susceptible
B. distachyon accessions Luc1 and Bd21, as well as susceptible wheat and barley lines.
If more than one gene is required for resistance, this may not become apparent during
B. distachyon transformation, as a functional allele of the interacting partner might
exist within the genome. Transformation of the genes into the heterologous systems
wheat and barley will aid in elucidating the genes that are necessary and sufficient for
Yrr3 mediated resistance. If the transfer of only Bradi2g52430 or Bradi2g52450
provides resistance in these systems, only one gene likely conditions resistance at the
Yrr3 locus. If the transfer of these genes is not sufficient for providing resistance, a
combination of two or all three of the genes present at the locus might be needed.
Alternatively, Yrr3 mediated resistance may also rely on genes at other loci within the
B. distachyon genome, such as downstream signalling components that are not
conserved in wheat and barley.
In conclusion, studying the interaction between B. distachyon and P. striiformis has
provided an ideal system to dissect the genetic architecture and molecular basis of
intermediate nonhost resistance. It remains to be seen whether this durable and broadspectrum resistance can be transferred into wheat and barley and provide the same
level of protection.
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6. Appendices
Supplemental figures

Figure S1. Linkage groups of the ABR6 x Bd21 genetic map. Cumulative cM distances and SNP
marker names are shown to the left and right of each chromosome, respectively. cM distance at the F4
stage was estimated using the Kosambi function. SNP marker names consist of the corresponding
chromosome and physical position in the Bd21 reference genome (Version 3).
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Figure S2. Two-way recombination fraction plot for the ABR6 x Bd21 F4 population.

Figure S3. Linkage groups of the preliminary Foz1 x Luc1 genetic map. Cumulative cM distances and
SNP marker names are shown to the left and right of each chromosome, respectively. cM distance at
the F2 stage was estimated using the Kosambi function. SNP marker names consist of the corresponding
chromosome and physical position in the Bd21 reference genome (Version 1).
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Figure S4. Linkage groups of the Luc1 x Jer1 genetic map. Cumulative cM distances and SNP marker
names are shown to the left and right of each chromosome, respectively. cM distance at the F2 stage
was estimated using the Kosambi function. SNP marker names consist of the corresponding
chromosome and physical position in the Bd21 reference genome (Version 1).

Figure S5. Two-way recombination fraction plot for the Luc1 x Jer1 F2 genetic map.
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Figure S6. Composite interval mapping of leaf browning (orange) and pCOL (purple) in response to the four P. striiformis isolates based on individual replicates in the ABR6
x Bd21 F4:5 families. Phenotypes of F4:5 families were scored 14 dpi with P. striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) isolates 08/21 (A and B), 08/501 (C and D), and 11/08 (E and F), and
P. striiformis f. sp. hordei (Psh) isolate B01/2 (G and H). Composite interval mapping was performed under an additive model (H0:H1). Results were plotted based on normalised
permutation thresholds (nLOD), using the threshold of statistical significance based on 1,000 permutations (blue horizontal line). R1 = replicate 1; R2 = replicate 2.
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Figure S7 (next four pages). Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment of the amino acid sequences
for the three candidate genes obtained from de novo transcriptome assemblies of the five accessions
studied. Conserved NB-LRR motifs identified by MAST analysis are indicated in bold and underlined,
with the motif names below the alignment. Highlighting indicates amino acid substitutions in Luc1
(magenta) and Bd21 (green). The ABR6, Jer1, and Foz1 amino acid sequences are identical. Level of
conservation as determined by Clustal Omega: “*” = identical amino acids, “:” = conservation between
strongly similar amino acids, “.” = conservation between weakly similar amino acids, space = nonconservative polymorphism.

Bradi2g52430 (CC-NB)
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1
Bradi2g52430_Bd21
Bradi2g52430_ABR6
Bradi2g52430_Jer1
Bradi2g52430_Foz1
Bradi2g52430_Luc1

MAVVVQFLVRKFVDSLAEEAAVELPFSAHFYDMRAELEKAVVSSTNADELRECLYELNDL
MAVVVQFLVRKFVDSLAEEAAVELPFSAHFYDMRAELEKAVVSSTNADELRECLYELNDL
MAVVVQFLVRKFVDSLAEEAAVELPFSAHFYDMRAELEKAVVSSTNADELRECLYELNDL
MAVVVQFLVRKFVDSLAEEAAVELPFSAHFYDMRAELEKAVVSSTNADELRECLYELNDL
MAVVVQFLVRKFVDSLAEEAAVELPFSAHFYDMRAELEKAVVSSTNADELRECLYELNDL
************************************************************
CC
LSQCRIMLTNRPNTRSCFFAPSEAWLSNKVKKRVVAVKRRVLQCVQNNPSEDAAGLQEDN
LSQCRIMLTNMPNTRSCFFAPSEAWLSNKVKKRVVAVKRRVLQCVQNNPSEDAAGSQEDN
LSQCRIMLTNMPNTRSCFFAPSEAWLSNKVKKRVVAVKRRVLQCVQNNPSEDAAGSQEDN
LSQCRIMLTNMPNTRSCFFAPSEAWLSNKVKKRVVAVKRRVLQCVQNNPSEDAAGSQEDN
LSQCRIMLTNMPNTRSCFFAPSEAWLSNKVKKRVVAVKRRVLQCVQNNPSEDAAGSQEDN
********** ******************************************** ****
AATGFSRWTTSWPEQSRMHGFDQQLTELESKAFGDCSPGKLTGVGIVGMGGIGKTALAQL
ATTGFSRWTTSWPEQSRMHGFDQQLTELESKAFGDCSPGKLTGVGIVGMGGIGKTALAQL
ATTGFSRWTTSWPEQSRMHGFDQQLTELESKAFGDCSPGKLTGVGIVGMGGIGKTALAQL
ATTGFSRWTTSWPEQSRMHGFDQQLTELESKAFGDCSPGKLTGVGIVGMGGIGKTALAQL
ATTGFSRWTTSWPEQSRMHGFDQQLTELESKAFGDCSPGKLTGVGIVGMGGIGKTALAQL
*:**********************************************************
P-loop
MFNSPQARGRFFPRIWVCLSRTACIGKDVHREVLQSILMALGLEEEGILAIDGGGDRLGD
MFNSPQARGRFFPRIWVCLSRTACVGKDVRREVLQSILMALGLEEEGILAIDGGGDSLGD
MFNSPQARGRFFPRIWVCLSRTACVGKDVRREVLQSILMALGLEEEGILAIDGGGDSLGD
MFNSPQARGRFFPRIWVCLSRTACVGKDVRREVLQSILMALGLEEEGILAIDGGGDSLGD
MFNSPQARGRFFPRIWVCLSRTACVGKDVRREVLQSILMALGLEEEGILAIDGGGDSLGD
************************:****:************************** ***
RNBS-A
LELAVHEHLKGKRYIIVFDDVWNIDGWYADVVGCQNTVPRGDQWSDRLAYGLPKERGGVV
LELAVHEHLKGKRYIIVFDDVWNIDGWYADVVGCQNTVPRGDQWSDCLAYGLPKERGGVV
LELAVHEHLKGKRYIIVFDDVWNIDGWYADVVGCQNTVPRGDQWSDCLAYGLPKERGGVV
LELAVHEHLKGKRYIIVFDDVWNIDGWYADVVGCQNTVPRGDQWSDCLAYGLPKERGGVV
LELAVHEHLKGKRYIIGFDDVWNIDGWYADVVGCQNTVPRGDQWSDCLAYGLPKERGGVV
**************** ***************************** *************
Kinase-2
RNBS-B
VVTSRLEQAAEMMVGKSSIYRVQQLADRESSWAIFMDALSKERRSIDLTAVNSMKEEILE
VVTSRLEQAAEMMVGKSSIYRVQQLADRESSWAIFMDALSKERRSIDLTAVNSMKEEILE
VVTSRLEQAAEMMVGKSSIYRVQQLADRESSWAIFMDALSKERRSIDLTAVNSMKEEILE
VVTSRLEQAAEMMVGKSSIYRVQQLADRESSWAIFMDALSKERRSIDLTAVNSMKEEILE
VVTSRLEQAAEMMVGKSSIYRVQQLADRESSWAIFMDALSKERRSIDLTAVNSMKEEILE
************************************************************
GLPL
TCGGLPSTAKAMADIFVKSLSIQTPTSSQELRFSGNVR
TCGGLPSTAKAMADIFVKSLSIQTPTSSQELRFSGNVR
TCGGLPSTAKAMADIFVKSLSIQTPTSSQELRFSGNVR
TCGGLPSTAKAMADIFVKSLSIQTPTSSQELRFSGNVR
TCGGLPSTAKAMADIFVKSLSIQTPTSSQELRFSGNVR
**************************************
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Bradi2g52437 (NB-LRR)
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6

MSQERTLEEVVSPFLMQLSKARVLSLTLDDDSLLLDIKLLFENIEREAHDVEDILKSVSR
MSQERTLEEVVSPFLMQLSKARVLSLTLDDDSLLLDIKLLFENIEREAHDVGDILKSVSR
MSQERTLEEVVSPFLMQLSKARVLSLTLDDDSLLLDIKLLFENIEREAHDVGDILKSVSR
MSQERTLEEVVSPFLMQLSKARVLSLTLDDDSLLLDIKLLFENIEREAHDVGDILKSVSR
MSQERTLEEVVSPFLMQLSKARVLSLTLDDDSLLLDIKLLFENIEREAHDVGDILKSVSR
*************************************************** ********

Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6

WENEIINDFGAIARHLDDIIEEDSQQQFIHSKLQIVNTEMSNLKDRMKFPLHVPLIKPAA
WENEIINDFGAIARHLDDIIEEDSQQQFIHSKLQIVNTEMSNLKDRMKFPLHVPLIKPAA
WENEIINDFGAIARHLDDIIEEDSQQQFIHSKLQIVNTEMSNLKDRMKFPLHVPLIKPAA
WENEIINDFGAIARHLDDIIEEDSQQQFIHSKLQIVNTEMSNLKDRMKFPLHVPLIKPAA
WENEIINDFGAIARHLDDIIEEDSQQQFIHSKLQIVNTEMSNLKDRMKFPLHVPLIKPAA
************************************************************

Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6

PALLSSSLPSKSLSANASEQWKKLEIERKILECSMISNLQLSYYNLDIQLKLCLLCFSIF
PALLSSSLPSKSLSANASEQWKKLEIERKILECSMISNLQLSYYNLDIQLKLCLLCFSIF
PALLSSSLPSKSLSANASEQWKKLEIERKILECSMISNLQLSYYNLDIQLKLCLLCFSIF
PALLSSSLPSKSLSANASEQWKKLEIERKILECSMISNLQLSYYNLDIQLKLCLLCFSIF
PALLSSSLPSKSLSANASEQWKKLEIERKILECSMISNLQLSYYNLDIQLKLCLLCFSIF
************************************************************
RNBS-D part I
RNBS-D part
PENSIISKRAMIHWWIGEGLVEATKSQTAEDIGKDCFERLITVEMIEPVRHKRIGSVNQC
PENSIISKRAMIHWWIGEGLVEATKSQTAEDIGKDCFERLITVEMIEPVRHKRIGSVNQC
PENSIISKRAMIHWWIGEGLVEATKSQTAEDIGKDCFERLITVEMIEPVRHKRIGSVNQC
PENSIISKRAMIHWWIGEGLVEATKSQTAEDIGKDCFERLITVEMIEPVRHKRIGSVNQC
PENSIISKRAMIHWWIGEGLVEATKSQTAEDIGKDCFERLITVEMIEPVRHKRIGSVNQC
************************************************************
II
Motif 6
M
KLHPWIRRMLITVARQERFVEFDSDGNATWGFSGTHRACLVGEHIQVTETGPLRNQSNPD
KLHPWIRRMLITVARQERFVEFDSDGNATWGFSGTHRACLVGEHIQVTETGPLRNQSNPD
KLHPWIRRMLITVARQERFVEFDSDGNATWGFSGTHRACLVGEHIQVTETGPLRNQSNPD
KLHPWIRRMLITVARQERFVEFDSDGNATWGFSGTHRACLVGEHIQVTETGPLRNQSNPD
KLHPWIRRMLITVARQERFVEFDSDGNATWGFSGTHRACLVGEHIQVTETGPLRNQSNPD
************************************************************
HDV
YLLTIFNVNEQYLQFDKNWFMDLRKIEVLQLGRWHSLYRHHIEVDSTEYLEGLQSSKQLK
YLLTIFNVNEQYLQFDKNWFMDLRKIEVLQLGRWHSLYRHHIEVDSTEYLEGLQSSKQLK
YLLTIFNVNEQYLQFDKNWFMDLRKIEVLQLGRWHSLYRHHIEVDSTEYLEGLQSSKQLK
YLLTIFNVNEQYLQFDKNWFMDLRKIEVLQLGRWHSLYRHHIEVDSTEYLEGLQSSKQLK
YLLTIFNVNEQYLQFDKNWFMDLRKIEVLQLGRWHSLYRHHIEVDSTEYLEGLQSSKQLK
************************************************************

Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6
Bradi2g52437_Bd21
Bradi2g52437_Jer1
Bradi2g52437_Luc1
Bradi2g52437_Foz1
Bradi2g52437_ABR6

YLCLRGISRVTELPASVGALTNLRILDLHACHNLERLTESITSLQLLTHLDVSECYLLEG
YLCLRGISRVTELPASVGALTNLRILDLHACHNLERLTESITSLQLLTHLDVSECYLLEG
YLCLRGISRVTELPASVGALTNLRILDLHACHNLERLTESITSLQLLTHLDVSECYLLEG
YLCLRGISRVTELPASVGALTNLRILDLHACHNLERLTESITSLQLLTHLDVSECYLLEG
YLCLRGISRVTELPASVGALTNLRILDLHACHNLERLTESITSLQLLTHLDVSECYLLEG
************************************************************
LRR
LRR
MPRGIGLLAELQVLKGFVIGGSIGNSNCRVAELVRLDKLKKLSIYIGSKVLVTEDELNEV
MPRGIGLLAELQVLKGFVIGGSIGNSNCRVAELVRLDKLKKLSIYIGSKVLVTEDELNEV
MPRGIGLLAELQVLKGFVIGGSIGNSNCRVAELVRLDKLKKLSIYIGSKVLVTEDELNEV
MPRGIGLLAELQVLKGFVIGGSIGNSNCRVAELVRLDKLKKLSIYIGSKVLVTEDELNEV
MPRGIGLLAELQVLKGFVIGGSIGNSNCRVAELVRLDKLKKLSIYIGSKVLVTEDELNEV
************************************************************
LRR
L
ENIKALRVLTITWAVLLSKKGAGQQDSAATTLLTSLSLPPHLEKLDLRCFPGVDMPVWLI
ENIKALRVLTITWAVLLSKKGAGQQDSAATTLLTSLSLPPHLEKLDLRCFPGVDMPVWLI
ENIKALRVLTITWAVLLSKKGAGQQDSAATTLLTSLSLPPHLEKLDLRCFPGVDMPVWLI
ENIKALRVLTITWAVLLSKKGAGQQDSAATTLLTSLSLPPHLEKLDLRCFPGVDMPVWLI
ENIKALRVLTITWAVLLSKKGAGQQDSAATTLLTSLSLPPHLEKLDLRCFPGVDMPVWLI
************************************************************
RR
LRR
LGRRLRLRRLYFTGGMLHTFGESTLWNVEILRLKFLNDLVLEWTQVREMFPKLTFLEVFQ
PGRLLRLRRLYFTGGMLHTFGESALWNVEILRLKFLNDLVLEWTQVHEMFPKLTFLEVFQ
PGRLLRLRRLYFTGGMLHTFGESALWNVEILRLKFLNDLVLEWTQVHEMFPKLTFLEVFQ
PGRLLRLRRLYFTGGMLHTFGESALWNVEILRLKFLNDLVLEWTQVHEMFPKLTFLEVFQ
PGRLLRLRRLYFTGGMLHTFGESALWNVEILRLKFLNDLVLEWTQVHEMFPKLTFLEVFQ
** *******************:**********************:*************
LRR
LRR
CSRIKSFPCDKDGVWMSCDTQETEE
CSRIKSFPCDKDGVWMSCDTQETEE
CSRIKSFPCDKDGVWMSCDTQETEE
CSRIKSFPCDKDGVWMSCDTQETEE
CSRIKSFPCDKDGVWMSCDTQETEE
*************************
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Bradi2g52450 (NB-LRR) (continued on next page)
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
MASYFCFRKPMRPIPSFAIPQYQIPRYQISCQDMLCLVLRPEGEVVVIEGIGGSGKTWAA
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
MASYFCFRKPMRPIPSFAIPQYQIPRYQISCQDMLCLVLRPEGEVVVIEGIGGSGKTWAA
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
MASYFCFRKPMRPIPSFAIPQYQIPRYQISCQDMLCLVLRPEGEVVVIEGIGGSGKTWAA
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
MASYFCFRKPMRPIPSFAIPQYQIPRYQISCQDMLCLVLRPEGEVVVIEGIGGSGKTWAA
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
MASYFCFRKPMRPIPSFAIPQYQIPRYQISCQDMLCLVLRPEGEVVVIEGIGGSGKTWAA
************************************************************
P-loop
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
KAAFETSKNSNRFEDYIWVSLSRSCSLRRCIEKIATCLSIEIGEELLSSRIAVMIKEHLA
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
KAAFETSKNSNRFEDYIWVSLSRSCSLRRCIEKIATCLSIEIGEELLSSRIAVMIKEHLA
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
KAAFETSKNSNRFEDYIWVSLSRSCSLRRCIEKIATCLSIEIGEELLSSRIAVMIKEHLA
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
KAAFETSKNSNRFEDYIWVSLSRSCSLRRCIEKIATCLSIEIGEELLSSRIAVMIKEHLA
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
KAAFETSKNSNRFEDYIWVSLSRSCSLRRCIEKIATCLSIEIGEELLSSRIAVMIKEHLA
************************************************************
RNBS-A
Ki
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
RRKFLLVLDNAYFVEENILSHLGIPHPREQGFGSKVIVTTRTARALSVMEPATVILPQPL
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
RRKFLLVLDNAYFVEANILSHLGIPHPREQGFGSKVIVTTRTARALSVMEPATVILPQPL
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
RRKFLLVLDNAYFVEANILSHLGIPHPREQGFGSKVIVTTRTARALSVMEPATVILPQPL
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
RRKFLLVLDNAYFVEANILSHLGIPHPREQGFGSKVIVTTRTARALSVMEPATVILPQPL
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
RRKFLLVLDNAYFVEANILSHLGIPHPREQGFGSKVIVTTRTARALSVMEPATVILPQPL
*************** ********************************************
nase-2
RNBS-B
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
TYEASHDLLREKLGKDIDLELIDNCFGMPLSIILLAGALCDAPTHEEFHKLISAAHVAQG
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
TYEASHDLLREKLGKDIDLELIDNCFGMPLSIILLAGALCDAPTHEEFRKLISAAHVAQG
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
TYEASHDLLREKLGKDIDLELIDNCFGMPLSIILLAGALCDAPTHEEFRKLISAAHVAQG
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
TYEASHDLLREKLGKDIDLELIDNCFGMPLSIILLAGALCDAPTHEEFRKLISAAHVAQG
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
TYEASHDLLREKLGKDIDLELIDNCFGMPLSIILLAGALCDAPTHEEFRKLISAAHVAQG
************************************************:***********
GLPL
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
PKVSVFNTMTRLVNFGYRQLPSDTARHCFLYCLLFPDDEAISVKDLIFFWKLDSMIQEAQ
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
PKVSVFTTMTRLVNFGYRQLPSATARHCFLYCLLFPDDEAISVKDLIFFWKLDSMIQEAQ
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
PKVSVFTTMTRLVNFGYRQLPSATARHCFLYCLLFPDDEAISVKDLIFFWKLDSMIQEAQ
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
PKVSVFTTMTRLVNFGYRQLPSATARHCFLYCLLFPDDEAISVKDLIFFWKLDSMIQEAQ
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
PKVSVFTTMTRLVNFGYRQLPSATARHCFLYCLLFPDDEAISVKDLIFFWKLDSMIQEAQ
******.*************** *************************************
RNBS-D part I
RNBS-D part II
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
DFHEADCVGKEIIHVLVKHGLIHFEDNDHIRMHDVIRETVSQLGRDNGYVEQPERYFDNE
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
DFHEADCVGKEIIHVLVKHGLIHFEDNDHIRMHDVIRETVSQLGRDNGYVEQPERYFDNE
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
DFHEADCVGKEIIHVLVKHGLIHFEDNDHIRMHDVIRETVSQLGRDNGYVEQPERYFDNE
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
DFHEADCVGKEIIHVLVKHGLIHFEDNDHIRMHDVIRETVSQLGRDNGYVEQPERYFDNE
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
DFHEADCVGKEIIHVLVKHGLIHFEDNDHIRMHDVIRETVSQLGQDNGYVEQPERYFDNE
********************************************:***************
MHDV
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
VRFEYLAKLGGRISLMNTIKKELRFECIAKLGRRISLMNTIKEELYPSPECFSTSTLLLR
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
VRFEYLAKLGGRISLMNTIKEELRFECIANLGRRISLMNTIKEELHPSPECFSTSTLLLR
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
VRFEYLAKLGGRISLMNTIKEELRFECIANLGRRISLMNTIKEELHPSPECFSTSTLLLR
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
VRFEYLAKLGGRISLMNTIKEELRFECIANLGRRISLMNTIKEELHPSPECFSTSTLLLR
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
VRFEYLAKLGGRISLMNTIKEELRFECIANLGRRISLMNTIKEELHPSPECFSTSTLLLR
********************:********:***************:**************
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1

GNRHMRTISEEIFSRLGMLRVLDLSFTGIAILPRSISYLFYLRLLLLVGCGHLEKIQHIG
GNRHMRTISEEFFSRLGMLRVLDLSFTGIAILPQSISYLFYLRLLLLVGCGHLEKIQHIG
GNRHMRTISEEFFSRLGMLRVLDLSFTGIAILPQSISYLFYLRLLLLVGCGHLEKIQHIG
GNRHMRTISEEFFSRLGMLRVLDLSFTGIAILPQSISYLFYLRLLLLVGCGHLEKIQHIG
GNRHMRTISEEFFSRLGMLRVLDLSFTGIAILPQSISYLFYLRLLLLVGCGHLEKIQHIG
***********:*********************:**************************
LRR
LR
SLEMLEVLNASGCGSLKRVECGSFDHMRLLKILDLSRTSIEHLPSLAASMELHQLLLQDC
SLEMLEVLNASGCGSLKRVECGSFDHMRLLKILDLSRTSIEHLPSLAASMELHQLLLQDC
SLEMLEVLNASGCGSLKRVECGSFDHMRLLKILDLSRTSIEHLPSLAASMELHQLLLQDC
SLEMLEVLNASGCGSLKRVECGSFDHMRLLKILDLSRTSIEHLPSLAASMELHQLLLQDC
SLEMLEVLNASGCGSLKRVECGSFDHMRLLKILDLSRTSIEHLPSLAASMELHQLLLQDC
************************************************************
R
LRR
PYLESEQTTETNAKFCVTNFIKFPYGVSKSGAVRNLQLGASKDLVDWMAMLWLPSGLTFE
PYLESEQTTETNAKFCVTNFIKFPYGVSKSGAVRNLQLEASKDLVDWMAMLWLPSGLTFE
PYLESEQTTETNAKFCVTNFIKFPYGVSKSGAVRNLQLEASKDLVDWMAMLWLPSGLTFE
PYLESEQTTETNAKFCVTNFIKFPYGVSKSGAVRNLQLEASKDLVDWMAMLWLPSGLTFE
PYLESEQTTETNAKFCVTNFIKFPYGVSKSGAVRNLQLEASKDLVDWMAMLWLPSGLTFE
************************************** *********************
LRR
LSDRFGTMVSQDVNQNNKTYIHASHPNFVQSLDKDSPLWLNCLRKFHIVMSPLKYDDQTL
FSDRFGMMVSQDVNQNNKTYIHASHPNFVQSLDKDSPLWLNCLRKFHIVMSPLKYDDQTL
FSDRFGMMVSQDVNQNNKTYIHASHPNFVQSLDKDSPLWLNCLRKFHIVMSPLKYDDQTL
FSDRFGMMVSQDVNQNNKTYIHASHPNFVQSLDKDSPLWLNCLRKFHIVMSPLKYDDQTL
FSDRFGMMVSQDVNQNNKTYIHASHPNFVQSLDKDSPLWLNCLRKFHIVMSPLKYDDQTL
:***** *****************************************************
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Bradi2g52450 (NB-LRR) (continued from previous page)
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
DNVLGTVRTKFSSVDTHSGDFDRFLEINCVNMPNGIEGILSHAELISLKGVTATDQVLNL
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
DNVLGTVRTKFSSVDTHSGDFDRFLEINCVNMPNGIEGILSHAELISLKGVTATDQVLNL
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
DNVLGTVRTKFSSVDTHSGDFDRFLEINCVNMPNGIEGILSHAELISLKGVTATDQVLNL
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
DNVLGTVRTKFSSVDTHSGDFDRFLEINCVNMPNGIEGILSHAELISLKGVTATDQVLNL
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
DNVLGTVRTKFSSVDTHSGDFDRFLEINCVNMPNGIEGILSHAELISLKGVTATDQVLNL
************************************************************
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1
Bradi2g52450_Bd21
Bradi2g52450_Foz1
Bradi2g52450_ABR6
Bradi2g52450_Jer1
Bradi2g52450_Luc1

NTGRLTAARELWIENCHQLENLFLLEEVHGSHELGTLQNIWISNMDNLGYFCLEMKDLTS
NTGRLTAARELWIENCHQLENLFLLEEVHGSHELGTLQNIWISNMDNLGYFCLEMKDLTS
NTGRLTAARELWIENCHQLENLFLLEEVHGSHELGTLQNIWISNMDNLGYFCLEMKDLTS
NTGRLTAARELWIENCHQLENLFLLEEVHGSHELGTLQNIWISNMDNLGYFCLEMKDLTS
NTGRLTAARELWIENCHQLENLFLLEEVHGSHELGTLQNIWISNMDNLGYFCLEMKDLTS
************************************************************
LRR
FSYLKHVLLDCCPKLNFLFPSSLRMPNLCSLHIRFCDSLERVFDESVVAEYALPGLQSLQ
FSYLKHVLLDCCPKLNFLFPSSLRMPNLCSLHIRFCDSLERVFDESVVAEYALPGLQSLQ
FSYLKHVLLDCCPKLNFLFPSSLRMPNLCSLHIRFCDSLERVFDESVVAEYALPGLQSLQ
FSYLKHVLLDCCPKLNFLFPSSLRMPNLCSLHIRFCDSLERVFDESVVAEYALPGLQSLQ
FSYLKHVLLDCCPKLNFLFPSSLRMPNLCSLHIRFCDSLERVFDESVVAEYALPGLQSLQ
************************************************************
LRR
LWELPELSCICGGVLPSLKDLKVRGCAKLKKIPIGVTENNPFFTKVIGEMQWWNNLVWDD
LWELPELSCICGGVLPSLKDLKVRGCAKLKKIPIGVTENNPFFTKVIGETQWWNNLVWDD
LWELPELSCICGGVLPSLKDLKVRGCAKLKKIPIGVTENNPFFTKVIGETQWWNNLVWDD
LWELPELSCICGGVLPSLKDLKVRGCAKLKKIPIGVTENNPFFTKVIGETQWWNNLVWDD
LWELPELSCICGGVLPSLKDLKVRGCAKLKKIPIGVTENNPFFTKVIGETQWWNNLVWDD
************************************************* **********
EDIKRWMLFRNWGPLVPHFATEG
EDIKRWMLFRNWGPLVPHFATEG
EDIKRWMLFRNWGPLVPHFATEG
EDIKRWMLFRNWGPLVPHFATEG
EDIKRWMLFRNWGPLVPHFATEG
***********************
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Supplemental tables

Table S1. Summary of the environmental conditions tested.
ENVa

Nb

Timec

Location

1

3

April - July
2012

Aberystwyth, UK

2

3

April - July
2012

Aberystwyth, UK

3

5

4

5

5

5

a

May - July
2014
September November
2014
March May 2015

Light conditions
natural;
supplemented for
20h
natural;
supplemented for
20h

Temperature
(day/night)

Vern.d

22°C/20°C

no

22°C/20°C

yes

Norwich, UK

natural

natural

no

Norwich, UK

natural;
supplemented for
16h (400w HPS)

minimum
18°C/11.5°C

no

Norwich, UK

natural

natural

no

Environment
Number of F4:5 individuals tested
c
Time period of experiment
d
Vernalisation
b

Table S2. Significant QTLs from interval mapping of binary classification of flowering time
phenotypes in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families.
ENVa
Chrb
cM
EWTc
LOD
1

Bd1

298.0

3.84

13.1

5
Bd3
302.0
3.64
5.08
Environment (see Table S1)
b
Chromosome
c
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
a

Table S3. Significant QTLs from interval mapping using a non-parametric model for flowering time
phenotypes in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families (NP).
ENVa

Chrb

cM

EWTc

LOD

1

Bd1

298.0

3.43

11.60

2

Bd1

298.0

3.42

3.76

3

Bd1

298.0

3.30

4.61

4

Bd2

293.0

3.36

3.64

4

Bd3

294.7

3.36

4.75

4

Bd4

90.1

3.36

4.01

5

Bd1

298.0

3.29

6.22

5
Bd3
295.0
3.29
5.08
Environment (see Table S1)
b
Chromosome
c
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
a
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Table S4. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed flowering time
phenotypes in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families (T1).
ENVa

Chrb

cM

EWTc

LOD

AEEd

PVEe

2

Bd1

297.6

3.14

7.50

0.95

19.2%

2

Bd2

409.0

3.14

3.35

0.56

6.6%

2

Bd3

93.2

3.14

5.61

0.82

13.5%

4

Bd3

60.8

3.20

5.12

4.13

16.9%

5
Bd1
297.6
3.35
5.52
8.88
a
Environment (see Table S1)
b
Chromosome
c
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
d
Additive effect estimate for transformed phenotypes
e
Percent of phenotypic variance explained

48.0%

Table S5. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed flowering time
phenotypes in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5 families (T2).
ENVa

Chrb

cM

EWTc

LOD

AEEd

PVEe

1

Bd1

297.6

2.91

9.62

6.08

28.9%

1

Bd1

465.2

2.91

3.28

4.01

9.7%

1

Bd3

91.2

2.91

3.43

3.58

10.0%

3

Bd1

297.6

3.20

7.82

8.54

30.3%

3

Bd3

91.2

3.20

5.47

7.21

20.3%

4

Bd1

297.6

3.24

3.40

5.69

15.5%

4

Bd3

294.6

3.24

3.47

4.97

12.8%

5

Bd1

297.6

3.24

9.08

9.33

40.0%

5

Bd2

338.3

3.24

3.75

-4.62

9.8%

5
Bd3
294.6
3.24
5.15
5.10
Environment (see Table S1)
b
Chromosome
c
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
d
Additive effect estimate for transformed phenotypes
e
Percent of phenotypic variance explained
a
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12.5%

Table S6. Summary of the structural variation between Bd21 and ABR6 for the flowering regulators
Bradi1g48830 (FT), Bradi3g10010 (VRN2), and Bradi1g08340 (VRN1).
Gene ID
Name Positiona Polymorphismb Location
Notes
Bradi1g48830 FT
-1986
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-1184
SNP (T to G)
promoter
-1165
1bp deletion
promoter
-1080
2bp deletion
promoter
-590
33bp deletion
promoter
1242
2bp insertion
3' UTR
1257
4bp insertion
3' UTR
1616
SNP (A to C)
3' UTR
+455
SNP (G to A)
terminator
+709
SNP (A to C)
terminator
+901
1bp deletion
terminator
+1837
1bp insertion
terminator
+1905
1bp insertion
terminator
+1915
SNP (A to G)
terminator
+1995
2bp deletion
terminator
Bradi3g10010 VRN2 -1949
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-1918
SNP (A to T)
promoter
-1917
SNP (A to T)
promoter
-1916
SNP (A to T)
promoter
-1915
SNP (A to C)
promoter
-1914
SNP (G to C)
promoter
-1912
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-1904
SNP (G to C)
promoter
-1900
SNP (C to T)
promoter
-1896
1bp insertion
promoter
-1881
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-1864
SNP (C to G)
promoter
-1862
SNP (G to T)
promoter
-1861
SNP (C to A)
promoter
-1851
SNP (T to C)
promoter
-1831
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-1758
SNP (T to G)
promoter
-1718
SNP (G to A)
promoter
-1511
SNP (G to T)
promoter
-1425
84bp deletion
promoter
-1405
SNP (G to C)
promoter
-1128
SNP (T to C)
promoter
-1123
SNP (A to T)
promoter
-1026
SNP (C to G)
promoter
-866
SNP (T to C)
promoter
-754
SNP (G to C)
promoter
-746
SNP (C to G)
promoter
-616
SNP (T to C)
promoter
-489
1bp deletion
promoter
-409
SNP (A to G)
promoter
-232
SNP (T to C)
promoter
-196
SNP (C to T)
promoter
573
SNP (C to G)
intron
594
SNP (T to C)
intron
692
37bp deletion
intron
736
SNP (G to A)
intron
745
SNP (C to T)
intron
774
22bp insertion
intron
825
SNP (C to T)
intron
903
1bp insertion
intron
952
SNP (C to T)
intron
958
SNP (C to T)
intron
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1263
SNP (A to G)
1354
1bp insertion
1446
SNP (A to G)
1463
SNP (A to G)
1616
SNP (C to T)
1733
SNP (C to G)
1922
SNP (T to C)
2051
SNP (T to C)
2064
SNP (A to G)
2166
SNP (A to G)
2183
SNP (T to C)
+62
SNP (G to A)
+63
SNP (A to C)
+239
SNP (T to C)
+251
SNP (G to A)
+683
SNP (T to A)
+807
SNP (A to C)
+1022
1bp insertion
+1030
SNP (G to A)
+1062
SNP (A to C)
+1141
SNP (T to G)
+1199
SNP (C to A)
+1315
SNP (G to C)
+1371
SNP (G to C)
+1398
SNP (T to G)
+1445
SNP (G to A)
+1846
1bp insertion
+1964
1bp deletion
Bradi1g08340 VRN1 -1908
1bp insertion
-816
SNP (C to G)
-368
SNP (G to A)
480
SNP (G to C)
1020
3bp insertion
1259
SNP (G to T)
4273
SNP (A to C)
4574
SNP (C to T)
5287
SNP (A to G)
7159
SNP (C to T)
7757
SNP (C to G)
8265
SNP (G to T)
a
Based on Bd21 reference sequence (Version 3)
b
ABR6 relative to Bd21 reference sequence (Version 3)
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intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
exon2 CDS
exon2 CDS
exon2 3' UTR
exon2 3' UTR
exon2 3' UTR
exon2 3' UTR
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
terminator
promoter
promoter
promoter
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron

non-synonymous (M127I)
synonymous (P190P)

Table S7. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of individual replicates of leaf browning
and percent colonisation phenotypes for wheat and barley stripe rust isolates in the ABR6 x Bd21 F4:5
families.
Isolatea
Repb Traitc
Locus Chrd
cM
EWTe
LOD AEEf
PVEg
Pst 08/21

1

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.92

4.87

-0.13

13.8

Pst 08/21

1

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

146.75

2.92

6.35

-0.12

13.1

Pst 08/21

1

pCOL

-

Bd1

124.26

2.86

3.48

-0.03

4.5

Pst 08/21

1

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.86

8.62

-0.05

18.2

Pst 08/21

1

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

133.63

2.86

16.52

-0.07

32.5

Pst 08/21

2

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.67

5.86

-0.19

17.9

Pst 08/21

2

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

137.66

2.67

4.85

-0.16

11.4

Pst 08/21

2

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.83

7.74

-0.05

18.8

Pst 08/21

2

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

137

2.83

11.28

-0.06

26.5

Pst 08/501

1

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

3.03

8.12

-0.33

18.2

Pst 08/501

1

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

135

3.03

9.71

-0.37

23.5

Pst 08/501

1

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.74

6.89

-0.03

17.1

Pst 08/501

1

pCOL

Yrr2

Bd4

89.15

2.74

5.85

-0.03

12.1

Pst 08/501

1

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

137

2.74

5.21

-0.02

9.9

Pst 08/501

2

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.69

4.52

-0.12

13.9

Pst 08/501

2

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

135

2.69

6.22

-0.13

17.7

Pst 08/501

2

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

3.06

6.94

-0.03

18.0

Pst 08/501

2

pCOL

Yrr2

Bd4

94.12

3.06

3.64

-0.02

11.7

Pst 08/501

2

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

135

3.06

7.13

-0.02

15.4

Pst 11/08

1

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

328.92

2.66

5.65

-0.07

14.4

Pst 11/08

1

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

137

2.66

5.79

-0.07

13.9

Pst 11/08

1

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

3.15

11.06

-0.05

18.9

Pst 11/08

1

pCOL

Yrr2

Bd4

133.63

3.15

15.15

-0.07

33.8

Pst 11/08

1

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd5

70.33

3.15

3.17

-0.03

6.3

Pst 11/08

2

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.59

5.07

-0.14

13.1

Pst 11/08

2

Browning

Yrr1

Bd4

144.75

2.59

6.15

-0.14

14.2

Pst 11/08

2

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

2.77

6.88

-0.05

17.3

Pst 11/08

2

pCOL

Yrr1

Bd4

140.78

2.77

6.47

-0.04

12.8

Psh B01/2

1

Browning

-

Bd2

174.41

3.01

3.07

0.17

13.7

Psh B01/2

1

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

321.74

3.01

3.18

-0.14

9.4

Psh B01/2

1

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.92

2.99

4.10

-0.04

18.7

Psh B01/2

2

Browning

Yrr3

Bd2

327.95

3.15

10.64

-0.36

28.9

Psh B01/2

2

pCOL

Yrr3

Bd2

328.92

3.15

11.35

-0.10

26.1

5.99

-0.06

12.4

Psh B01/2
2
pCOL
Bd3
330.64 3.15
Puccinia striiformis isolate (Pst = f. sp. tritici, Psh = f. sp. hordei)
b
Replicate
c
Browning = leaf browning; pCOL = percent colonisation
d
Chromosome
e
Experiment-wide permutation threshold
f
Additive effect estimate
g
Percent of variation explained
a
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Table S8. Support intervals and peak markers (cM) detected for Yrr1 and Yrr3.
2-LOD 1-LOD
Locus Population
Isolatea
Phenotypeb dpic
Peak
SId
SI
Yrr1

ABR6xBd21
ABR6xBd21
ABR6xBd21

Yrr3

ABR6xBd21
ABR6xBd21
ABR6xBd21
ABR6xBd21
Luc1xJer1

Pst 08/21
Pst 08/501
Pst 11/08
Pst 08/21
Pst 08/501
Pst 11/08
Psh B01/2
Pst 08/21

1-LOD
SI

2-LOD
SI

Browning

14

102.0

116.1

135.0

146.8

157.1

pCOL

14

125.7

129.7

135.0

137.7

140.8

Browning

14

108.0

127.7

135.0

148.7

148.7

pCOL

14

121.7

129.7

135.0

137.7

140.8

Browning

14

102.0

127.7

135.0

148.7

157.1

pCOL

14

119.7

127.7

135.0

140.8

144.8

Browning

14

312.2

317.4

328.0

328.9

342.0

pCOL

14

320.5

324.2

328.0

340.0

344.1

Browning

14

324.2

324.2

328.0

330.6

340.0

pCOL

14

317.4

324.2

328.0

340.0

340.0

Browning

14

314.6

320.5

328.0

330.6

348.1

pCOL

14

320.5

324.2

328.0

340.0

342.0

Browning

14

321.7

324.2

326.2

328.9

370.7

pCOL

14

324.2

326.2

328.9

330.6

330.6

Browning

14

256.6

261.3

263.3

265.3

267.3

Browning

23

254.6

254.6

258.6

265.3

267.3

23

256.6

261.3

263.3

267.3

267.3

254.6

258.6

265.3

267.3

pCOL
f

Browning
14
254.6
Puccinia striiformis isolate (Pst = f. sp. tritici, Psh = f. sp. hordei)
b
Browning = leaf browning; pCOL = percent colonisation
c
Days post inoculation
d
Support interval (cM)
f
F2:3 derived families phenotyped
a
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Table S9. Canonical resistance genes shown in Figure 15 and their association with the major effect
loci Yrr1 and Yrr3.
2-LOD 1-LOD
Locus
Gene ID
Preliminary annotationa
SIb
SI
Yrr1
Bradi4g21842
NB-LRR
X
Yrr1

Bradi4g21890

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g21939

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g21950

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g22017

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g22740

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g23880

NB-LRR

X

Yrr1

Bradi4g24852

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g24857

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g24862

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g24887

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g24914

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g24930

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g25041

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g25780

NB-LRR

Yrr1

Bradi4g25810

NB-LRR

Yrr3

Bradi2g50590

TIR-NB

Yrr3

Bradi2g51807

NB-LRR

X

Yrr3

Bradi2g52150

NB-LRR

X

X

Yrr3

Bradi2g52430

NB

X

X

Yrr3

Bradi2g52437

NB-LRR

X

X

Yrr3

Bradi2g52450

NB-LRR

X

X

Yrr3

Bradi2g52840

NB-LRR

X

X

Yrr3
Bradi2g57534
NB-LRR
Phytozome annotation of the Bd21 reference (Version 3)
b
Presence within support interval of respective locus
a
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Table S10. Results of marker regression analyses shown in Figures 19 and 20.
Figure
Population
Line
Na
p-value
Symbolb
Figure 19
ABR6xBd21 3
16
0.750
ns
45
16
0.120
ns
70
16
0.760
ns
77
16
0.000
***
87
16
0.360
ns
105
16
0.001
**
Luc1xJer1
10
32
0.541
ns
109
32
0.000
***
167
32
0.000
***
170
32
0.774
ns
184
32
0.000
***
188
32
0.000
***
Figure 20
Luc1xJer1
JB_0347-C7
32
0.003
**
JB_0332-C3
32
0.647
ns
JB_0346-C2
32
0.727
ns
JB_0346-E7
32
0.786
ns
JB_0347-A1
32
0.326
ns
JB_0326-G12
32
0.001
**
JB_0341-C2
32
0.021
*
a
Number of progeny tested
b
Statistical significance of cosegregation: *** = p-value under 0.001, ** = p-value under 0.01, * = pvalue under 0.05, ns = not significant (p-value ≥ 0.05)
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Table S11. Average phenotypic scores for homozygous recombinant progeny identified from the 23
recombinant F2 lines.
Line
Yrr3 genotype
Na
14 dpib
STDERc
21 dpi
STDER
Luc1
JB_0329-D1
Luc1
JB_0332-C3
Luc1
JB_0333-A4
Luc1
JB_0333-H8
Luc1
JB_0337-F6
Luc1
JB_0338-H10
Luc1
JB_0340-A6
Luc1
JB_0341-C2
Luc1
JB_0346-C2
Luc1
JB_0347-A2
Luc1
JB_0326-E5
Jer1
JB_0326-F9
Jer1
JB_0326-G12
Jer1
JB_0333-E2
Jer1
JB_0335-H5
Jer1
JB_0337-D1
Jer1
JB_0339-C12
Jer1
JB_0341-C4
Jer1
JB_0345-A8
Jer1
JB_0346-C1
Jer1
JB_0346-E7
Jer1
JB_0347-A1
Jer1
JB_0347-C7
Jer1
Jer1
a
Number of individuals
b
days post inoculation
c
standard error

15
10
5
10
8
9
10
5
5
6
7
9
8
6
12
9
6
8
5
7
9
6
5
4
16

2.5
1.2
0.9
1.6
1.2
1.9
2.1
1.6
2.5
1.9
1.9
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.8
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4

0.13
0.21
0.10
0.23
0.19
0.16
0.27
0.33
0.45
0.08
0.24
0.08
0.00
0.11
0.21
0.06
0.11
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.18
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.08

2.1
1.5
2.5
2.7
0.5
0.5
-

0.33
0.39
0.30
0.27
0.00
0.20
-

Table S12. Gene identifiers for the top hits of the B. distachyon (Bd) candidate genes in rice (Os),
sorghum (Sb), and maize (Zm). Order and orientation of top hits was visualised in Phytozome
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov).
Bd gene
Os gene
Sb gene
Zm gene
Bradi2g52430

LOC_Os01g58510

Sobic.003G325100

GRMZM2G178704

Bradi2g52437

LOC_Os01g58520

Sobic.003G325200

GRMZM2G103135

Bradi2g52450

LOC_Os01g58530

Sobic.003G325300

GRMZM2G047652
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Unpublished primer sequences from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

Primers within Bradi2g52437 used to isolate ABR6 BACs:
Forward:
Bradi2g52437_p2_ABR6_f
AGTGCACCAACGGAAGCA
Reverse:
Bradi2g52437_p2_ABR6_r
AGGAAAATCCTGGAGTGCTCC

Primers used for the initial amplification of the candidate region from BAC 4932-1D.
Fragment F/Ra Primer name
Sequence
37-1
F
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_p3f
CTGCTAGTGAATCAATCCGGT
R
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_p3r
CAGCATGCTCGTCCACATAG
37-2
F
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_p3f
TCCACCTATGCACGAATTTCT
R
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_p3r
TAACTTGCGCAACTTCAGCA
37-3
F
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_p3f
GGATGGAGTGTGGATGAGCT
R
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_p3r
GAACTTGCGGTAACTCTCGG
50-1
F
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_p3f
TGTGTTTCCTGAGCAATGCA
R
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_p3r
ACCCCAACTTTGTTCAGTCTC
50-2
F
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_p2f
GCAGCAATCAAGGAGCACAT
R
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_p2r
GATTGCAGGCCGACAGTATA
50-3
F
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_p3f
CTCCTCTCCACCTCTAGCAC
R
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_p3r
CTCGACATCCTTCCTCTGCA
a
forward/reverse

Primers used for confirming cloned fragments by colony PCR.
Fragment F/Ra Primer name
Sequence
37-1
F
M13_forward
GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT
R
Bradi2g52437_p2_ABR6_c9_r
GTTCTGTCCTGCCACGCT
37-2
F
Bradi2g52437_frag2_c5_f
TGTCAACACCTCGCCGTG
R
Bradi2g52437_frag2_c5_r
ATAATGCAGGAGCCGCGG
37-3
F
Bradi2g52437_frag3_c5_f
GTCGGCGTTGGTGGAAGA
R
Bradi2g52437_frag3_c5_r
CATTGCGCTTCCGGATGC
50-1
F
Bradi2g52450_bit3_p2_ABR6_c2_f
CTTGGGAGGTCAGCCAGC
R
Bradi2g52450_bit3_p2_ABR6_c2_r
TTGGCCTCCGCAGACAAG
50-2
F
Bradi2g52450_frag2_c5_f
ATCACACAGTGCTCCGGC
R
Bradi2g52450_frag2_c5_r
GGGGCCATGGCATCCTAC
50-3
F
Bradi2g52450_bit1_p2_ABR6_c1_f
CGGTCGGAGGGAGTAGCT
R
Bradi2g52450_bit1_p2_ABR6_c1_f
TAAGCCGCCGACAACTCC
a
forward/reverse
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Primers used for adding overhangs to cloned fragments and vector backbones for Gibson assembly of
the final constructs. Top to bottom: Bradi2g52430, Bradi2g52450, and Bradi2g52437 assemblies.
b
Templatea F/R Primer name
Sequence
37-2
F
pWBVec8L_37-2_p1f
CTAGCTGATAGTGACCTTAGCGGCTCCTGCATTATTGTCA
R
37-3_37-2_p1f
TGGCTCAGGAGATCAGTGGAAATGAATGAATGAATGGCTG
37-3
F
37-3_37-2_p1r
CAGCCATTCATTCATTCATTTCCACTGATCTCCTGAGCCA
R
37-3_pWBVec8R_p2r
GAAACCATTATTGCGCGTTCTGTGCCGGATGTTCAGCCAA
pWBVec8
F
37-3_pWBVec8R_p2f
TTGGCTGAACATCCGGCACAGAACGCGCAATAATGGTTTC
R
pWBVec8L_37-2_p1r
TGACAATAATGCAGGAGCCGCTAAGGTCACTATCAGCTAG
50-1
F
pBRACT202L_50-1_p1f TAAGCTTGATATCGAATTCCACTTGCCGCCGTAACATCTT
R
50-1_50-2_p1r
GTCGACACGCATTCCGGTGATTTTGATAGGTTTCTGGAGA
50-2
F
50-1_50-2_p1f
TCTCCAGAAACCTATCAAAATCACCGGAATGCGTGTCGAC
R
50-2_50-3_p1r
GATTGCAGGCCGACAGTATATAGATATATAATTTTTACAA
50-3
F
50-2_50-3_p1f
TTGTAAAAATTATATATCTATATACTGTCGGCCTGCAATC
R
50-3_pBRACT202R_p1r CGCTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCCCAGATCGGCTGCACTGACA
pBract202
F
50-3_pBRACT202R_p1f TGTCAGTGCAGCCGATCTGGGATCCACTAGTTCTAGAGCG
R
pBRACT202L_50-1_p1r AAGATGTTACGGCGGCAAGTGGAATTCGATATCAAGCTTA
37-3
F
pBRACT202L_37-3_p2f TAAGCTTGATATCGAATTCCAGATCGGACGACACGTCTAT
R
37-2_37-1_p2r
GGATGGAGTGTGGATGAGCTGCGACACCCAGGAAACCGAA
37-2
F
37-2_37-1_p2f
TTCGGTTTCCTGGGTGTCGCAGCTCATCCACACTCCATCC
R
37-3_37-2_p2r
ACTACACGTACGCATGCCATTATACTTGTACTTTCAATCT
37-1
F
37-3_37-2_p2f
AGATTGAAAGTACAAGTATAATGGCATGCGTACGTGTAGT
R
37-1_pBRACT202R_p2r CGCTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCAGAGTGGAGATTTGACCCTC
pBract202
F
37-1_pBRACT202R_p2f GAGGGTCAAATCTCCACTCTGATCCACTAGTTCTAGAGCG
R
pBRACT202L_37-3_p2r ATAGACGTGTCGTCCGATCTGGAATTCGATATCAAGCTTA
a
Cloned fragment or vector backbone
b
forward/reverse

Primers used for confirming assembled and cloned constructs by colony PCR.
Construct
F/Ra Primer name
Sequence
Bradi2g52430/
GCGTTGCTTTCCTGGTGTG
F
Bradi2g52437_frag2_c9_p1f
Bradi2g52437
CGGAGTGGTGGTCGTCAC
R
Bradi2g52437_frag3_c2_p1r
TCCACCACTGCGTTTCCC
Bradi2g52450
F
Bradi2g52450_frag1_c5_p1f
GGCTCGCTGGAGATGCTT
R
Bradi2g52450_frag2_c2_p1r
a
forward/reverse

Primers used to confirm developed constructs by Sanger sequencing.
Primer Name
Forward
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c1_p1 TAGGAACGCGCTTGCCAA
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c2_p1 GGCAGCGGATCTTGATCCA
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c3_p1 GTGGTAGATCCGGCGTCG
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c4_p1 GCGTGTAGACGGAGCGTT
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c5_p1 TGCAGAAATCTCCTGCCCC
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c6_p1 AGATCCGGTTCAGCGCAC
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c7_p1 TCACTCCTCTGGCCAGTCA
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag1_c8_p1 TCCACCTATGCACGAATTTCT
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c1_p1 CCTTGGAACCCAAATTGCCC
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c2_p1 ACTACACGTACGCATGCCA
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c3_p1 TAGAGTTTTGGCCCGCGC
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c4_p1 GCAAAGCACGTGCACGAA
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c5_p1 TGTCAACACCTCGCCGTG
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c6_p1 CCGCGGCTCCTGCATTAT
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c7_p1 CACCCTTGGATTCGCCGT
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c8_p1 GGGCATGCCAAGGGGAAT
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag2_c9_p1 GCGTTGCTTTCCTGGTGTG
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Reverse
GGGCGTTGCGAGACATCT
TATAGCAACGCCGGCGAG
AACGCTCCGTCTACACGC
GTGGCTGTACACCCCCAC
ACGACTCACCTTGCGTGG
TGACTGGCCAGAGGAGTGA
TGGCATGCGTACGTGTAGT
GCGCGGGCCAAAACTCTA
CCAGCATGCTCGTCCACA
TCGGAGAGAAAAGGCAGCAG
TCCCTCCGTCCCGTAACA
AGCCACCATGTTCGTCCA
ATAATGCAGGAGCCGCGG
CCACCGACCTAGCTGCAG
GTTGGCCCGCTCCTTTCT
GGTTTCCTGGGTGTCGCA
GTTCTGTCCTGCCACGCT

Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c1_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c2_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c3_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c4_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c5_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c6_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c7_p1
Bradi2g52437_BAC_seq_frag3_c8_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c1_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c2_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c3_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c4_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c5_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag1_c6_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c1_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c2_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c3_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c4_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c5_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c6_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag2_c7_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c1_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c2_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c3_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c4_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c5_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c6_p1
Bradi2g52450_BAC_seq_frag3_c7_p1
pWBVec8_c1_p1
pWBVec8_c2_p1
pWBVec8_c3_p1
pWBVec8_c4_p1
pWBVec8_c5_p1
pWBVec8_c6_p1
pWBVec8_c7_p1
pWBVec8_c8_p1
pWBVec8_c9_p1
pWBVec8_c10_p1
pWBVec8_c11_p1
pWBVec8_c12_p1
pWBVec8_c13_p1
pWBVec8_c14_p1
pWBVec8_c15_p1
pWBVec8_c16_p1
pWBVec8_c17_p1
pWBVec8_c18_p1
pWBVec8_c19_p1
pWBVec8_c20_p1
pWBVec8_c21_p1
pWBVec8_c22_p1
pBract202_p1
pBract202_p2
pBract202_p3
pBract202_p4
pBract202_p5
pBract202_p6
pBract202_p7

AGAAAGGAGCGGGCCAAC
AGCGTGGCAGGACAGAAC
CTCCCTGTCGGCCAACTG
CCCCGAACGCCTTGGATT
GTCGGCGTTGGTGGAAGA
TGGGAAATCCGCGTGCTT
GGACATGGGCGCTCAAGT
GCTGTGTCACGCTGGTCT

GTTCTGTCCTGCCACGCT
CGGAGTGGTGGTCGTCAC
CCACCTCTTGGCCTGAGC
TTACGCGTGAATCCCGCA
CATTGCGCTTCCGGATGC
CGTCGTCACCATGCCACT
TGGAACCTTGCAGAGCGG
GCCCTGCTGATGCTGACA

CGGTCGGAGGGAGTAGCT
GGAGTTGTCGGCGGCTTA
AGGCAGCTTCGGTTGTTCT
GTGTCAGATGAGATCAGGGGT
TCCACCACTGCGTTTCCC
TGTGCCCAGTTCGTGTGA
TCCACCACTGCGTTTCCC
CACCGGAATGCGTGTCGA
GAGCCACAGCCTGATGCA
TCTTCCGCCCAACTTGGC
ATCACACAGTGCTCCGGC
ACTTCGCCTTCTGGACGC
CGATTCGGTCTCTCGGGC
CGATTCGGTCTCTCGGGC
CTTGGGAGGTCAGCCAGC
CTTGTCTGCGGAGGCCAA
CCGTCTTCCTGTGCCCAG
TAGGAACGCGCTTGCCAA
GGCAGCGGATCTTGATCCA
GTGGTAGATCCGGCGTCG

TAAGCCGCCGACAACTCC
GCAAACCATCAGCGCTGG
ACGTGAGTCATATGCCACAA
GCTGCATCTGTGGAGGGG
TCCGTCGACACGCATTCC
GCTGCCTCCATGGAGCTT
TCCGTCGACACGCATTCC
GGCTCGCTGGAGATGCTT
TCACCACAATGACCCGCC
AACTGCGAGGGCACTGTC
GGGGCCATGGCATCCTAC
GCCCGAGAGACCGAATCG
TTATTGGGTGGGGCACGC
TTATTGGGTGGGGCACGC
TTGGCCTCCGCAGACAAG
AGCTACCCCAGACCCAGG
TTGGCAAGCGCGTTCCTA
GGGCGTTGCGAGACATCT
TATAGCAACGCCGGCGAG
AACGCTCCGTCTACACGC

TGCAAACGCGCCAGAAAC
CTCCCATCTTTGCCGCCA
AGGTCAGCAAGTGCCTGC
TGCGCTGCCATTCTCCAA
AGATGGCGCTCGATGACG
TTTCCGCCACCTGCTCAG
TGAGCGTCAGACCCCGTA
CAGCAACGCGGCCTTTTT
TGCCAGGCGGTAAAGGTG
GAACGCCTCCATGGGCTT
CGGGTGGAATCCGATCCG
GGTCCTGGCAAAGCTCGT
ACTGGAAGGTTTCGCGGG
TCGTGGCATCACCGAACC
CAGCGACTTCCGTCCCAG
ATAGCGCTGATGTCCGGC
CATGCTACCCTCCGCGAG
TCTAGAGGGCCCGACGTC
AACTCACCGCGACGTCTG
AGGCCATGGATGCGATCG
ACACAAATCGCCCGCAGA
AACTCCAGAAACCCGCGG

TGGCGGCAAAGATGGGAG
GCCCAGTATCAGCCCGTC
TGGAGAATGGCAGCGCAA
GCACCGAGGCAAAGGAGT
CGCAGAAGTGGTCCTGCA
CCGGCAAACAAACCACCG
AAAAAGGCCGCGTTGCTG
GTGGCGCTGTTGGTGTTG
AAGCCCATGGAGGCGTTC
GCCAGGTCCTGATCGACG
AAACAGGTCAGCGAGGCC
CGAAACCATCGCAAGCCG
CCCAACCAGGAAGGGCAG
CGCATTATGGGCGTTGGC
CAGGGGTGATGCTGCCAA
CTCGCGGAGGGTAGCATG
TTTGGGACCACTGTCGGC
CTTCCGGAATCGGGAGCG
GTCCTCGGCCCAAAGCAT
CCTTTGCCCTCGGACGAG
CCGCGGGTTTCTGGAGTT
TTTCGTGGAGTTCCCGCC

GCCTTGATTCACGGGGCT
AACTCACCGCGACGTCTG
ACACAAATCGCCCGCAGA
CCTCGCTCACTGACTCGC
GCGATTCCGACTCGTCCA
ACAGCGGTCATTGACTGGAG
GTGTAGGTCGTTCGCTCCAA

TTTGGGACCACTGTCGGC
GTCCTCGGCCCAAAGCAT
GCACGACAGGTTTCCCGA
CGGTGGTTTGTTTGCCGG
ACGTCTTGCTCAAGGCCG
ACACCGCGCGCGATAATTTA
TGCCTCGGTGAGTTTTCTCC
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KASP primers used for genetic map development and genotyping of recombinant lines.
Marker name
Bd1_1045_80_F
Bd1_1158441_80_F
Bd1_2217472_80_F
Bd1_3742611_80_F
Bd1_5193814_80_F
Bd1_6505655_80_F
Bd1_8478145_80_F
Bd1_9735862_80_R
Bd1_10587139_80_F
Bd1_13967462_80_F
Bd1_14339439_80_F
Bd1_16416822_80_F
Bd1_16439870_80_R
Bd1_18460725_80_F
Bd1_18933637_80_F
Bd1_20391084_80_R
Bd1_21418300_80_F
Bd1_22262232_80_F
Bd1_23899717_80_F
Bd1_25381740_80_F
Bd1_27206656_80_F
Bd1_30473280_80_F
Bd1_30517986_80_F
Bd1_33836606_80_F
Bd1_41545466_80_R
Bd1_43478472_80_F
Bd1_44496983_80_F
Bd1_46690464_80_F
Bd1_49945665_80_F
Bd1_52521919_80_F
Bd1_54418622_80_F
Bd1_54965698_80_F
Bd1_56886337_80_F

Purposea
LxJ
LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
FxL, LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL
LxJ
FxL

Forward primer allele 1

Forward primer allele 2

Common reverse primer

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTTTATAATAATGTCTTACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTTTATAATAATGTCTTACG

ACTGAAGCTGGTGACTTCGAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCTGATTCTATCGCACCTTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCTGATTCTATCGCACCTTG

TGCCCGTGCTTCTCTGTC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAACCCACCACCTAGACTTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAACCCACCACCTAGACTTT

TGTGGTTTGTCACTAAAGGCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCGCCTCCTCGACGGCTACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCGCCTCCTCGACGGCTACG

GAATCCCCGCCCTGGTTC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACCAAGTATGATTATCGAAG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACCAAGTATGATTATCGAAT

GCTGGGCCTCAGACGTAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATTCCGACAGTACTTGAGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATTCCGACAGTACTTGAGCG

TGCTCTCGCAGTGCCATC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCATCCCACTCGAACTCATC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCATCCCACTCGAACTCATT

ACTCTTGTTGCAGGTCTTGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGACACTGTAGCGCCACCGTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGACACTGTAGCGCCACCGTG

CCGAATCGCTCCTCACCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTTGCACGGTAAGGCCATGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTTGCACGGTAAGGCCATGT

CGTCTCTTGGCCGTGGTT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGATCCTTTGCTCATTGAGCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGATCCTTTGCTCATTGAGCT

GCCTGCTGTGCTTAGTGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGGCAAGGAGACTTGACTTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGGCAAGGAGACTTGACTTT

TCAGCAGACAACCGACCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCTTGACTTTAGATCGGGGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCTTGACTTTAGATCGGGGT

TCCCACAGCTAAGCAGTGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGAATTATGAAACTGACGGAG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGAATTATGAAACTGACGGAT

CTCGACCACCCGTTGCAA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCGCCAGCCTGTCAGTGAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCGCCAGCCTGTCAGTGAAT

ACGAGGCAGTTTCAGTGATCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCCCCTGAAATCCGCGGCTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCCCCTGAAATCCGCGGCTC

CGCCGGACTCGTCCAATT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTAATATTTTGACACTTAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTAATATTTTGACACTTAAT

AGGGGCAAACTGTCGCAA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGATTACCAATGAGTTGAGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGATTACCAATGAGTTGAGG

GTGGATCACAGCAGGCGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATTTGAATTTTCTTTCATGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATTTGAATTTTCTTTCATGT

GCTGATGAAGCCATTTAGCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATATGTACTTCATGCTGTGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATATGTACTTCATGCTGTGG

ACCAGCTTCACCACACAGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACAACTACGAGAATCGGAGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACAACTACGAGAATCGGAGG

ACATTGGTGTGGGCCTCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTCATTGAAAAAAGAAAGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTCATTGAAAAAAGAAAGAT

TGAGATCGTGCGTCAATGTTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTTACGTTTTATCTTAACTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTTACGTTTTATCTTAACTG

ATTCCATAGCAACGCGCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACCGAATCCTAATATTTCCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACCGAATCCTAATATTTCCT

CTGCCTCGGCCTCCAAAA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATGGAAAGATTAAATCATGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATGGAAAGATTAAATCATGG

ACGTATGCCAGTGAGCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGGCGGAGATTACAAGGTAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGGCGGAGATTACAAGGTAG

TTACCTGGACGAGCCGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGAGGTATATCACTCTGCCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGAGGTATATCACTCTGCCAT

GGGCAGGACGAAAATCAGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGGAGATCAAAGGCGTGTGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGGAGATCAAAGGCGTGTGT

TGTCTTACCTTGCCCACTCTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCTAGCAGATATTTTTTCTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCTAGCAGATATTTTTTCTG

ACTTTGCCCAGGAACCGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTAAAAAAAAAAACTCGGGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTAAAAAAAAAAACTCGGGCG

CCACGTTACTGCGACCGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCAGGGGTAAGGTCTGAGACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCAGGGGTAAGGTCTGAGACG

TTGCCACATGCCGTCCAT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCGGGCTGCCGCGCGGGGCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCGGGCTGCCGCGCGGGGCT

GCCGAAACGCCCGTAAAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTCAGACTTAAACTTAGTAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTCAGACTTAAACTTAGTAT

TGCCTCCGACTTAGTACACC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATGTGCGATGTTACACGAGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATGTGCGATGTTACACGAGG

ATGTGCCGATGCCACACA
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GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGAAGGGGCCTTTTGCCTTTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGAAGGGGCCTTTTGCCTTTT

GGGTACCCGTGGAAAAACA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTCGTATGGCTCCGAACAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTCGTATGGCTCCGAACAAT

TGGCGATCCAACGTTGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCACCTTTGCCAGGGATCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCACCTTTGCCAGGGATCG

TCACGCCTGAGATGTTCGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAACCGGTGCCAAGTTTGGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAACCGGTGCCAAGTTTGGT

GCAGCAGCCTGAAACAGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCTTGCGACCATCTTTGCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCTTGCGACCATCTTTGCT

TCTGTTCTTCTTGGACGCGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGCTAGATAAGATGGCGGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGCTAGATAAGATGGCGGAT

GTGCACCTGTGGGTCTGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTAAGACTACAAGCTCTTGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTAAGACTACAAGCTCTTGT

CCTGCTCAAGAGGAAATACCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACTCAGAGAGGTCCTGGTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACTCAGAGAGGTCCTGGTCG

GCTACGTGTTGCATTCCTCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCAATATCCTTCAAACGTGGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCAATATCCTTCAAACGTGGT

TGGTTATGGCGTCCTAGGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGTGGAGATCTTGCACTGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGTGGAGATCTTGCACTGCT

GGGCTGTCCCCCATGAAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAACGAAAATCATAACGAGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAACGAAAATCATAACGAGT

TCTGTGTGCCACTAGTAGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCGAGCCCAACCCCCACCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCGAGCCCAACCCCCACCAT

AAAATGCGCCAGGTTGCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCATTCAAATTTAGTCAAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCATTCAAATTTAGTCAAAG

TGGTACTGACAGTACGTTCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTACATCTATCTATTTAGACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTACATCTATCTATTTAGACG

TGAAATACTCGCTCCGGCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAATGCAACTGCAGCAAGAGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAATGCAACTGCAGCAAGAGG

TGGGCAGTGAACTGTGAGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCATGGCGCAAGGCTATGGAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATGGCGCAAGGCTATGGAG

GCCAATAGCTCGGTGGCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTTGTTACCTTTAGATTCAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTTGTTACCTTTAGATTCAC

ACAGTATGGTGAGACAAGCTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGCCAATGTATTGCATGCGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGCCAATGTATTGCATGCGG

TGTGCGGGATAAACGGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCCAATCCATCAGCAATCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCCAATCCATCAGCAATCC

GGCCAGGGTGATTTGTGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGACCAGGCCAGCAAGGTTCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGACCAGGCCAGCAAGGTTCG

ACCTGCGTACAAACATTGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTACAATTTTACCCATCTTTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTACAATTTTACCCATCTTTT

GGAACACAACAGCCAGGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTTGTCCTCCTAGCCTAGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTTGTCCTCCTAGCCTAGCG

ACATCTTCTGCCAATCGAACG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGTCGGCGAGCAAGAGGCTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGTCGGCGAGCAAGAGGCTG

GAGGAGAGCACGAGGCAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATATAATCAACATTTCTTAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATATAATCAACATTTCTTAT

ACACCCCTGGAAGATAAGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAAAATTGAGAAGCCCATTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAAAATTGAGAAGCCCATTC

ACTCCCCAGTTTTGCCACC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTCTCAAGTTGTTGGGCCAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTCTCAAGTTGTTGGGCCAG

GCACAGTCATGGTTGTTCGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACTGTGGGCTGCAAAGTACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACTGTGGGCTGCAAAGTACC

GCATCTTGCAAGCTATGACAA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACGACCGTGAGTGGATTGTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACGACCGTGAGTGGATTGTT

GGTGCTGGCATGCTGCTA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGAATCCCTTCCAATCCCGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGAATCCCTTCCAATCCCGG

TTCTGCCACGCTGTTGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAATAATTTGGAGCAAAGCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAATAATTTGGAGCAAAGCAT

TCGTATGGTTACTCCCTCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCATGGGCTCAATAAAAATTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATGGGCTCAATAAAAATTG

TGACGTTGGTTAGGCGTCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTGCGTCTTCAATTACGTTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTGCGTCTTCAATTACGTTG

CCGGAGGGGGAGGAAACT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGTGGAAACTGAGGGGGCGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGTGGAAACTGAGGGGGCGG

AGCACAATAGGCATCCCGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTGCTGATCAAGAGCTTCCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTGCTGATCAAGAGCTTCCT

TGATGTACACCACTGCTGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTAGTATTTTACTCACAATGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTAGTATTTTACTCACAATGC

ACAACACCAATGCCACCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACCCGCCGCACTCGCACCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACCCGCCGCACTCGCACCCG

CCTTGAGCACCAGCACGA
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GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGCTGCCATGAACTCTTACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGCTGCCATGAACTCTTACG

GCGATATGGTCGGTGGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTCAAAGTGTAAAAAGTTTG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTCAAAGTGTAAAAAGTTTT

TCCATGCTCCCTCGGTTCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGGTGGTTAAACAAAATCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGGTGGTTAAACAAAATCCG

ATGGCTCTCTACCGCGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGCATCGAGTTGACCAGCGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGCATCGAGTTGACCAGCGT

TGCATGAACATCCAACCATGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATGAAAACATACAGCCGCCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATGAAAACATACAGCCGCCT

TGCTCTGTTTGTCTAGTGGCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCGCCGCCCCGGCCCATGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCGCCGCCCCGGCCCATGCT

GGGCGTGTTGCTCGGAT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACGCTGAAGATGGCGCAACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACGCTGAAGATGGCGCAACG

GATCCACGACGGACGAGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGCATGTCGATTCCGTCCGTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGCATGTCGATTCCGTCCGTC

GCCGCGGCGTCAATAAAT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCTAAACTTATTACGGCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCTAAACTTATTACGGCAG

AGGGTTATCCGGGCGTCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACGGGATGGCGCGCAGGCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACGGGATGGCGCGCAGGCAT

CGATCGTCTGGACCTGCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGAGAGAATAGGCTCGTATAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGAGAGAATAGGCTCGTATAG

GGCTGGTCGACCGAGAAA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATCAATCGGTTGAGATACAG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATCAATCGGTTGAGATACAT

ACCATCGAACAGGCGAACA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGGAAGCGATACATCATAGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGGAAGCGATACATCATAGT

TCTCCCCTTGGCACGGTA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACGGTATCACAACTTGGACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACGGTATCACAACTTGGACG

CAGGCTGTTCCACATAGCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTCTAGGTTGCGGCCTGTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTCTAGGTTGCGGCCTGTCT

CATTAGCCACCCGGGTCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTATCCAAATAGTGATCACAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTATCCAAATAGTGATCACAT

CCGCTCTGATCTCCTGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGTTAGCTAGGCGCCCTGTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGTTAGCTAGGCGCCCTGTC

TCAGTGACAGGGTATCCGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGGTTTCTTATTCCTGTCCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGGTTTCTTATTCCTGTCCT

AGGTGCATGTCCACTGCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATGTAGGAATTGGAAAAATC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATGTAGGAATTGGAAAAATT

CAATCTCCTGATGTGCACAGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTAGAGCAAAGGCAGCTAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTAGAGCAAAGGCAGCTAAT

GCCCATTTTCGACGCCAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGCAGGTGGATAAATGAGGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGCAGGTGGATAAATGAGGG

AGCTGTCCCCTTTTTGCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCACCCCGTCGGAAAACCCCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCACCCCGTCGGAAAACCCCT

CCGCCGCTCATAGTGTCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCACTTTTCATAAGGGGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCACTTTTCATAAGGGGAT

AGCTAGCACACACCAAACA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCATCGGCGCAGGCCAAAAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATCGGCGCAGGCCAAAAAT

TCATTTCCAGCGGTAGGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGCTCTATTCGACGAAGAGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGCTCTATTCGACGAAGAGG

CAGGATTGAAGCGTGCGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAACATTATAGTATGAAGACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAACATTATAGTATGAAGACT

TGTTTGTTCTCCACTGCTTCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGAACAAGTAAATGTAGAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGAACAAGTAAATGTAGAAG

TGCAGAGGCAGATGTGGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCAGCATGGACGCGCCGCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCAGCATGGACGCGCCGCCG

GACGGCCATCTCGTACGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAAAAATCCCTTCACTGTAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAAAAATCCCTTCACTGTAT

GGAGGACCCTTCGGAATTGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTTATGTCCTGTAGGCTTCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTTATGTCCTGTAGGCTTCG

AGCGCAAAATGACGCACG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAGACAAATCATAATACCAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAGACAAATCATAATACCAG

TGTCTCTTGGGAGGCACTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCTCATCGTCGTCTTCTACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCTCATCGTCGTCTTCTACG

TGCGGTGCAAGCTAGACC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGGTGTAGTGAAAGGTGAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGGTGTAGTGAAAGGTGAAT

GACAATTAGTGACGGTGGTCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGTCATCAAGACGGCTACGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGTCATCAAGACGGCTACGT

AGGGTGAATCAAGCTAGCTGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATGAGAATACTAATTCAGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATGAGAATACTAATTCAGAG

AGCAGCTCCATTGAGAACCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCTCAACATAAAAAAAAAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCTCAACATAAAAAAAAAAT

TGCCTACCGTGTGCATGC
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GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATACTTCCTCAAGGGGGACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATACTTCCTCAAGGGGGACG

CCACGATGCATCCCGGAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCTCAGATCAAAACTAACGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCTCAGATCAAAACTAACGT

AGGAGAGTGATTCGAGGAGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCAGTATAGAAAAAGATATTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCAGTATAGAAAAAGATATTG

TCTGAGCAGCTCATTGGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTCTCTTCTCATCCCGAGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTCTCTTCTCATCCCGAGCC

CTTCAGGACAACGCCGGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCATGACTTGGCTAAGCACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCATGACTTGGCTAAGCACG

GATCGCCCCGTCTCCATG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTGCATTTTGAGTATCTAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTGCATTTTGAGTATCTAAT

CTCAGTAAACTTGGGCATCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGGAGGGAGCATACCCTTAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGGAGGGAGCATACCCTTAT

CCATTCAACCATTTCCGAAGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTCATCCAATCGCTCCTTTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTCATCCAATCGCTCCTTTT

GCCCCAAGCTCTCAAGAGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTAATAATCAGATATAACGGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTAATAATCAGATATAACGGG

TTCGGGTTCAGCGTGGAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGATAATACACACTTAACCTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGATAATACACACTTAACCTT

CGAACGGACACTAGAAAAAGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCACAATGGTTCAACAGTTGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCACAATGGTTCAACAGTTGG

GAGACACCAGCGGACACC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATAATAAATAGTTAAACCTG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATAATAAATAGTTAAACCTT

AGGCCTTGCTTTAGAAGACCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGCATTAAAACATCTAGCAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGCATTAAAACATCTAGCAC

GGTGATTGAAGAAGCGAAGGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATTTCCAATCGTTTGAAAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATTTCCAATCGTTTGAAAAG

ACGGAGGGAGTATCATTTTGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACCGTCTGCTCACACTACAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACCGTCTGCTCACACTACAG

TGAAGATGGTGGCGGCAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTGTTTAGCTGGCCGAGCTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTGTTTAGCTGGCCGAGCTG

CGTGACGTGCCTCCACTT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCATAGCAGGCAGGAACTGAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATAGCAGGCAGGAACTGAT

GGAACTCGGTCGGACGTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAAATGTTGTTATCGTCGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAAATGTTGTTATCGTCGAT

CCCCGAGAAAGAAACACGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGCATCAATAGATCGACTCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGCATCAATAGATCGACTCC

TTGTGACACAAATTACCCCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGATTCCCTCTAATCTCCCTC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGATTCCCTCTAATCTCCCTT

CGAGTCTCCCTCCCGTGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGCATGACATGTTGAGAATA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGCATGACATGTTGAGAATG

GTGTCAGCCTATGCGGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTTGTCCCAATCCTTTTCCCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTTGTCCCAATCCTTTTCCCG

CCCGCATTTTGGCCCATG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTAATTTGTGATTGCAAAAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTAATTTGTGATTGCAAAAAG

TTTGGCCTGTGTGCATCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGATGAGGTTCGGGCAGCTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGATGAGGTTCGGGCAGCTCT

TACCACCCCGGATCCCAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTATAATCTCCTTAAACTCAG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTATAATCTCCTTAAACTCAT

TCCTCCACCGACTGCAAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGTTAGCAAACATCTACCGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGTTAGCAAACATCTACCGT

TGCATTGCGTTCATTCAGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCCTATATCTTTCTCTGCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCCTATATCTTTCTCTGCCG

ACACAGGAGCAGCAGTCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTTCAGAAATACTTTAGTAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTTCAGAAATACTTTAGTAG

CAAACCTTTGTCGGAAGCCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGTTTGTATCATCCTTGTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGTTTGTATCATCCTTGTCT

TCATGGCCTGCTCCAACG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGACGGCGGCCGCTTCATGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGACGGCGGCCGCTTCATGCC

TGCAAGTATTGATTCGCTTGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGTAACATTGCAAAACCACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGTAACATTGCAAAACCACG

GACCTTGGCATGACCGCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCATATCATGAACTAAATAGA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATATCATGAACTAAATAGT

TGCAACCAGGAGGCAAGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTAGTCTAGAACAGGAGGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTAGTCTAGAACAGGAGGAT

GGGGAGGATATACCATCGGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAATATTTGCAAGTATAACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAATATTTGCAAGTATAACG

GTGGAGCATGCTGTGTGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCAAAGGTGGATCTGAGGCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCAAAGGTGGATCTGAGGCG

AGCATGAAAGCCATGGCCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTATACTTACTCTGGCTCTCGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTATACTTACTCTGGCTCTCGT

GCGGCGCACAAGTCTTTG
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Bd4_29442515_80_F
Bd4_29480682_78_F
Bd4_29517901_80_R
Bd4_31819521_80_F
Bd4_35489154_80_R
Bd4_35489196_80_F
Bd4_38721872_80_F
Bd4_40183813_80_F
Bd4_40346729_80_F
Bd4_42825975_80_F
Bd4_44061764_80_F
Bd4_46686642_80_F
Bd4_48088914_80_F
Bd5_637722_80_F
Bd5_5044936_80_F
Bd5_16064722_80_F
Bd5_18069830_80_F
Bd5_20559803_80_F
Bd5_22050320_80_F
Bd5_22088796_80_F
Bd5_23563542_80_F
Bd5_24892215_80_F
Bd5_26001591_80_F
Bd5_27255044_80_R

FxL
FxL
FxL
FxL, LxJ
FxL
LxJ
LxJ
LxJ
FxL
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
LxJ
LxJ
FxL, LxJ
LxJ
LxJ
FxL
FxL, LxJ
LxJ
FxL
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
FxL, LxJ
LxJ

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGAGCTTCACCGGTAGTCCG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGAGCTTCACCGGTAGTCCT

ATTCAGCTCCTCGCGTCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGATAACTTACGGGAAGTGAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGATAACTTACGGGAAGTGAG

CCCCCTCCTCGAAAAGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCAATTATATTGTCAAGAACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCAATTATATTGTCAAGAACG

ACGTTTTTCCAGATCACGCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACCTGGCTCAATCTGGCTTA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACCTGGCTCAATCTGGCTTC

TGCACGATCCTGTAAATGCTC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCCTTTCGGCCGGAATTACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCCTTTCGGCCGGAATTACT

GCAAAGACCGGGGGTTCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAAAACTAAATCAGTCACAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAAAACTAAATCAGTCACAG

AGAGCAGCTTGCCAGTTCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCTCCTCACCCATGAAGATA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCTCCTCACCCATGAAGATT

TGGGAGAGCCGAGTTCGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGGGTACCTTTCCCATGTCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGGGTACCTTTCCCATGTCG

GTCGCTGCAGAGGGTTGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTGGTTCCACCGGAGATTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTGGTTCCACCGGAGATTCT

GCCCATGTTGTTCAACCGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCTTCGATCTGCCGTCTTCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCTTCGATCTGCCGTCTTCG

AGACCTGCGACGGGATCT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTTTAGAGGTGACACACTCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTTTAGAGGTGACACACTCT

GCCCTGGTGAGCTCGATG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGATAGGAAACACGGAGCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGATAGGAAACACGGAGCCG

TCTTCCGCCTCCTCCCTG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAGGATATATACGTTCAGACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAGGATATATACGTTCAGACG

CGCCGCCGAGTTTGATTC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTCAAACGGTGAAAACCTAAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTCAAACGGTGAAAACCTAAG

TGTCTCCAGACAATGTGCGT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGCCTGATTCAATTTCCAAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGGCCTGATTCAATTTCCAAG

ATGTCCCTCCCAGTTGCC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCTCGGGCCCACCCCTGCCA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCTCGGGCCCACCCCTGCCG

AGATGGAAGCGTGCCCAC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCCACCGCGGCCCAGGGCACC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCCACCGCGGCCCAGGGCACT

AGGCTTTGACAGCTGGGG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGAGACATTAAGTTTGTCAC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGAGACATTAAGTTTGTCAT

TGGTACACTACAGTGAGGGGA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCGTGCCAGTAGGGGAAGCAA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCGTGCCAGTAGGGGAAGCAG

ATGCCACTAGGTGCACCG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGTCGCGGCATAAACATGTGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTGTCGCGGCATAAACATGTGT

CCCCAACCCACTTTCCTTCA

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGCCGATCCGGTCGCCCAGC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTTGCCGATCCGGTCGCCCAGT

TGGCTGGCCTGCATTGTT

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTACTACTGGAATCAGAGCACA

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTACTACTGGAATCAGAGCACC

TGTTGGTTGCTGCACATGC

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTCTTTTCCAGTAGCCTTGCCC

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCTTTTCCAGTAGCCTTGCCT

GTAAGGGACCTGCCGCAG

GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTAAGGATGCCAACCAATGAGG

GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTAAGGATGCCAACCAATGAGT

GGTCAGACCAGCAGCAGT

a

FxL = Foz1 x Luc1 genetic map; LxJ = Luc1 x Jer1 genetic map; LxJ_recs = genotyping of recombinant lines in the Luc1 x Jer1 population; AxB_recs = genotyping of
recombinant lines in the ABR6 x Bd21 population
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Natural Variation in Brachypodium Links
Vernalization and Flowering Time Loci as
Major Flowering Determinants1[OPEN]
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The domestication of plants is underscored by the selection of agriculturally favorable developmental traits, including ﬂowering
time, which resulted in the creation of varieties with altered growth habits. Research into the pathways underlying these growth
habits in cereals has highlighted the role of three main ﬂowering regulators: VERNALIZATION1 (VRN1), VRN2, and
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT). Previous reverse genetic studies suggested that the roles of VRN1 and FT are conserved in
Brachypodium distachyon yet identiﬁed considerable ambiguity surrounding the role of VRN2. To investigate the natural
diversity governing ﬂowering time pathways in a nondomesticated grass, the reference B. distachyon accession Bd21 was
crossed with the vernalization-dependent accession ABR6. Resequencing of ABR6 allowed the creation of a single-nucleotide
polymorphism-based genetic map at the F4 stage of the mapping population. Flowering time was evaluated in F4:5 families in
ﬁve environmental conditions, and three major loci were found to govern ﬂowering time. Interestingly, two of these loci
colocalize with the B. distachyon homologs of the major ﬂowering pathway genes VRN2 and FT, whereas no linkage was
observed at VRN1. Characterization of these candidates identiﬁed sequence and expression variation between the two
parental genotypes, which may explain the contrasting growth habits. However, the identiﬁcation of additional quantitative
trait loci suggests that greater complexity underlies ﬂowering time in this nondomesticated system. Studying the interaction of
these regulators in B. distachyon provides insights into the evolutionary context of ﬂowering time regulation in the Poaceae as
well as elucidates the way humans have utilized the natural variation present in grasses to create modern temperate cereals.

The coordination of ﬂowering time with geographic
location and seasonal weather patterns has a profound
effect on ﬂowering and reproductive success (Amasino,
2010). The mechanisms underpinning this coordination
are of great interest for understanding plant behavior
and distribution within natural ecosystems (Wilczek
1
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et al., 2010). Plants that fail to ﬂower at the appropriate
time are unlikely to be maximally fertile and, therefore,
will be less competitive in the longer term. Likewise,
optimal ﬂowering time in crops is important for yield
and quality: seed and fruit crops need to ﬂower early
enough to allow ripening or to utilize seasonal rains,
while delayed ﬂowering may be advantageous for leaf
and forage crops (Distelfeld et al., 2009; Jung and
Müller, 2009).
Although developmental progression toward ﬂowering can be modulated in several ways, many plants
have evolved means to detect seasonal episodes of cold
weather and adjust their ﬂowering time accordingly, a
process known as vernalization (Ream et al., 2012).
Despite the importance of ﬂowering time, the molecular
and genetic mechanisms underlying this dependency
have been studied in only a few systems, notably the
Brassicaceae, Poaceae, and Amaranthaceae (Andrés
and Coupland, 2012; Ream et al., 2012). Three major
VERNALIZATION (VRN) genes appear to act in a regulatory loop in temperate grasses. The wheat (Triticum
aestivum) VRN1 gene is a MADS box transcription factor
that is induced in the cold (Yan et al., 2003; Andrés and
Coupland, 2012). This gene is related to the Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana) genes APETALA1 and FRUITFUL
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(Yan et al., 2003; Andrés and Coupland, 2012). VRN2
encodes a small CCT domain protein (Yan et al., 2004)
that is repressed by VRN1 and, in turn, represses
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), a strong universal promoter of ﬂowering (Kardailsky et al., 1999; Yan et al.,
2006; Andrés and Coupland, 2012; Ream et al., 2012). In
cereals, active VRN2 alleles are necessary for a vernalization requirement. Spring barley (Hordeum vulgare) and
spring wheat varieties, which do not require vernalization to ﬂower, either lack VRN2 (Dubcovsky et al., 2005;
Karsai et al., 2005; von Zitzewitz et al., 2005), have point
mutations in the conserved CCT domain (Yan et al.,
2004), or possess dominant constitutively active alleles of
VRN1 (repressor of VRN2; Yan et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2005)
or FT (repressed by VRN2; Yan et al., 2006).
Investigations of the regulation of ﬂowering in the
Poaceae have focused on rice (Oryza sativa), wheat, and
barley, all domesticated species that have been heavily
subjected to human selection over the past 10,000 years.
Little information is available on wild species within
this family that have not been subjected to human selection. Such a study could provide additional insights
into the standing variation present within wild systems
and its likely predomestication adaptive signiﬁcance in
the Poaceae (Schwartz et al., 2010). A favorable species
for such a study is Brachypodium distachyon, a small,
wild grass with a sequenced and annotated genome.
B. distachyon was developed originally as a model system for the agronomically important temperate cereals
(Draper et al., 2001; Opanowicz et al., 2008; International
Brachypodium Initiative, 2010; Catalán et al., 2014). With
the recent availability of geographically dispersed diversity collections, we can ask how wild grasses have
adapted to different climatic zones.
Previous studies have begun to explore the molecular
basis of vernalization in this system. Higgins et al.
(2010) identiﬁed homologs of the various ﬂowering
pathway genes in B. distachyon, and several mainly reverse genetic studies have focused on characterizing
these genes further (Schwartz et al., 2010; Lv et al., 2014;
Ream et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2014, 2016b). Schwartz
et al. (2010) did not ﬁnd complete correlation between
the expression of VRN1 and ﬂowering and, therefore,
hypothesized that VRN1 could have different activity
or roles that are dependent on the genetic background.
Yet, Ream et al. (2014) found low VRN1 and FT levels in
B. distachyon accessions with delayed ﬂowering, suggesting a conserved role of these homologs. Further
support for a conserved role of VRN1 and FT comes
from the observations that overexpression of these
genes leads to extremely early ﬂowering (Lv et al., 2014;
Ream et al., 2014) and that RNA interference-based silencing of FT and artiﬁcial microRNA-based silencing
of VRN1 prevent ﬂowering (Lv et al., 2014; Woods et al.,
2016b). The role of VRN2 in B. distachyon is less clear.
Higgins et al. (2010) failed to identify a homolog of
VRN2 in B. distachyon; however, other studies identiﬁed
Bradi3g10010 as the best candidate for the B. distachyon
VRN2 homolog (Schwartz et al., 2010; Ream et al., 2012).
Recent research supports the functional conservation of

VRN2 in its role as a ﬂowering repressor but suggests
that the regulatory interaction between VRN1 and VRN2
evolved after the diversiﬁcation of the Brachypodieae
and the core Pooideae (e.g. wheat and barley; Woods
et al., 2016b).
To date, most studies on the regulation of ﬂowering
time of B. distachyon have used reverse genetic
approaches to implicate the role of previously characterized genes from other species (Higgins et al., 2010; Lv
et al., 2014; Ream et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2016b), while
only a few studies have used the natural variation
present among B. distachyon accessions to identify
ﬂowering loci (Tyler et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016).
Currently lacking is the characterization of loci that
control variation in ﬂowering time in a biparental
B. distachyon mapping population. The Iraqi reference
accession Bd21 does not require vernalization (Vogel
et al., 2006; Garvin et al., 2008); in addition, vernalization does not greatly reduce time to ﬂowering in a 16- or
20-h photoperiod (Schwartz et al., 2010; Ream et al.,
2014). In contrast, the Spanish accession ABR6 can be
induced to ﬂower following a 6-week vernalization
period (Draper et al., 2001; Routledge et al., 2004).
In this article, we report on the genetic architecture
underlying ﬂowering time in a mapping population
developed from ABR6 and Bd21. We observed the
segregation of vernalization dependency during population advancement (Fig. 1) and characterized the
genetic basis of this dependency in detail at the F4:5
stage in multiple environments. The ability to ﬂower
without vernalization was linked to three major loci,
two of which colocalize with the B. distachyon homologs
of VRN2 and FT. Notably, our results further support
the role of the VRN2 locus as a conserved ﬂowering
time regulator in B. distachyon.

Figure 1. Flowering behavior within the ABR6 3 Bd21 mapping population. Three months after a 6-week vernalization period, ABR6 (left) is
not flowering, whereas Bd21 (center) is flowering, and an individual in
the ABR6 3 Bd21 mapping population displays an intermediate flowering phenotype (right).
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RESULTS
Development of a B. distachyon Mapping Population
between Geographically and Phenotypically
Distinct Accessions

Initial investigations into the ﬂowering time of ABR6
and Bd21 in response to different vernalization periods
showed contrasting effects on the two accessions (Figs.
1 and 2). ABR6 responded strongly to increasing vernalization times with a reduction in ﬂowering by 93 d,
ranging from 117 d for a 2-week vernalization period to
24 d for an 8-week vernalization period. This reduction
in ﬂowering time for ABR6 was not linear, and the
greatest drop of 43 d occurred between 4 and 5 weeks
of vernalization (Fig. 2). In contrast, no statistically
signiﬁcant difference was found with respect to the
vernalization response of Bd21, although a consistent
trend toward a reduced ﬂowering time was observed.
A cross was generated from these phenotypically diverse accessions for the creation of a recombinant inbred line population. To develop a single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP)-based genetic map, ABR6 was
resequenced, and reads were aligned to the reference
genome. A total of 1.36 million putative SNPs were
identiﬁed between ABR6 and Bd21, of which 711,052
constituted nonambiguous polymorphisms based on a
minimum coverage of 153 and a strict threshold for

Figure 2. Effects of vernalization on flowering time in ABR6 and Bd21.
Days to flowering was measured from the end of vernalization for seven
different vernalization periods. After vernalization, plants were grown
in a growth chamber (16-h photoperiod) for 35 d and then transferred to
a greenhouse without light and temperature control (late April to mid
July, 2013; Norwich, UK). Mean days to flowering and SE are based on
six biological replicates. Different letters represent statistically significant differences based on pairwise comparisons using Student’s t tests
with pooled SD and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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SNP calling (i.e. 100% of reads with an ABR6 allele, 0%
of reads with a Bd21 allele). Following iterative cycles
of marker selection, the ﬁnal genetic map consists of
252 nonredundant markers and has a cumulative size of
1,753 centimorgan (cM; Supplemental Fig. S1). This size
is comparable to that of the previously characterized
Bd3-1 3 Bd21 mapping population (Huo et al., 2011)
and conﬁrms that B. distachyon has a high rate of recombination compared with other grass species. The
quality of the genetic map was veriﬁed by assessing the
two-way recombination fractions for all 252 markers
(Supplemental Fig. S2). All ﬁve chromosomes were
scanned for segregation distortion by comparing observed and expected genotype frequencies for each
marker. The expected heterozygosity at the F4 stage is
12.5%, and the expected allele frequency for each parental genotype is 43.75%. Although all ﬁve chromosomes contained regions of potential segregation
distortion (Fig. 3), only two loci on chromosomes Bd1
(peak at 474.1 cM) and Bd4 (peak at 77 cM) deviated
signiﬁcantly from these expected frequencies.

Multiple Quantitative Trait Loci Control Flowering in the
ABR6 3 Bd21 Mapping Population

We evaluated the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 population in a
number of environments to identify the genetic architecture underlying ﬂowering time (Supplemental Table
S1; Supplemental Data S1). Four sets of the population were grown without vernalization, whereas in one
additional set, ﬂowering was scored in response to
6 weeks of vernalization. In all experiments, the population was exposed to natural light, although in three
experiments, supplemental light was used to ensure a
minimum 16- or 20-h growth period. In addition, two
experiments did not have any temperature control (i.e.
plants were exposed to the natural temperature in the
greenhouse), two experiments had the temperature
controlled at 22°C/20°C during light/dark cycles, and
one experiment had the temperature maintained at a
minimum of 18°C/11.5°C during light/dark cycles.
Analysis of the nonvernalized environments revealed a
bimodal distribution between families that ﬂowered
and families that did not ﬂower (Fig. 4). However,
considerable residual variation in ﬂowering time existed among the ﬂowering families. For example, in environment 5, ﬂowering occurred over a 42-d period
from 63 to 105 d after germination (Fig. 4E). Flowering
in the other nonvernalized environments occurred over
a similar time period (Fig. 4). Interestingly, transgressive segregation for early- and late-ﬂowering phenotypes was observed in environment 4 (Fig. 4D). Phenotypes
in the vernalized environment were heavily skewed toward early ﬂowering (Fig. 4B). Only limited residual
variation existed among the vernalized F4:5 families,
and all plants ﬂowered within 11 d from the ﬁrst observation of ﬂowering in the population. The variation in
ﬂowering time for all ﬁve environments was found to
be not normally distributed. Among these diverse
Plant Physiol. Vol. 173, 2017
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Figure 3. Segregation distortion in
the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4 population.
For each marker of the genetic map,
the frequencies of F4 individuals
with homozygous ABR6 genotype
(solid magenta line), homozygous
Bd21 genotype (dashed green line),
or heterozygous genotype (solid
black line) were calculated (scale
on left). Data coverage (percentage
of F4 individuals with genotype
calls per marker) is represented by
the gray line (scale on right).

environments, quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses
using binary and nonparametric models were conservative in detecting QTLs controlling ﬂowering time
(qFLT; Supplemental Tables S2 and S3), whereas
transformation of ﬂowering time consistently identiﬁed QTLs between environments (Tables I and II;
Supplemental Tables S4 and S5). Three major QTLs
were identiﬁed on chromosomes Bd1 and Bd3 that
were robustly observed using parametric and nonparametric mapping approaches (Tables I and II; Fig. 5).
The QTL on Bd1 (qFLT1; peak marker Bd1_47808182)
appeared to be the major locus governing ﬂowering
time in this population, as it was the major QTL in all
ﬁve environments, explaining the most phenotypic
variation (PVE) compared with any other QTL (Table
II). PVE values for this locus ranged from 15.9% to
37.5%. Another QTL on Bd3 (qFLT6; peak marker
Bd3_8029207) also was detected in all ﬁve studies,
although its contribution was signiﬁcant in only three
environments. PVE values for the statistically signiﬁcant QTLs ranged from 11.8% to 18.7%. Bd21 alleles
at these two loci promoted early ﬂowering, whereas
individuals with ABR6 alleles at both loci had maximal
ﬂowering time or did not ﬂower within the time scale of
the experiment (Fig. 6). Interestingly, in the two environments where this former locus did not have a signiﬁcant contribution, two other QTLs were identiﬁed.
A QTL on Bd3 (qFLT7; peak marker Bd3_44806296)
explained 13.6% and 14% of the variation observed in
these studies, and a QTL on Bd2 (qFLT3; peak marker
Bd2_53097824) was identiﬁed through a combination of
nonparametric and parametric analyses of environments 4 and 5. Additional QTLs on Bd1 (qFLT2), Bd2
(qFLT4), Bd3 (qFLT5), and Bd4 (qFLT8) were not signiﬁcant in more than one of the environments tested
(Table I).
Previous studies identiﬁed the B. distachyon homologs of ﬂowering regulators from Arabidopsis, wheat,
barley, and rice (Higgins et al., 2010; Ream et al., 2012).
The 1 2 log of the odds (LOD) support intervals of all
statistically signiﬁcant QTLs were combined to identify
the maximal 1 2 LOD support interval for each QTL.
Several of the previously identiﬁed B. distachyon homologs of ﬂowering regulators are candidate genes
underlying these QTLs (Table III). Although several
homologs fall within the 1 2 LOD support intervals of

qFLT1 on Bd1 (292.1–305.6 cM) and qFLT6 on the short
arm of Bd3 (72.9–97 cM), these loci also harbor the
B. distachyon homologs of FT (Bradi1g48830) and VRN2
(Bradi3g10010), which have been implicated previously
in ﬂowering time regulation in B. distachyon through a
series of mainly reverse genetic studies (Lv et al., 2014;
Ream et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2014, 2016b).

Natural Variation in FT and VRN2

Analysis of the resequencing and RNA sequencing
(RNAseq) data allowed an initial evaluation of candidate genes underlying these QTLs. A de novo assembly
was created from the ABR6 resequencing reads, and the
resulting contigs were probed with the Bd21 sequences
of FT (Bradi1g48830) and VRN2 (Bradi3g10010), enabling the identiﬁcation of structural variation between
ABR6 and Bd21 (Fig. 7; Supplemental Table S6). Spliced
alignment of RNAseq reads permits the further characterization of candidate genes underlying an identiﬁed QTL through the conﬁrmation of polymorphisms
between two parental genotypes, veriﬁcation of annotated candidate gene models, qualitative assessment of
the expression of candidate genes in the sampled tissue,
and discovery of potential splice variants.
No polymorphisms were found in the coding sequence
of Bradi1g48830, the B. distachyon homolog of FT. However, two indels (2 and 4 bp) and an SNP mapped to the
39 UTR. Additionally, two SNPs and three indels (including a 33-bp indel 590 bp upstream of Bradi1g48830)
were found in the promoter region (2 kb upstream). The
terminator region (2 kb downstream) contained three
SNPs and four indels. Bradi1g48830 was not expressed in
ABR6 and was barely detectable in Bd21 (only two reads
mapped to the gene). Owing to the low expression, it was
not possible to conﬁrm the published gene model with
our RNAseq data.
Greater sequence variation was observed at
Bradi3g10010, the B. distachyon homolog of VRN2, and
its ﬂanking regions. Only 1.9 kb of the promoter region
is present on the Bradi3g10010 contig, but this region
contains 29 SNPs and three indels (including an 84-bp
indel 1.4 kb upstream of Bradi3g10010). The 2-kb terminator region contains 14 SNPs and three 1-bp indels.
Additionally, 11 SNPs and four indels (including a
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of
flowering time in the ABR6 3 Bd21
population. Flowering time was
measured from the first day that
flowering was observed in the entire
population. A, Environment 1 (April
to July; natural light supplemented
for 20 h, 22˚C/20˚C, no vernalization). B, Environment 2 (April to
July; natural light supplemented for
20 h, 22˚C/20˚C, 6 weeks of vernalization). C, Environment 3 (May
to July; natural light and temperatures, no vernalization). D, Environment 4 (September to November;
natural light supplemented for 16 h,
minimum 18˚C/11.5˚C, no vernalization). E, Environment 5 (March to
May; natural light and temperatures,
no vernalization). Flowering times
for the parental lines are indicated by
arrows (no data for environment 3).
NF, Not flowering.

37-bp and a 22-bp indel) were localized in the intron,
two SNPs in the coding sequence, and four SNPs in the
39 UTR. Bradi3g10010 was expressed in leaves from
both Bd21 and ABR6, and spliced alignment of
RNAseq reads conﬁrmed the published annotation of
Bradi3g10010 for both ABR6 and Bd21. Moreover, the
six SNPs predicted in the exons were supported by the
RNAseq data, and these may contribute to the observed
effect on ﬂowering time in this mapping population.
Two SNPs map to the annotated coding sequence and
four SNPs map to the 39 UTR. One of the two SNPs in
the annotated coding sequence is predicted to cause a
nonsynonymous mutation (Fig. 7).
260

Expression of VRN1, VRN2, and FT in Response
to Vernalization

To understand the transcriptional dynamics of
VRN1, VRN2, and FT in response to vernalization, we
assessed steady-state levels of mRNA expression in
plants at the fourth leaf stage after exposure to 2, 4, and
6 weeks of vernalization at 5°C or to no vernalization
(Fig. 8). VRN1 and FT had a similar pattern in steadystate levels of gene expression in response to vernalization (Fig. 8, A and C). For both genes, very low levels
of expression were observed in ABR6, whereas Bd21
had fairly high levels of transcript abundance. After
Plant Physiol. Vol. 173, 2017
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Table I. Significant flowering time QTLs (qFLT) in the different environments identified using several binary, nonparametric, and parametric
approaches
Dashes, Corresponding QTL was not detected within respective environment.
Locus

Chra

cM

Alleleb

E1c

E2

E3

E4

E5

qFLT1
qFLT2
qFLT3
qFLT4
qFLT5
qFLT6
qFLT7
qFLT8

Bd1
Bd1
Bd2
Bd2
Bd3
Bd3
Bd3
Bd4

297.6
465.2
338.3
409.0
60.8
91.2
294.6
90.1

Bd21
Bd21
ABR6
Bd21
Bd21
Bd21
Bd21
Bd21

B, T2, T3, NPd
T2
–
–
–
T2, T3
–
–

T1, T3, NP
–
–
T1, T3
–
T1, T3
–
–

T2, T3, NP
–
–
–
–
T2, T3
–
–

T2, T3
–
NP
–
T1
–
T2, T3, NP
NP

T1, T2, T3, NP
–
T2, T3
–
–
–
B, T2, T3, NP
–

a
b
c
d
Chromosome.
Allele that reduces flowering time.
E1 to E5, Environment (see Supplemental Table S1).
QTL analyses were performed with interval mapping using binary classification (B) and nonparametric analysis (NP) and composite interval mapping using transformed data
(T1, T2, and T3).

experiencing 4 weeks of vernalization, ABR6 had similar levels of VRN1 transcript to Bd21 without vernalization treatment. In contrast, FT expression had a
marginal increase after 4 and 6 weeks of vernalization
in ABR6 relative to no vernalization or 2 weeks of
vernalization. FT expression levels were signiﬁcantly
lower than in Bd21 across all periods of vernalization.
Both VRN1 and FT expression increased signiﬁcantly
between Bd21 samples vernalized for 2 or 4 weeks.
VRN2 expression in ABR6 was inversely correlated
with the length of vernalization, with similar levels of
expression after no vernalization and 2 weeks of vernalization and increasingly lower levels of expression
after 4 and 6 weeks of vernalization (Fig. 8B). Bd21
exhibited a similar reduction in VRN2 expression, although lower levels of expression were observed without vernalization compared with ABR6 with 6 weeks
vernalization. The trends of all three genes highlighted
the importance of 4 weeks of vernalization as the inﬂection point in transcriptional abundance, which
coincides with a signiﬁcant reduction in days to
ﬂowering in ABR6 (Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

In our advancement of the ABR6 3 Bd21 population,
we observed substantial variation in ﬂowering time. To
deﬁne the genetic architecture of ﬂowering time, we
developed a comprehensive genetic map and assessed
F4:5 families in multiple environments. We uncovered
three major QTLs, with two QTLs coincident with the
B. distachyon homologs of VRN2 and FT. Interestingly,
VRN1 was not associated with ﬂowering time and was
found to have no mutations within the transcribed sequence (Supplemental Table S6). Further minor-effect
QTLs were identiﬁed, suggesting that additional regulators play a role in controlling ﬂowering time in
B. distachyon.
Segregation Distortion in the ABR6 3 Bd21 Population

Segregation distortion is a common observation in
the development of mapping populations in plants,
including grasses such as rice, Aegilops tauschii, maize
(Zea mays), or barley (Xu et al., 1997; Faris et al., 1998;
Lu et al., 2002; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2011). In the

Table II. Significant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed flowering time phenotypes
(T3) in the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 families
ENVa

Locus

Chrb

cM

EWTc

LOD

AEEd

PVEe

1 2 LOD SIf

1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5

qFLT1
qFLT6
qFLT1
qFLT4
qFLT6
qFLT1
qFLT6
qFLT1
qFLT7
qFLT1
qFLT3
qFLT7

Bd1
Bd3
Bd1
Bd2
Bd3
Bd1
Bd3
Bd1
Bd3
Bd1
Bd2
Bd3

297.6
91.2
297.6
409.0
93.2
297.6
91.2
297.6
294.6
297.6
338.3
294.6

3.06
3.06
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.20
3.20
3.19
3.19
3.17
3.17
3.17

12.96
4.51
7.59
3.20
6.64
8.61
5.69
3.49
3.79
8.62
3.70
5.61

2.87
1.64
0.82
0.47
0.79
1.50
1.20
1.77
1.59
3.43
21.75
2.02

36.3%
11.8%
20.0%
6.7%
18.2%
31.1%
18.7%
15.9%
14.0%
37.5%
9.9%
13.6%

296.1–305.6
ND
296.1–305.6
403.2–411.0
72.9–97.0
292.1–303.6
74.9–97.0
292.1–305.6
273.9–300.7
294.1–301.6
323.7–348.0
275.9–302.0

a
b
c
Environment (see Supplemental Table S1).
Chromosome.
Experiment-wide permutation
d
e
threshold.
Additive effect estimate for transformed phenotypes.
Percentage of phenotypic varif
ance explained.
The 1 2 LOD support interval (cM). ND denotes QTLs not detected using standard
interval mapping.
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Figure 5. Linkage mapping of flowering time in the ABR6 3 Bd21 population. Time to flowering for 114 F4:5 families of the
population was transformed into ordered rank values, QTL analysis was performed using composite interval mapping under an
additive model hypothesis test (H0:H1), and data were plotted based on normalized permutation thresholds. The blue horizontal
line represents the threshold of statistical significance based on 1,000 permutations. Orange line = environment 1 (April to July;
natural light supplemented for 20 h, 22˚C/20˚C, no vernalization), blue line = environment 2 (April to July; natural light supplemented for 20 h, 22˚C/20˚C, 6 weeks of vernalization), red line = environment 3 (May to July; natural light and temperatures,
no vernalization), yellow line = environment 4 (September to November; natural light supplemented for 16 h, minimum 18˚C/
11.5˚C, no vernalization), and green line = environment 5 (March to May; natural light and temperatures, no vernalization). For
full environmental details, see Supplemental Table S1. The genetic positions of the previously identified homologs of VRN1,
VRN2, and FT are indicated (compare Higgins et al., 2010, and Ream et al., 2012).

ABR6 3 Bd21 population, signiﬁcant deviation from
expected genotype frequencies was observed at two
loci on chromosomes Bd1 and Bd4 (Fig. 3). Interestingly, heterozygosity was not affected at these loci, but
the ABR6 allele was overrepresented. It is likely that
these loci are linked to traits that were selected inadvertently during population advancement based on
genetic and/or environmental factors. Several genetic
mechanisms can contribute to segregation distortion in
intraspeciﬁc crosses, including hybrid necrosis (Bomblies
and Weigel, 2007), genes involved in vernalization requirement and ﬂowering time (such as the vrn2 locus in
the Haruna Nijo 3 OHU602 doubled-haploid barley
population; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2011), or preferential transmission of a speciﬁc parental genotype. While
segregation distortion at these loci was not associated
with the identiﬁed ﬂowering time QTLs, canonical resistance genes encoding nucleotide-binding, Leu-rich
repeat proteins are present at the Bd4 locus (Bomblies
et al., 2007; Tan and Wu, 2012).

were detected in two environments, whereas four minoreffect QTLs (qFLT2, qFLT4, qFLT5, and qFLT8) were found
in individual environments only. Two recent genomewide association studies used the natural variation
found within B. distachyon germplasm to identify SNPs
associated with ﬂowering time (Tyler et al., 2016; Wilson

The Genetic Architecture of Flowering Time in
B. distachyon

In Arabidopsis, natural variation has been used as a
complementary forward genetics-based approach for
investigating ﬂowering time (Koornneef et al., 2004). In
our work, we identiﬁed two major QTLs controlling
ﬂowering time (qFLT1 and qFLT6; Fig. 6) in both vernalized and nonvernalized environments that colocalized
with the B. distachyon homologs of FT (Bradi1g48830) and
VRN2 (Bradi3g10010). These observations are consistent
with previous reverse genetic studies on the role of FT and
VRN2 in controlling ﬂowering time (Lv et al., 2014; Ream
et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2014, 2016b). Two additional
QTLs on chromosomes Bd2 (qFLT3) and Bd3 (qFLT7)
262

Figure 6. Phenotype-by-genotype plot for the two major loci controlling flowering time in the ABR6 3 Bd21 mapping population. Days to
flowering in environment 3 for the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 families homozygous at qFLT1 and qFLT6 shows that the Bd21 alleles at these two loci
promote early flowering. Error bars represent 1 SE; NF, not flowering.
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Table III. Previously identified B. distachyon homologs of flowering regulators in Arabidopsis (At),
hexaploid and diploid wheat (Ta and Tm), barley (Hv), and rice (Os) within the 1 2 LOD support intervals
of the statistically significant QTLs under transformation T3

c

Locus

Chra

1 2 LOD SIb

B. distachyon Gene

Homologous Genesc

qFLT1

Bd1

292.1–305.6

qFLT3

Bd2

323.7–348.0

qFLT4

Bd2

403.2–411.0

qFLT6

Bd3

72.9–97.0

qFLT7

Bd3

273.9–300.7

Bradi1g45810
Bradi1g46060
Bradi1g48340
Bradi1g48830
Bradi2g53060
Bradi2g54200
Bradi2g55550
Bradi2g60820
Bradi2g62070
Bradi3g08890
Bradi3g10010
Bradi3g12900
Bradi3g41300
Bradi3g42910
Bradi3g44860

AtAGL24, TaVRT2, OsMADS55
AtABF1
AtCLF, OsCLF
AtTSF, HvFT1, OsHd3a/OsFTL2
AtFDP
AtNF-YB10
AtbZIP67
AtFY, OsFY
AtLUX, OsLUX
OsFTL13
TaVRN2, TmCCT2, OsGhd7
AtHUA2
OsMADS37
AtSPY, OsSPY
OsRCN2

a
b
Chromosome.
Combined maximal 1 2 LOD support interval (cM) from all significant QTLs.
Identified by Higgins et al. (2010) and Ream et al. (2012).

et al., 2016). Tyler et al. (2016) identiﬁed nine signiﬁcant
marker-trait associations, none of which overlap with
the QTLs identiﬁed in our study. In contrast, Wilson
et al. (2016) identiﬁed a much simpler genetic architecture consisting of three signiﬁcant marker-trait associations, one of which could be linked to FT. These
additional QTLs and marker-trait associations identiﬁed in our study and the genome-wide association
studies could either correspond to one of the identiﬁed
homologs of ﬂowering genes in B. distachyon (Table III;
Higgins et al., 2010) or constitute novel loci as hypothesized by Schwartz et al. (2010). With the exception
of the proximal QTL on Bd2 (qFLT3), all alleles that
prolonged time to ﬂowering in our study were contributed by ABR6 (Table I). Bd21 has been classiﬁed
previously as a spring annual (Schwartz et al., 2010) or
extremely rapid ﬂowering (Ream et al., 2014). However, increased vernalization times still led to a modest

reduction in ﬂowering time (Fig. 2), which is explained
by the detection of a QTL contributed by Bd21.
We hypothesized that structural variation between
ABR6 and Bd21 would underlie the observed variation
in ﬂowering time. No structural variation in FT was
observed between ABR6 and Bd21 in the coding sequence; however, several indels map to the promoter
region (Fig. 7). These polymorphisms may explain the
expression differences between these two accessions.
As expected, no FT expression was found in ABR6
seedlings, and only two Bd21 RNAseq reads mapped to
this gene. Steady-state expression levels of FT in the
fourth leaf were signiﬁcantly lower in ABR6 relative to
Bd21 without vernalization (Fig. 8C). After 4 weeks of
vernalization, FT expression levels increased in ABR6,
although they were signiﬁcantly lower than Bd21
steady-state levels after any level of vernalization.
It was shown previously that in barley, wheat, and

Figure 7. Comparison of the flowering regulators FT and VRN2 between the B. distachyon accessions Bd21 and ABR6. Contigs of
the ABR6 de novo assembly were aligned to the Bd21 reference sequence (version 3), and polymorphisms were identified in the
genes of interest and 2-kb promoter and terminator sequences (1.9-kb promoter for VRN2). Red ticks represent SNPs, and black
ticks represent insertions/deletions (indels). The length of indels (bp) is shown with + for insertion and – for deletion. The amino
acid change of the nonsynonymous SNP in VRN2 is indicated. s = synonymous SNP; dashed line = promoter or terminator; white
box = 59 untranslated region (UTR) or 39 UTR; black box = exon; black line = intron; M = Met/translation start; star = translation
stop; black bar under VRN2 = CCT domain.
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Figure 8. VRN1, VRN2, and FT expression in the fourth leaf of ABR6 and
Bd21 after varying periods of cold treatment. Seeds were imbibed with
water and not vernalized or vernalized for 2, 4, or 6 weeks and transferred
to a growth chamber with parameters similar to environment 2. Fully expanded fourth leaves were harvested in the middle of the photoperiod.
Relative gene expression of VRN1 (A), VRN2 (B), and FT (C) was determined using reverse transcription-quantitative PCR and analyzed using the
22DDCt method. All genes were normalized to 1 based on Bd21 expression
with no cold treatment (0 weeks), and UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING
ENZYME18 was used as an internal control. Bars represent means of three
biological replicates, with error bars showing 1 SE. Different letters represent
statistically significant differences based on pairwise Student’s t tests using a
multiple hypothesis-corrected P value threshold of 0.05 with the BenjaminiHochberg approach (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

B. distachyon, FT expression is up-regulated after vernalization (Sasani et al., 2009; Chen and Dubcovsky,
2012; Ream et al., 2014). Our observations indicate that
264

FT is expressed in Bd21 and increases less than VRN1 in
response to vernalization. In contrast, FT in ABR6 increases only marginally after 4 weeks of vernalization
and remains signiﬁcantly below the levels observed in
Bd21 after no vernalization.
Interestingly, an intact copy of the ﬂowering repressor VRN2 also is present in Bd21 (Ream et al., 2012),
which does not have a strong vernalization response
(Vogel et al., 2006; Garvin et al., 2008). The lack of a
vernalization requirement in some B. distachyon accessions, therefore, cannot be explained by an absence of
VRN2 (Ream et al., 2012). Intriguingly, early-ﬂowering
mutants identiﬁed in genetic screens thus far have
not mapped in the VRN2 region (Ream et al., 2014).
Moreover, expression levels for VRN2 also did not vary
among early- and late-ﬂowering accessions, and VRN2
mRNA levels are likely not rate limiting (Ream et al.,
2014). An earlier study by Schwartz et al. (2010) described a potential correlation between different VRN2
alleles and ﬂowering time. The authors did not rule out
the effects of population structure and proposed that
elucidating the role of VRN2 in B. distachyon will require
more in-depth genetic studies. A recent comprehensive
analysis of population structure in B. distachyon collections revealed that ﬂowering time, and not geographic
origin, is indeed the major distinguishing factor between genotypically distinct clusters (Tyler et al., 2016).
Our results conﬁrm VRN2 as an important ﬂowering
regulator in the ABR6 3 Bd21 mapping population and
highlight structural and expression variation between
parental accessions. However, none of the SNPs identiﬁed
in the coding sequence map to the CCT domain. A point
mutation in this domain results in a spring growth habit
in cultivated Triticum monococcum accessions (Yan et al.,
2004). It is unclear whether the structural variation surrounding VRN2 corresponds to the allelic variation observed by Schwartz et al. (2010). Woods and Amasino
(2016) hypothesize that, even though VRN2 may not be
involved in vernalization control in B. distachyon, it may
still possess an ancestral role in ﬂowering regulation. This
is further supported by the observation that VRN2 expression is not controlled by VRN1 in B. distachyon, yet
VRN2 was found to be a functional repressor of ﬂowering
in this species (Woods et al., 2016b). We observed a negative correlation between VRN2 transcript accumulation
and vernalization period in ABR6 and Bd21 (Fig. 8B).
Similar decreases were observed for ABR6 and Bd21, although transcript abundance in Bd21 was signiﬁcantly
lower than in ABR6 under any vernalization period.
Therefore, our identiﬁcation of natural variation in VRN2
among geographically diverse B. distachyon accessions
further supports VRN2 as a core ﬂowering regulator in
this nondomesticated grass.
In our study of the natural variation between two
morphologically and geographically diverse B. distachyon
accessions, we failed to implicate VRN1 as a ﬂowering
regulator. However, VRN1 expression during and after
cold treatment and the failure of VRN1-silenced lines to
ﬂower suggest a conserved role of VRN1 as a promoter of
ﬂowering (Woods and Amasino, 2016; Woods et al.,
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2016b). Interestingly, a QTL in the Bd21 3 Bd1-1 B. distachyon mapping population colocalized with VRN1
and the light receptor PHYTOCHROME C (Woods et al.,
2016a). Between ABR6 and Bd21, sequence variation was
found in the promoter and terminator regions of VRN1,
and a strong positive correlation was observed with extended periods of vernalization (Fig. 8A), particularly at
4 weeks of vernalization, which was a critical inﬂection
point for ﬂowering time in ABR6. Despite this sequence
and expression variation, VRN1 was not found to contribute to ﬂowering time in the ABR6 3 Bd21 mapping
population. Interestingly, an assessment of allelic variation in 53 B. distachyon accessions currently available in
Phytozome (version 11.0.2; https://phytozome.jgi.doe.
gov) found that none of these accessions possess structural variation in the VRN1 annotated coding sequence.
These ﬁndings suggest that VRN1 is a crucial regulator of
ﬂowering in B. distachyon and under strong selection
pressure.
CONCLUSION

Thanks to their economic and evolutionary importance, ﬂowering time pathways are of particular interest in the cereals and related grasses. Our report adds to
this body of research by using natural variation to map
vernalization dependency in a B. distachyon mapping
population. Since B. distachyon is partly sympatric with
the wild relatives of wheat and barley, it seems likely
that the species would have been subjected to similar
selective pressure and, therefore, is a useful model for
understanding predomestication or standing variation.
We investigated this standing variation by assessing
the segregation of ﬂowering regulators in a mapping
population derived from two geographically diverse
accessions of B. distachyon. Notably, we found additional
support for the roles of FT and VRN2 in controlling
ﬂowering in wild temperate grasses. Additionally, allelic
variation may explain the ambiguity around the role of
the VRN2 homolog observed in B. distachyon. Further
ﬁne-mapping will be required to conﬁrm the roles of
these genes in B. distachyon ﬂowering time. However, we
also detected novel components in the form of additional
QTLs, which reﬂects the power of studying natural
variation in mapping populations derived from phenotypically diverse parents. During population advancement, we observed a variety of additional morphological
and pathological characteristics segregating in this
population, and it will serve as a useful resource for
other researchers investigating standing variation in
nondomesticated grasses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Growth for Assessing ABR6 and Bd21
Vernalization Responses
Six seeds for Brachypodium distachyon ABR6 and Bd21 were germinated on
paper (in darkness at room temperature) and transferred to an equal mixture of
the John Innes Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix (Vain et al., 2008) 4 d after

germination. Vernalization was initiated 14 d after germination for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
or 8 weeks (8-h daylength, 1.2 klux light intensity, and 5°C). The different sets
were staggered to ensure that all sets left vernalization on the same date. After
vernalization, plants were grown in a Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test
Chamber (model MLR-351; 16-h photoperiod, 8 klux light intensity, and 22°C/
20°C day/night temperatures) for 35 d and then transferred to a greenhouse
without light and temperature control (late April to mid July, 2013; Norwich,
UK). Days to ﬂowering was measured from the end of vernalization until the
emergence of the ﬁrst spike and was averaged across all six biological replicates
(only ﬁve replicates were available for Bd21 after 7 weeks of vernalization).
Statistical signiﬁcance was assessed by pairwise comparisons using Student’s t
tests with pooled SD and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Resequencing of ABR6
Seedlings were grown in a Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test Chamber
(16-h photoperiod, 8 klux light intensity, and 22°C) in an equal mixture of the
John Innes Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix. Seven-week-old plants were
placed in darkness for 3 d prior to collecting tissue. Genomic DNA was
extracted using a standard cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide protocol, and a
library of 800-bp inserts was constructed and sequenced with 100-bp pairedend reads and an estimated coverage of 25.83 on an Illumina HiSeq 2500. Library preparation and sequencing were performed at The Genome Analysis
Centre. The resulting reads were mapped to the Bd21 reference sequence (version
1; International Brachypodium Initiative, 2010) with the Galaxy wrapper, which
used the BWA (version 0.5.9) aln and sampe options (Li and Durbin, 2009). Polymorphisms between ABR6 and Bd21 were identiﬁed with the mpileup2snp and
mpileup2indel tools of VarScan (version 2.3.6) using default settings (Koboldt
et al., 2009). A de novo assembly was created from the raw ABR6 reads using
default settings of the CLC Assembly Cell (version 4.2.0) and default parameters.
Potential structural variation between ABR6 and Bd21 was investigated by performing a BLAST search with the Bd21 regions of interest against the ABR6 de
novo assembly and mapping contigs for hits with at least 95% identity and an
E value under 1e220 to the Bd21 reference sequence (version 3).

Development of the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4 Population and
Genetic Map
The B. distachyon accessions ABR6 and Bd21 were crossed, and three ABR6
3 Bd21 F1 individuals, conﬁrmed as hybrid by simple sequence repeat marker
analysis (data not shown), were allowed to self-pollinate to generate a founder
F2 population composed of 155 individuals. After single-seed descent, DNA
was extracted from leaf tissue of 114 independent F4 lines using a cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide genomic DNA extraction protocol modiﬁed
for plate-based extraction (Dawson et al., 2016). SNPs for genetic map construction were selected based on a previously characterized Bd21 3 Bd3-1 F2
genetic map to ensure an even distribution of markers relative to physical and
genetic distances (Huo et al., 2011). SNPs without additional sequence variation
in a 120-bp window were selected every 10 cM. The Agena Bioscience MassARRAY design suite was used to develop 17 assays that genotyped 449 putative SNPs using the iPLEX Gold assay at the Iowa State University Genomic
Technologies Facility (Supplemental Data S2). Markers were excluded for being
monomorphic (106), dominant (34), or for missing data for the parental controls
(33). Heterozygous genotype calls for some markers were difﬁcult to distinguish and classiﬁed as missing data. Additional SNPs between ABR6 and Bd21
in six markers developed for the Bd21 3 Bd3-1 F2 genetic map (Barbieri et al.,
2012) were converted into cleaved-ampliﬁed polymorphic sequence markers
(Konieczny and Ausubel, 1993; Supplemental Table S7). The integrity of these
282 markers was evaluated using R/qtl (version 1.33-7) recombination fraction
plots (Broman et al., 2003). Two markers were removed for not showing linkage, and one marker was moved to its correct position based on linkage. Genetic
distances were calculated using the Kosambi function in MapManager QTX
(version b20; Manly et al., 2001). Removal of unlinked and redundant markers
produced a ﬁnal ABR6 3 Bd21 F4 genetic map consisting of 252 SNP-based
markers (Supplemental Data S3). Segregation distortion was assessed using a x2
test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Plant Growth and Phenotyping of Flowering Time in the
ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 Families
Three to ﬁve plants for each of the 114 ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 families were grown
under ﬁve different environmental conditions as detailed in Supplemental
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Table S1. For the phenotyping performed in Aberystwyth, individual seeds
were sown in 6-cm pots with a mixture of 20% grit sand and 80% Levington F2
peat-based compost. Seeds were grown for 2 weeks in greenhouse conditions
(22°C/20°C and natural light supplemented with 20 h of lighting) and then
either maintained in the greenhouse or transferred to a vernalization room for
6 weeks (16-h daylength at 5°C). Plants were returned to the greenhouse following vernalization and grown to maturity. Flowering time was deﬁned as the
emergence of the ﬁrst inﬂorescence and was measured from the ﬁrst day that
ﬂowering was observed in the entire mapping population. Flowering time was
averaged across the individuals of an F4:5 family. For the phenotyping performed in Norwich, plants were ﬁrst subjected to growth conditions and
pathogen assays as described by Dawson et al. (2015). Plants were germinated
in a peat-based compost in 1-L pots and grown for 6 weeks in a controlled
environment room (18°C/11°C and a 16-h light period). Six weeks post germination, the fourth or ﬁfth leaf of each plant was cut off for pathological
assays. The plants were transplanted into 9-cm pots with an equal mixture of
the John Innes Cereal Mix and a peat and sand mix (Vain et al., 2008) and
transferred to the respective growth environments for ﬂowering assessment
(Supplemental Table S1). Flowering time was deﬁned as the emergence of the
ﬁrst inﬂorescence within an F4:5 family and was measured from the ﬁrst day
that ﬂowering was observed in the entire mapping population. Families that
did not ﬂower 60 d after emergence of the ﬁrst inﬂorescence in the mapping
population were scored as not ﬂowering.

QTL Analysis for Flowering Time
Flowering phenotypes were assessed for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk
test (Royston, 1982). In an initial analysis, phenotypic values were converted
into a binary classiﬁcation based on whether families ﬂowered or did not
ﬂower. Interval mapping was performed with the scanone function in R/qtl
under a binary model with conditional genotype probabilities computed with
default parameters and the Kosambi map function (Xu and Atchley, 1996;
Broman et al., 2006). Simulation of genotypes was performed with a ﬁxed step
distance of 2 cM, 128 simulation replicates, and a genotyping error rate of 0.001.
Statistical signiﬁcance for QTLs was determined by performing 1,000 permutations and controlled at a = 0.05 (Doerge and Churchill, 1996). Nonparametric
interval mapping was performed with similar parameters in R/qtl under an np
model (Kruglyak and Lander, 1995). For parametric mapping, ﬂowering time
data were transformed using the following approaches: T1, the removal of all
F4:5 families that did not ﬂower within the time scale of the experiment; T2,
transforming all nonﬂowering phenotypic scores to 1 d above the maximum
observed; and T3, transforming by ranking families according to their ﬂowering
time. For the third transformation approach (T3), the earliest ﬂowering family
was given a rank score of 1, and subsequent ordered families were given incremental scores based on rank (2, 3, 4, etc.). When two or more families had a
shared ﬂowering time, they were given the same rank, and the next ranked
family was given an incremental rank score based on the number of preceding
shared rank families. Nonﬂowering families were given the next incremental
rank after the last ﬂowering rank. For all three transformations, composite interval
mapping was performed under an additive model (H0:H1) using QTL Cartographer
(version 1.17j) with the selection of ﬁve background markers, a walking speed of
2 cM, and a window size of 10 cM (Zeng, 1993, 1994; Basten et al., 2004). Statistical
signiﬁcance for QTLs was determined by performing 1,000 permutations with
reselection of background markers and controlled at a = 0.05 (Doerge and Churchill,
1996; Lauter et al., 2008). The 1 2 LOD support intervals were estimated based on
interval mapping (Lander and Botstein, 1989).

RNAseq of ABR6 and Bd21
Plants were grown in a controlled environment room with 16 h of light at 22°C,
and fourth and ﬁfth leaves were harvested as soon as the ﬁfth leaf was fully
expanded (roughly 28 d after germination). RNA was extracted using TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. TruSeq libraries were generated from total RNA, and mean insert sizes were 251 and 254 bp
for ABR6 and Bd21, respectively. Library preparation and sequencing were performed at The Genome Analysis Centre. Sequencing was carried out using 150-bp
paired-end reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500, and ABR6 and Bd21 yielded
38,867,987 and 37,566,711 raw reads, respectively. RNAseq data quality was
assessed with FastQC, and reads were removed using Trimmomatic (version 0.32;
Bolger et al., 2014) with parameters set at ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq 3-PE.fa:2:30:10,
LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15, and MINLEN:100. These
parameters will remove all reads with adapter sequence, ambiguous bases, or a
substantial reduction in read quality. The sequenced reads were mapped to the
266

Bd21 reference genome using the TopHat (version 2.0.9) spliced alignment pipeline (Trapnell et al., 2009).

Reverse Transcription-Quantitative PCR Analyses
ABR6 and Bd21 seeds were surface sterilized (70% ethanol for 30 s, washed in
autoclaved deionized water, 1.3% sodium hypochlorite for 4 min, and washed in
autoclaved water three times), transferred to moistened Whatman ﬁlter paper,
left at room temperature in darkness overnight, and vernalized for 2, 4, or
6 weeks (in darkness at 5°C). A control set was surface sterilized and transferred
to ﬁlter paper overnight but not vernalized. Following vernalization, plants
were transferred to soil and grown in a Sanyo Versatile Environmental Test
Chamber in conditions similar to environment 2 (20-h photoperiod, 4 klux light
intensity, and 22°C/20°C). Once fully expanded, fourth leaves were collected in
the middle of the photoperiod and ﬂash frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Total RNA was extracted using TRI Reagent according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Sigma-Aldrich). RNA samples were treated with DNase I (Roche)
prior to cDNA synthesis. The quality and quantity of RNA samples were
assessed using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer followed by agarose electrophoresis. First-strand cDNA was synthesized according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Invitrogen). Brieﬂy, 1 mg of total RNA, 1 mL of 0.5 mM poly-T
primers, and 1 mL of 10 mM deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate were incubated
at 65°C for 5 min and 4°C for 2 min, with subsequent reverse transcription
reactions performed using 2 mL of 103 reverse transcription buffer, 4 mL of
25 mM MgCl2, 2 mL of 0.1 M dithiothreitol, 1 mL of RNaseOUT (40 units mL21),
and 1 mL of SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (200 units mL21) at 50°C for
50 min. Reverse transcription was inactivated by incubating at 85°C for 5 min,
and residual RNA was removed with the addition of 1 mL of RNase H (2 units
mL21) and incubation at 37°C for 20 min.
Quantitative real-time PCR was performed in 20-mL reaction volumes using
10 mL of SYBR Green mix (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mL of 10 mM forward and reverse
primers, 4 mL of water, and 4 mL of cDNA diluted 10-fold. The program for PCR
ampliﬁcation involved an initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 min and then
40 cycles of 94°C for 10 s, 60°C for 15 s, and 72°C for 15 s. Fluorescence data were
collected at 72°C at the extension step and during the melting curve program on
a CFX96 Real-Time system (Bio-Rad).
Relative gene expression was determined using the 22DDCT method described
by Livak and Schmittgen (2001) using UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING ENZYME18
(Hong et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2010) for normalization. All primers were used
previously by Ream et al. (2014) and had PCR efﬁciency ranging from 95% to 110%.
Statistical analysis of gene expression was performed using R (version 3.2.3).
Comparisons between all genotype-by-treatment combinations were made with
pairwise Student’s t tests using log-transformed relative expression levels, with
P values corrected for multiple hypothesis testing based on the Benjamini-Hochberg
approach (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

Accession Numbers
Raw resequencing reads of ABR6 have been submitted to the National Center
for Biotechnology Information Short Read Archive under the BioProject identiﬁer PRJNA319372 and SRA accession number SRX1720894. The ABR6 de novo
assembly has been deposited at the DNA Data Bank of Japan/European Nucleotide Archive/GenBank under accession number LXJM00000000. The version
described in this article is version LXJM01000000. Raw RNAseq reads have been
submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information Short Read
Archive under the BioProject identiﬁer PRJNA319373 and SRA accession
numbers SRX1721358 (ABR6) and SRX1721359 (Bd21).

Supplemental Data
The following supplemental materials are available.
Supplemental Figure S1. Linkage groups of the ABR6 3 Bd21 genetic
map.
Supplemental Figure S2. Two-way recombination fraction plot for the
ABR6 3 Bd21 F4 population.
Supplemental Table S1. Summary of the environmental conditions tested.
Supplemental Table S2. Signiﬁcant QTLs from interval mapping of the
binary classiﬁcation of ﬂowering time phenotypes in the ABR6 3 Bd21
F4:5 families.
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Supplemental Table S3. Signiﬁcant QTLs from interval mapping using a
nonparametric model for ﬂowering time phenotypes in the ABR6 3
Bd21 F4:5 families.
Supplemental Table S4. Signiﬁcant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed ﬂowering time phenotypes in the ABR6 3 Bd21
F4:5 families (T1).
Supplemental Table S5. Signiﬁcant QTLs from composite interval mapping of transformed ﬂowering time phenotypes in the ABR6 3 Bd21
F4:5 families (T2).
Supplemental Table S6. Summary of the structural variation between
Bd21 and ABR6 for the ﬂowering regulators Bradi1g48830 (FT), Bradi3g10010
(VRN2), and Bradi1g08340 (VRN1).
Supplemental Table S7. Five cleaved-ampliﬁed polymorphic sequence
markers included in the ABR6 3 Bd21 genetic map design.
Supplemental Data S1. Raw, binary, and transformed ﬂowering time data
for the ABR6 3 Bd21 F4:5 families in the ﬁve environments tested.
Supplemental Data S2. Sequence information used to develop iPLEX
assays for the 247 MassARRAY markers in the ABR6 3 Bd21 genetic
map design.
Supplemental Data S3. ABR6 3 Bd21 genetic map.
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7. Abbreviations
aa
ADP
ARC
ATP
BAC
bp
CAPS
CC
cM
dpi
ETI
f. sp.
ff. spp.
GWAS
HD
indel
KAPS
kb
LOD
LRR
MAGIC
MAST
min
NB
NOD
NLR
PAMP
pCOL
PCR
PRR
Psh
Pst
PTI
PVE
QTL
s
SNP
TIR
UTR
WGS
WHD
Yrr

amino acid
adenosine diphosphate
adaptor shared by APAF-1, R proteins, and CED-4
adenosine triphosphate
bacterial artificial chromosome
base pair
cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence
coiled-coil domain
centimorgan
days post inoculation
effector-triggered immunity
forma specialis
formae speciales
genome-wide association study
helical domain
insertion/deletion
kompetitive allele specific PCR
kilo base
logarithm of the odds
leucine-rich repeat
multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross
motif alignment and search tool
minutes
nucleotide-binding domain/subdomain
nucleotide-binding oligomerisation domain
NOD-like receptor
pathogen-associated molecular pattern
percent colonisation
polymerase chain reaction
pattern recognition receptor
Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei
Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici
PAMP-triggered immunity
percent of variation explained
quantitative trait locus
seconds
single nucleotide polymorphism
Toll/interleukin-1 receptor homology domain
untranslated region
whole genome sequencing
winged helical domain
Yellow rust resistance
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